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Abstract
Structural control is used to mitigate unwanted vibrations in structures when large
excitations occur, such as high winds and earthquakes. To increase reliability and
controllability in structural control applications, engineers are making use of semi-active
control devices. Semi-active control gives engineers greater control authority over
structural response versus passive controllers, but are less expensive and more reliable
than active devices. However, the large numbers of actuators required for semi-active
structural control networks introduce more cabling within control systems leading to
increased cost.
Researchers are exploring the use of wireless technology for structural control to cut
down on the installation cost associated with cabling. However wireless communication
latency (time delays in data transmissions) can be a barrier to full acceptance of wireless
technology for structural control. As the number of sensors in a control network grows,
it becomes increasingly difficult to transmit all sensor data during a single control step
over the fixed wireless bandwidth. Because control force calculations rely on accurate
state measurements or estimates, the use of strategic bandwidth allocation becomes more
necessary to provide good control performance. The traditional method for speeding up
the control step in larger wireless networks is to spatially decentralize the network into
multiple subnetworks, sacrificing communication for speed.
This dissertation seeks to provide an additional approach to address the issue of
communication latency that may be an alternative, or even a supplement, to spatial
decentralization of the control network. The proposed approach is to use temporal
decentralization, or the decentralization of the control network over time, as opposed to
space/location. Temporal decentralization is first presented with a means of selecting and
evaluating different communication group sizes and wireless unit combinations for
staggered temporal group communication that still provide highly accurate state
estimates. It is found that, in staggered communication schemes, state estimation and
control performance are affected by the network topology used at each time step with
xvi

some sensor combinations providing more useful information than others. Sensor
placement theory is used to form sensor groups that provide consistently high-quality
output information to the network during each time step, but still utilize all sensors. If the
demand for sensors to communicate data outweighs the available bandwidth, traditional
temporal and spatial approaches are no longer feasible.
This dissertation examines and validates a dynamic approach for bandwidth allocation
relying on an extended, autonomous and controller-aware, carrier sense multiple access
with collision detection (CSMA/CD) protocol. Stochastic parameters are derived to
strategically alter back-off times in the CSMA/CD algorithm based on nodal
observability and output estimation error. Inspired by data fusion approaches, this second
study presents two different methods for neighborhood state estimation using a dynamic
form of measurement-only fusion. To validate these wireless structural control
approaches, a small-scale experimental semi-active structural control testbed is
developed that captures the important attributes of a full-scale structure.
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Introduction

In the past decade, wireless communication for structural control and health monitoring
has become more popular in the field of civil engineering [1-4]. This increase in
popularity is strongly influenced by the progression of new structural health monitoring
techniques and applications. At the same time, structural control devices for civil
engineering applications have improved and become more energy efficient, leading to
increased interest in using wireless devices to command these devices as the number of
them grows. As structural engineers move toward a more sustainable future, control
technologies have been developed that leverage small energies to realize large control
efforts. These state-of-the-art control technologies, which will be better described in the
following chapter, use little energy to give engineers more control of structural response.
This technology is known as semi-active control. Though this technology has low energy
requirements, the main drawback that exists is the use of extensive cabling to operate
these devices. A single semi-active device cannot generate the same magnitude of force
that a single active device can to combat the inertial forces of structural floors, therefore
multiple must be used per floor on a structural scale [5-7]. In order to supply command
signals to all semi-active devices that may be required throughout a structure, more
cabling must be used. In a traditional control system with any amount of cabling, the
sensors, the cables between sensors, the actuators, and a central data acquisition and
actuation module make up what is known as a wired, or tethered control system.
Wireless structural control alleviates the need to physically connect every component in
the control system. Wireless technologies have the ability to transmit sensor data
throughout a wireless network, thus saving money on cabling for data acquisition and
centralization. Wireless control can also improve some measures of reliability versus
tethered control because of their intrinsic decentralized nature. Wireless techniques for
control can improve reliability during earthquakes and high-wind events because data
can still be relayed throughout the network without the worry of loss to sensor cabling.
Wireless units are also more reliable because they each perform control calculation and
1

actuation, thus offering redundant control calculations. In wired systems, if the central
data acquisition and actuation module is compromised, control cannot be performed.
Wireless nodes for structural monitoring and control applications have been developed
that possess both data acquisition and control actuation capabilities [8, 9]. Wireless
control technologies possess their own issues, which are presented in the next chapter.

1.1 Motivation
The major drawback to wireless systems for control is communication latency, or the
delay between transmission broadcasts and network receipt [10-13]. Communication
latency can also be interpreted as a decrease in communication speed. That is, the time
necessary to relay all observable data as the wireless network grows increasingly large
to accommodate larger structures. A common way for transmitting data throughout a
wireless control network is to budget, or schedule, a time by which each wireless sensor
must relay its self-acquired data within the control step. Often, if the number of sensors
in a structure is large, the control step size must be increased to accommodate the flow
of more data, thus slowing down the control process, which introduces significant
latency. If the speed of control decreases too much, attenuation of high-frequency
dynamics become unreliable.
The most common process of scheduling data communication in wireless structural
control networks is the time division multiple access (TDMA) protocol. As demand
increases for wireless transmissions within an ever decreasing control step, the
conventional technique for expanding the control step and increasing control rates is to
spatially decentralize, or breakup the structure into smaller subsystems that use less
bandwidth [14-16]. By spatially decentralizing the network, subgroups of sensors will
only obtain data from a limited number of sensors. This work seeks to explore additional
approaches to transmit sensor data within structural control networks such that all units
may receive data from every other sensor in the wireless network, without compromising
control speed. Beginning with a static and predefined communication topology and
moving to a dynamic, stochastic topology, temporally-decentralized control will be
2

studied as a means of improving structural control performance using limited wireless
communication bandwidth.

1.2 Project Overview and Goals
The area this dissertation seeks to address is communication latencies in wireless
structural control. The method chosen to address this issue is to move away from
traditional time division transmission scheduling. Specifically, this dissertation will
examine how to maintain high speed wireless control with the inevitable increase in
communication delays that come with increased sensor network size. In this dissertation,
control speed is increased in wireless control network using two techniques: 1)
scheduling data communication over multiple timesteps using sensor placement theorybased transmission groups; and 2) programming wireless units to identify when selfacquired data should be transmitted based on dynamically updated importance factors.
The two methods will involve static and dynamic allocation of bandwidth, respectively.
Based on the behavior and modal frequencies of a structure, sensor placement can be a
difficult task to ensure a controller is given accurate information. Fortunately, sensor
placement theory has been developed to address issues related to having a limited number
of sensors for monitoring, structural control, and structural health monitoring
applications. Sensor placement theory has also been shown to work for placing a budgetlimited number of sensors for monitoring and control tasks. On top of choosing a limited
number of sensors, sensor placement theory (further described in Chapter 4) can also
form the basis of distributed wireless control schemes, and when applied to static
bandwidth allocation for multi-step group transmissions, it promotes faster wireless
controllers on a structural scale. Sensor placement theory is used to demonstrate how
different sensor groups can be formed that provide consistently high-quality output
information to the network over multiple timesteps, while still using all sensors in the
network. It is found that state estimation and control performance are strongly influenced
by the network topology and that sensor placement approaches involving nodal
observability provide more useful information that arbitrary sensor groups.
3

As the number of sensors that are able to transmit in a single timestep decreases (which
is associated with the increase in network size), the establishment of transmission priority
is necessary. This dissertation discusses a method for prioritizing wireless data that is
used in place of a transmission scheduling scheme. This priority based transmission
scheme will allocate bandwidth dynamically, as opposed to using a static schedule, to
ensure successful transmission of highly important data. If it is not necessary to transmit
data to maintain observability (e.g., sensor readings or state estimation has not changed
between timesteps), it would not be feasible to transmit data from a particular, or multiple
units. Therefore, if units could prioritize their own data based on importance, then
bandwidth would be more available, or the control system could be made to run at a faster
speed. Large wireless networks, even with prioritized transmissions, run into the risk of
data collision without a TDMA communication protocol. When there is a high demand
for units to allocate a small transmission window, communication media are considered
highly saturated/contented. Contention exists when two or more wireless units may wish
to communicate at the same time. In the event that units do communicate at the same
instant, carrier sense multiple access with collision detection or avoidance (CSMA-CD
or -CA) techniques may be used to predict and prevent multiple contended units’ data
from colliding and becoming lost or misreported. In Chapter 5, a modified CSMA-CA
approach is explored that strategically prioritizes data transmissions from the most useful
sensors in a contended medium. The method defined in Chapter 5 relies heavily on a
dynamic measurement fusion approach programmed within each wireless sensor. Both
Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation are shown to lead to the development of wireless
control algorithms that can handle different combinations of sensor data while providing
accurate state estimates, which are shown to improve control performance.
The methods in Chapters 4 and 5 have been performed in simulation using a 20 degreeof-freedom (DOF) structure and validated by simulating and experimentally testing their
performance on a 9-DOF small-scale test-bed that has been developed to emulate tests
that are performed in more expensive laboratories. The following subsection will present
4

the scope of this dissertation, the objectives of this work, and the research approach taken
to complete this work along with the organization of the document.

1.2.1 Goals and Objectives
The aim of this dissertation is to enhance structural control techniques for wireless
systems to improve their performance relative to tethered/wired control approaches,
thereby promoting the greater adoption of wireless technology in the structural control
community. Wireless control has been proven to be a promising alternative to traditional
tethered control, however, several challenges exist when using control components that
are not centralized. The main issues in the application of wireless structural control
include: limited bandwidth for relaying data, communication latency between wireless
nodes, capacity limitations that negatively impact necessary data storage, and
computation speed. Previous work in wireless structural control has suggested that an
improvement of wireless capabilities and embedded control algorithms would help
wireless networks to better contend with wired control systems. This dissertation
develops and validates novel temporally decentralized communication approaches for
wireless structural control that address the issue of slow control speeds using wireless
technology by strategizing wireless transmissions using nontraditional methods.
The first objective for this dissertation is to develop a structural control testbed that is
highly modular. This testbed should consist of an excitation platform for inputting
earthquake ground records and other signals. Additionally, the testbed should contain a
structure that can be reconfigured with varying degrees of freedom, multiple floor
heights, different column stiffness, and variable mass per floor. The test-bed structure
should be equipped feedback control technology including dampers/actuators, wired
sensors, a centralized data acquisition and actuation system for wired control, and
wireless sensing/actuation units.
With a working testbed, the second objective of this dissertation can be explored, which
is to investigate the most appropriate wireless communication schemes for improved
5

control speed and estimation accuracy in large sensing and control networks assuming
static bandwidth allocation is still feasible (i.e., network size is not so large as to fully
prevent wireless transmissions in a timed fashion). To achieve this objective, this
dissertation examines the effect that the number of sensors and sensor placement has on
estimator and control performance. Additionally, this dissertation examines the impact
of sensor grouping and geometry/combinations on control performance and state
estimation and develops a method for designing improved communication topologies
using sensor placement theory.
The third objective for this dissertation is to develop an adaptive, dynamic priority-based
communication scheme that addresses how to strategically transmit data if timed
transmissions, or static bandwidth allocation, is no longer feasible. Given a fixed
transmission window and a large number of wireless sensors, it is important to determine
when to send data based on importance so that multiple transmissions do not collide and
become corrupted. For this objective, the derivation of state-space estimator gains that
can handle time-varying sensor input sets and the development of algorithms for fusing
random sets of measurements is important.

1.3 Contributions to the Field
Broadly speaking, this dissertation offers two major contributions to the field of structural
engineering. The first unique contribution is to provide a rational strategy for
communicating all sensor data throughout a large wireless network without spatial
decentralization. Spread over multiple timesteps, wireless estimators and controllers are
able to observe data from the entire structure as opposed to receiving data from a single
subset of units. This approach is to be applied in larger structures where traditional
centralized wireless structural control would not be feasible at high speeds.
The second unique contribution is the development, verification, and validation of a new
means for contention-based dynamic allocation of bandwidth in large wireless structural
control networks. If a data point from a particular or multiple sensor(s) does not need to
6

be transmitted, then it would be a waste of valuable bandwidth to transmit it, along with
other less important data, on a schedule. The uniqueness in this topic is the removal of a
schedule and the addition of autonomous prioritization of transmissions over saturated
bandwidth where TDMA is no longer possible. This prioritized transmission scheme is
paired with estimators that make use of random measurements from units throughout the
structure as opposed to fixed groups of measurements.

1.4 Research Approach and Document Organization
Beyond Chapter 1, which provided an introduction and motivation for the projects
conducted as part of this dissertation, this dissertation will first present a literature review
in Chapter 2 of the relevant history of structural control leading to the present state of the
art, along with methods of wireless structural control and estimation. This literature
review will describe three broad categories of structural control: passive, active, and
semi-active control. The structural control portion of the literature review will emphasize
semi-active control due to the popularity of these devices for use in civil engineering
seismic control test-beds and their synergy with wireless sensors. Chapter 2 will elaborate
on methods of handling slow data transmission and reception in wireless structural
control networks. In large networks, often fewer sensors are used to estimate states, this
review will discuss how reduced order models are incorporated into the control process
to improve controller performance. Chapter 2 will also include shortcomings and useful
aspects of spatially-decentralized control, frequency division approaches, reduced-order
state feedback control, sensor placement problems, and handling data in both timed and
stochastic manners.
Following the literature review, Chapter 3 summarizes the construction of the structural
control test-bed used to perform experimental validation for the methods discussed in
Chapters 4 and 5, as well as the design and model development for small-scale semiactive magneto-rheological (MR) fluid dampers. Chapter 3 also introduces the wireless
technology used in Chapters 4 and 5 and demonstrates the successful use of a small-scale
7

damper for control testing applied to a 3-DOF small-scale test-bed shear structure, and it
introduces the modularity of a structural test.
Chapter 4 focuses on methodology aimed toward handling a large network of sensors
using a fixed topology that spreads communication across multiple timesteps to improve
observability given the lack in ability to fully centralize data from all units in a wireless
network.
Chapter 5 addresses the issues highlighted earlier, by building off of methodology in
Chapter 4. This chapter examines a scenario where fewer sensors can transmit data,
consistent with larger wireless networks, and an approach had to be developed to
prioritize when data should be transmitted and how to handle random sets of data for
estimation and control purposes.
Finally, Chapter 6 will provide conclusions and identify future directions for related
work. The research approach for this dissertation is represented in Figure 1.1. This figure
depicts the dissertation organization, starting with the broad overview of structural
control methods and approaches to address the highlighted issues motivating this project,
and ending with Chapters 4 and 5, which provide unique contributions to the field of
structural control.

8

Figure 1.1: Research approach for dissertation project
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2

Literature Review

Interest in wired structural control is steadily growing for improving structural stability
during seismic and high-wind events and to provide occupant comfort. Wireless sensing
and actuation networks are becoming more popular for use in civil structures for
structural health monitoring [17-19], damage detection [1, 20, 21], parameter estimation
[4] and structural control [2, 3, 22, 23] and have been designed to carry out both functions
[8, 9, 15]. While researchers are exploiting control capabilities of wireless networks in
lieu of tethered control schemes, the control elements used remain the first topic of
discussion in this chapter. To understand the purpose of semi-active control technologies
used within the later chapters of this dissertation, this literature review will discuss the
progression of control elements leading to the state of the art. In response to this increased
attention in semi-active devices and to build a small-scale test-bed for wireless structural
control applications, this literature review identifies that magneto-rheological fluid
dampers are an appropriate semi-active technology for emulating control elements used
in larger testing facilities. Later in this chapter, wireless technology for structural related
activities are discussed, and the benefits are weighed against wired control. The wireless
aspect of the topics in this dissertation arises from the large number of semi-active
dampers required to fully control large structures under earthquake loading. In the field,
when magneto-rheological devices are used to control inter-story drift, extensive cabling
is required for one damper. However, one commercially sold damper is not capable
enough to attenuate all drift expected by large structures with equally large inertial forces.
Therefore, the amount of cabling increases to match the demand for more dampers. Thus,
wireless technology is even more necessary to combat cost and reliability associated with
wired installation. At the end of this chapter, techniques to address the shortcomings of
wireless control are discussed and compared, highlighting the areas for improvement that
can be made using this dissertation.
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2.1 Actuators for Structural Control Application
Structural control involves the provision of actuators to minimize seismic or wind
excitation to protect structures and ensure occupant comfort. Properly implemented,
structural control elements also help to improve structural stability and dynamic
performance. Structural control technologies are generally categorized into three broad
groups: passive, active, and semi-active control [24-27]. Each category respectively
builds off of the shortcomings of the prior control type. The state-of-the-art structural
control consists of hybrid passive and active control systems, as well as semi-active
control devices. This subsection will discuss the principles behind each type of structural
control approach, give examples of each technology, and describe the shortcomings
associated with each.

2.1.1 Passive Control
Under the passive control paradigm, a system or structure is controlled using principles
of energy balance [28]. This control can be achieved through the use of elements that
passively counter system response (e.g., implementing a tuned mass-spring-damper
system with the structure to bring the dynamic response to a desired stable response).
Energy balance can also be achieved through the use of interconnecting components to
provide additional paths of energy transfer and damping in the structure [28, 29]. At these
interconnections, passive control elements can be introduced that dissipate energy.
Another way to think of passive control is to consider the two primary components of
these systems: an elastic element to store energy and a damper to dissipate it, neither of
which impart additional energy to the structure [28, 29].
The practice of using passive control elements to dissipate the energy introduced into a
structure as a result of earthquake excitation has been observed in buildings for over 100
years. Passive structural control was first documented in western journals by John Milne,
who explained that large pendulums in Japanese Pagoda structures were used for energy
dissipation [30]. The use of these pendulums was simple, relying on cantilever oscillation
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of the pendulum as a method of attenuating structural energy. The pendulum would strike
the inside of a cylindrical hole, converting mechanical energy in the structure to some
other forms [30]. Thus, the structure released energy from the system into the air and
back into the ground upon earthquake excitation.
Some examples of modern passive control elements include base isolation, friction and
metallic yield dampers, viscoelastic dampers, and tuned mass/liquid dampers. Each of
these devices relies on a different form of energy balance. Isolation systems are passive
dampers that use two components to prevent energy transfer to the controlled system.
Base isolation possesses the unique blend of damping and stiffness provided through a
mechanical system (e.g., large rubber and lead bearing columns to support a structure)
[24, 31]. These elements isolate the structure from ground excitations, thus limiting the
energy transferred to the structure. Over a thousand structures in Japan have base
isolation systems installed including the Dowa Kasai Phoenix Building in Osaka and the
Ando Nishikicho Building in Tokyo [32].
Friction dampers and metallic yield dampers convert mechanical energy into heat energy
through friction or plastic deformation as they deform under structural or seismic loading
[33]. Finally, tuned mass/liquid devices counter structural motion to balance system
response (e.g., story drift) under earthquake or wind loading [34]. Examples of structures
that use tuned mass dampers include the Washington National Airport Control Tower,
the Petronas Towers, Taipei 101, the Citicorp Tower, and the John Hancock Tower
among others reviewed in [32, 35]. Structures that make use of tuned liquid damper
include the Crystal Tower Building in Chicago [36], the Nagasaki Airport and the
Yokohama marine tower [37], along with other hotel towers and airports in Japan [32].
Though these control techniques are used because of the ease of implementation,
relatively low cost, and their effectiveness, they do come with shortcomings. One of the
chief disadvantages of passive control is that each device is calibrated to control specific
excitations or behaviors (e.g., a tuned mass damper that targets a specific modal
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frequency) [38]. Out of this range, the control device may not function properly, or might
fail completely. Even when devices are intended to yield as a form of energy dissipation,
these are other shortcomings associated passive control devices, namely fatigue and high
replacement rates [24]. Due to these shortcomings, newer technologies have been
investigated for structural control that do not require frequent replacement and are able
to be effective over a broader range of conditions and excitation frequencies.

2.1.2 Active Control
Active control devices, as opposed to passive control devices, actively impart counterexcitation frequencies or forces into a structure to control system response [24, 29].
Active control devices are often used to alleviate wind induced inter-story drift and
passive dampers are primarily used to perform seismic and wind mitigation activities
[25-27, 37, 39]. Examples of active control include active mass dampers and active tuned
mass dampers. Active mass dampers rely on large amounts of electricity to actuate a mass
to control structural behavior based on detected structural behavior. Similarly, active
tuned mass dampers use actuation methods and large power consumption to impart
counter frequencies or forces onto structures. An example of a structure with an installed
active mass damper is the Kyobashi Seiwa Building [37].
The chief advantages active systems have over passive systems include the ability to react
in short time intervals and provide a greater range of forces adequate for many different
seismic excitations. Active control devices are effective at reducing story drift. Passive
systems are still used for structural control. However, active control systems are used to
eliminate undesired disadvantages of the passive systems. The chief disadvantages of
active dampers is instability (i.e., overuse/estimation of required actuation can impart
more counter loads, thus imparting more energy into the system) [40], the large cost
associated with first time incorporation of the systems, the external power consumption
(which may be insufficiently supplied during an actual earthquake), and non-adaptability
(i.e., these devices require significant structure-specific design effort). These limitations
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have led to the exploration of control techniques that use similar principles of structural
control with low electrical demands.

2.1.3 Semi-active Control
To overcome the limitations of active control, semi-active control strategies have
emerged. Semi-active control devices operate under similar principles to fully-active
control elements. The term semi-active, however, implies the use of less energy and the
particular way these devices create control forces indirectly. Unlike active control, semiactive devices control structural parameters (e.g., stiffness and damping) in real time to
modify structural behavior [41-43]. Researchers have given significant attention to this
attribute of semi-active devices and have recognized the associated benefits of generating
large forces from small input energy, and inherent stability (i.e., forces are indirectly
applied through altering structural parameters and as such, do not destabilize or introduce
more energy into the structure) [44-47].
Even with low power consumption, the effective structural forces are very large, which
makes these devices particularly useful for civil structural control. Also, because of their
low power requirements, semi-active control can still function in the event of a power
outage by using a backup battery. The passive nature and reliability of these devices
allow for guaranteed stability, with proper equipment, and real-time structural control
[29].
Examples of semi-active control devices include active variable stiffness (AVS)
dampers, active bracing systems (ABS), aerodynamic appendages, piezo-ceramics or
piezo-stack actuators, shape-memory alloy members, and rheological devices. AVS
systems can be used to alter the full system stiffness continuously in real-time throughout
an earthquake as different frequencies are detected [48]. Active bracing systems use
various bracing members, typically pre-stressed tendons linking two floors in a structure
with electro-hydraulic actuator components [24]. Aerodynamic appendages are active
control for wind excitation. However, these devices do not address the issue of seismic
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excitation of a structure [24]. Piezo-ceramics or piezo-stack actuators use small electrical
charges to change element length, effectively altering the stiffness to achieve attenuation
of vibrations and even counter vibrations by actuating deflections [49]. Similarly, shapememory alloys can be used to construct a part of a structure to add or release stresses, by
modifying shapes of elements using electricity or heat. This shape change can lead to
increased or decreased damping effects by manipulation of structural stiffness [50].
Finally, other forms of semi-active control devices have a rheological damping
component, or plastic/viscous flow or solidity that can change under various excitation
stimuli. Rheological devices that are used for structural control are magneto- or electrorheological fluid and elastomeric devices. The prefixes refer to the type of excitation
(e.g., magneto-rheological (MR) devices respond to a change in magnetic flux, and
electro-rheological (ER) devices respond to a change in and electric field). Examples of
structures with semi-active dampers installed include the Shiodome Tower and the
Roppongi Hills Mori Tower which use semi-active oil dampers, the Kajima Research
Institute which has 6 AVS devices installed, and many others reviewed in [51].

Because of the low-power consumption of semi-active dampers, specifically MRdampers along with the high-force yield, this form of control has become a popular
choice for civil structural control applications and test-beds. Furthermore, these devices
are controllable over a broad range of frequencies and are guaranteed to be stable in their
operation. MR-dampers exhibit non-linear, hysteretic behavior, leading to numerical
modeling complications [52, 53]. These complications are independent of scale, making
a low-force MR-damper a good stand-in for the full-scale dampers in laboratory
experiments.

2.2 MR-Dampers for Structural Control
This subsection presents an introduction to MR-damper technology including a
description of MR-fluid and its behavior, as well as descriptions of a number of damper
configurations based on MR principles. The effectiveness of each of these configurations
for small-scale damping applications is reviewed. Typical constituents that make up MR15

fluid devices are the MR-fluid, steel pistons, steel damper housing, an electromagnetic
coil (or multiple coils), and a fluid leak prevention system (e.g., either seals or an
absorbent foam matrix). Steel is used for the piston and damper housing due to its high
magnetic susceptibility. Since steel has high magnetic saturation properties, it can
support magnetic moments, which play a role in maximum achievable force in MRdampers. Saturation of the damper’s internal magnetic circuit is a critical design property
that depends on the material and geometric properties of the damper and is discussed
further in the theoretical portion of this report. Three typical types of MR-dampers are
used in many different mechanical and civil engineering applications: single-ended,
double-ended, and sponge-type MR-dampers. These different types are presented in the
following parts of this section with a description of their shortcomings related to use for
small-scale test-beds.

2.2.1 Single-ended MR-fluid Piston-type and Valve-type Dampers
Single-ended MR-fluid piston-type dampers use the main constituents previously
described, and are arranged such that the piston moves through the MR-fluid, as seen in
Figure 2.1 (a). The electromagnetic piston, once power is supplied, experiences resistive
forces as the MR-fluid attracts to the piston and a magnetic circuit is formed through the
fluid, steel housing, and piston. Diverting from the traditional single-ended piston MRfluid damper, a valve-type damper includes a fluid escape path from the main housing.
The fluid travels through a smaller enclosure and experiences a change in viscosity as an
electromagnetic valve is activated, see Figure 2.1 (b). The forces acting on the piston can
be controlled in real-time by changing the levels of applied current to the piston or
electromagnetic valve, which strengthens the magnetic circuit and stiffens the MR-fluid
greater. This single-ended configuration only uses one seal to prevent fluid leak, whereas
later configurations use two seals. Seals are a major shortfall of this technology when
developing a device to be used in affordable small-scale experimentation.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.1: Single-ended damper (a); MR-valve type damper with fluid escape path (b)

Seals are a major source of undesired friction which limits the lower end of small-scale
achievable forces (not an issue for commercial devices because they operate on the kN
scale). For the single-ended damper configuration, another shortcoming with
constructing small-scale devices is the need for an accumulator and a diaphragm. The
diaphragm folds to provide more volume for the excess fluid on the non-shaft side as the
piston and electromagnetic coil moves inward, and vise-versa for the piston’s outward
motion. The diaphragm is stabilized by use of a compressed gas (e.g., Nitrogen) acting
as a pressure differential to help guide the piston in the fluid chamber. Additional major
shortcomings associated with this design for small-scale low-force applications include
the use of high pressured gases and the cantilever geometry of the piston that is difficult
to support in the horizontal application intended in this dissertation [44].

2.2.2 Double-ended MR Piston Damper
The next type of MR-fluid damper is a double-ended configuration as shown in Figure
2.2. Rather than using an accumulator to stabilize the piston, a double-ended piston
damper employing two seals are used, one at each end, to allow the inner piston shaft to
protrude from both ends of the damper. With these seals at each end, support is provided,
thus eliminating the need to provide cantilever support for the piston. However, this
approach necessitates two seals, further degrading the minimum controllable forces of
the device achievable for small-scale construction [44].
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Figure 2.2: Double-ended damper and constituents

This design was found to be more promising for horizontal control applications due to
ease of constructability in comparison to the single-ended damper design due to better
piston support and the elimination of compressed gases and accumulators. However, the
friction created by the pair of seals needed by this damper is quite large. In fact, this
friction proved to be too high for effective use in small-scale test-bed control, later
discussed in Chapter 3. To eliminate these seals, a new approach is needed.

2.2.3 Sponge-type Dampers
Sponge-type dampers are used in a number of mechanical engineering applications in
two forms: expulsion or extraction. Expulsion, in this context, refers to fluid being
expelled out of an absorbent matrix (e.g., polyurethane foam) through positive pressure.
The expulsion of fluid, in the presence of a magnetic field, creates shear stresses that
initiate damping forces (Figure 2.3). Extraction refers to fluid being drawn out of an
absorbent matrix and attracted to a source of magnetic field, thus activating viscous shear
forces in the damper.
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Figure 2.3: Expulsion sponge-type MR-damper

The absorbent matrices within expulsion sponge type dampers are typically made of
polyurethane foam. This damper type relies on the presence of the same cantilever
anchorage for horizontal applications as is needed in single-ended devices. However,
these devices do not contain seals to prevent fluid from leaking. Typically, sponge-type
MR-dampers are single-ended, but they do not require an accumulator because the
sponge, or foam, guides the piston in the housing (and there is no pressure compensation
required) [54]. Polyurethane foam required for expulsion dampers is very affordable,
however, it is easily torn [55-58] and replacement of this matrix is very difficult in this
type of damper. To avoid the tendency of the foam to tear as often, the foam thickness
has to be relatively thin, thus limiting the amount of volume and increasing the stiffness
of the foam. Finally, the polyurethane foam surrounding the piston adds friction to the
damping force, which is not controllable and is undesired for small-scale devices. The
extraction device, shown in Figure 2.4, presents more promising attributes for this
dissertation.
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Figure 2.4: Extraction sponge-type MR-damper

Extraction sponge-type dampers use metal coated polyurethane foam as the MR-fluid
absorbent matrix. Like normal polyurethane foam, metal coated foam, with small pore
sizes, can retain MR-fluid. However, as the pore size increases, the ability for MR-fluid
to be extracted increases. The metal coating process has already been performed and this
foam is available commercially for purchase [57]. The polyurethane foam is a skeleton
for a metal powder to latch on using a bonding agent. Some examples of the different
types of metal foams that are available are steel composite foam, aluminum iron
composite foam, aluminum foam, copper foam, and vitreous carbon foam [57]. Basic
properties of metal foams of interest for this dissertation include absorbency and
magnetic saturation. Metal foam extraction sponge-type dampers allow for seal-less
construction, comparable to the expulsion-type dampers.

2.3 Wired Structural Control
Wired structural control refers to a system installed on a structure (e.g., buildings,
bridges, etc.) that gathers data from sensors throughout the structure, makes decisions
with a control algorithm in a centralized computational core, and actuates voltages to
active or semi-active devices. These systems generally work well and are feasible for
smaller structures with limited density of sensors and actuators. The main advantage to
wired control is the direct connectivity between the computational core and all sensors
throughout the structure. This presents some difficulty during anomalistic loading such
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as earthquakes, tornadoes, and hurricanes when sensors may become disconnected or
damaged. Another advantage to wired control systems is the relative high speed of
computation performed in the centralized computational core. High computation speeds,
data acquisition speeds, and actuation speeds all allow wired control to monitor and
attenuate higher frequency dynamics in a structure.

2.3.1 Wired vs. Wireless Control
Wireless networks are a great alternative to their wired counterparts due to ease of
installation, lack of space-burdening cables, inherent decentralized and redundant
computations, and low power consumption. Wireless technologies allow sensors, or
sensing units, to communicate to one another rapidly to perform damage detection
algorithms and initiate control schemes. These advantages are ultimately why researchers
have focused on developing newer wireless technology for civil applications. Collecting
data in wireless sensing nodes spread throughout a structure becomes more important as
the structure grows in size and the number of sensors applied to the structure increases.
Though broadly wireless technology helps to alleviate the high cost of installation
associated with wired networks, wireless technology suffers in applications requiring
near real-time dual processes, such as data acquisition and voltage actuation. Wireless
technology is constantly improving to address this issue, especially with the demand for
semi-active technologies increasing. As mentioned earlier, semi-active devices must be
installed in dense networks throughout a structure to achieve the same force as active
devices. The large control device density and sensor density would further increase the
cost of traditional wired control networks, thus making wireless control even more
desirable, despite its lack of capabilities toward real-time applications.

2.4 Wireless Structural Control
This subsection will discuss different methods for performing structural control using
wireless systems. The field of wireless sensing and actuation is getting more attention
because it presents an economic solution to high cost for installation and maintenance
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traditionally associated with wired control systems. Wireless control systems are
considered to be novel approaches to structural vibration control utilizing
microprocessors for combining sensing, actuation, and data centralization. The main
shortcoming wireless systems have is communication latency. The next sub-subsections
discuss methods to address reducing the effects of communication latency of wireless
control systems by spatially decentralizing the system, communicating data across
different communication channels, and reducing the model size and amount of data
required for computation of control gains.
Structural control is moving toward using low-power wireless microcontroller units in
lieu of traditional tethered data acquisition systems. Altogether, wireless networks have
been reliably used for structural control and health monitoring, including the use of
wireless units to command MR-dampers [2, 23, 59]. Due to the complexity and high cost
associated with wiring sensors and actuators to a central control system, wireless
technologies provide a more feasible avenue for engineers to deploy dense wireless
networks for control [60]. While wireless sensing, wireless control, and in-network
computing have all advanced in the past decade, scaling these technologies from a single
system to a network or grid remains an open challenge. The aforementioned studies all
address wireless structural control of limited degree-of-freedom (DOF) structures. Each
study points out how traditional centralized control is costly for wired control and
infeasible for wireless control, ultimately leading to the use of decentralized wireless
structural control.
Attempts to increase the speed of control systems have been summarized as decentralized
structural control, frequency-division multiplexing, and reduced order structural control.
These methods have their distinct advantages, however, each possess shortcomings. This
section will highlight the main benefit to using each, present the drawbacks, and identify
and discuss the gaps that this dissertation fills.
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2.4.1 Spatially Decentralized Control
When communication is sparse or nonexistent between nodes, the centralized control
scheme performs poorly. To compensate for slow data transmission rates and missed
data, decentralized control for response reduction has been shown to be comparable to
fully centralized control [14, 15, 23]. The spatial decentralization of control systems is
the act of dividing sensing and control networks into multiple subsystems, or subsets of
wireless units, depicted in Figure 2.5.

Figure 2.5: Diagram of a control network spatially decentralized into subnetworks

In this architecture, each data processing system uses locally obtained data which may or
may not contain information regarding other nodes in the system. Embedded controllers
and estimators are common among several units within each subsystem and require only
the subsystem sensor data to perform the necessary calculations for full system state
estimation. Thus, a large network can be broken down into many subsystems and
eliminate the contention over communication channels. Without any communication
between units, or any communication of sensor data throughout the network, the control
system is fully decentralized. Partial decentralization of the entire structure into
subsystems and considering inter-story response as subsystem input, has yielded similar
control performance with centralized schemes [61-63]. It has also been shown that
additional information passed between nodes and subsystems improves the performance
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of estimators in both centralized communication schemes with dropped packets [64, 65]
and partially decentralized communication schemes of varying size [14, 66]. Work has
been done to control structural response based on triggered events to minimize power
consumption and the necessity to transmit data [22]. Slower wireless technology often
magnifies the issues associated with communication latency and some research groups
have had to develop methods for carrying out a control process with incomplete data sets
in spatially decentralized networks [67].
Law, Swartz et al. [14] have shown that centralized control requires low frequency
sampling to relay all sensor data throughout a wireless network. As the sampling and
control frequency decreases, to accommodate larger structures with more sensors, the
modal behavior of the system can no longer be represented fully. Decentralized control
decreases accuracy in state estimation, but has been shown to increase control
performance by decreasing latency due to wireless transmission time, thus increasing the
observable bandwidth of modal frequencies in the structure [14]. Because reduced
communication increases the control speed, a partial or fully decentralized wireless
controller can outperform a centralized controller that operates at a slower rate in large
systems. Partially-decentralized control schemes have improved upon decentralized
control by providing enhanced control speeds over centralized schemes while also
reducing the error in state estimates consistent with fully-decentralized schemes.
However, as the full system increases in size, to a point where demand for high control
speed limits the number of partially decentralized subsystems, the capability of
broadcasting all data within a single timestep diminishes even at the subsystem level [68].
Centralized wireless control is commonly used to compare control techniques with
tethered systems. In a fully-centralized communication scheme, data from different
sensors may contain redundant observable information [68]. It is beneficial to have all
sensors transmit data throughout the network for full accuracy, but the exchange is not
necessarily important and may waste valuable bandwidth [68]. Large networks using
centralized control architectures operate at slower speeds and traditionally use a time
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division multiple access (TDMA) protocol to handle data transmissions and reduce
packet loss due to collisions by limiting the likelihood of multiple nodes transmitting at
the same time. While packet collisions are only one of the numerous causes of packet
loss, a TDMA protocol can help to improve reliability [69]. However, in large networks,
this requires extensive resources that are not capable by conventional and affordable
hardware. If, however, partially decentralized wireless structural control is performed
with a TDMA data transmission schedule, speed can be increased and hardware can
become more efficient.
Decentralization of the wireless control scheme has presented beneficial performance
over centralized wireless and wired control. Decentralized control at faster control rates
can achieve nearly the same, if not better, control performance compared to centralized
control at slower rates. By increasing the number of channels units communicate to one
another on, contention is reduced on a single channel. If communication is eliminated
altogether, the control rate of the system can be effectively improved by a factor of the
number of nodes in the network. Control rate, which involves sampling rate, is important
because system natural frequencies that are excited in a structure may not be correctly
observed when using the wrong rate (i.e., a rate below the Nyquist rate appropriate for
not aliasing dominant modal frequencies).

2.4.1.1 Transitioning from Spatial to Temporal Decentralization
The central drawback to the decentralized approach is that the overall controller stability
is not guaranteed on structures that are nonlinear or have many coupled degrees of
freedom. Additionally, the basis for studying decentralized control that is adaptable to
any system is difficult to establish. Distributed control has been explored, which helps to
address this issue of model uncertainty by sharing state vectors and information vectors,
which indirectly pass measurements from units outside of fixed sensor subnets.
Distributed control does not, however, ensure the best observability required for
understanding full-structural response. Observability is the key gap in any degree or form
of spatially decentralized wireless control approach. The work in this dissertation fills
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this gap by examining how to strategically pass information throughout the wireless
network using observability as the basis of forming transmission groups, Figure 2.6, and
to prioritize transmissions.

Figure 2.6: Diagram of a control network divided into muti-step communication groups

2.4.2 Frequency-division Multiplexing
It is recognized that spatial decentralization techniques fall short in estimation accuracy
by not allowing subgroups to access data from other sensors in the wireless network. To
extend the standard approach of spatial decentralization, studies have made use of
frequency division multiple access (FDMA) protocols, or frequency-division
multiplexing (FDM), to communicate data from each unit to the wireless network using
different communication frequencies, or channels. This has been done to partially
transfer data between subnetworks with overlapping subgroups so that a single or
multiple unit(s) communicate on multiple channels simultaneous [62, 63, 70]. This
approach starts to address the lack of accuracy in spatial decentralization. Expanding on
the method of FDM within overlapping subnetworks, studies have shown potential for
all units to communicate on different channels to the entire wireless network [71-73].
The receiving units in this fully-FDM network would gather data simultaneously from
all units in the network in a non-time-budgeted manner. The main benefit to partial and
full FDM approaches is the maintenance of spreading information throughout the
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network. Additionally, as the network approaches a fully-FDM scheme, the
communication latency is minimized. The main disadvantages to approaches like these
is the complexity of managing multiple channels of communication to each receiving
units and the finite number of channels that can be generated. Eventually, the discrete
number of channels will limit FDM from sufficiently addressing large network data
centralization. This dissertation is inspired by the divergence of this technique from
spatial decentralization, but seeks for other means to maintain data centralization and
control speed.

2.4.3 Reduced Order Modeling for Control Enhancement
When using a state-space controller to penalize undesired behavior of a structure, often
times the full-order model realization of the structural properties is used. However, using
the full-order model naturally presents an obvious drawback to performance speed when
considering wireless control in large networks. Alternatively, controllers of much lower
dimension have been used to produce nearly concise and satisfactory performance when
compared to the full-ordered system [23]. Also, the dimension of the mathematical model
of a system is limited by the ability to still accurately characterize the plant’s dynamic
behavior. The model may incorporate marginal effects that drastically increase the
dimension of the model without really improving the accuracy of the model.
Common methods for reducing the order of the state-space realization include: a modal
analysis approach, static condensation, and an aggregation method. The modal analysis
approach is used to retain the dominant poles so as to approximate the behavior of a fullorder system with both dominant and far-off poles. The aggregation method is similar in
that important eigenvalues are chosen from the original system and nonessential user
identified eigenvalues are neglected. The two methods may perform similarly, but the
aggregation method gives the user a better ability to control the model size, whereas the
modal analysis approach relies on determining dominant modes that must be retained
(often limiting the smallest achievable reduced order model).
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Controllers, such as the linear quadratic regulator (LQR) used in Chapters 3, 4, and 5 of
this dissertation, perform best when provided adequate real-time state response data used
to compute control forces. Direct state-feedback (e.g., velocity, displacement, and drift
feedback) is not always feasible in a real-life setting due to instrumentation cost and
availability. To address this difficulty, state estimation can make use of more common
sensor data (e.g., acceleration) to calculate a state vector for determining control forces.
Using various decentralized control schemes defined by Wang, Swartz et al. [15], sensing
and actuation units can be commanded to eliminate localized structural response without
communicating to other units. This technique is beneficial because it reduces control
force updating time by eliminating communication latency. However, without full
knowledge of the structural response, each unit could be performing counterproductive
control for the remainder of the structure. Work by Swartz [3] has described that control
and communication latencies presented in wireless control studies are hardware specific.
Martlet wireless sensing/actuation units now exist that have been designed to address
latent communication and control behavior described in [9]. Kane, Zhu et al. [9] have
designed these actuator nodes to handle larger models with more degrees of freedom with
much less communication and computational latencies. However, a tradeoff between
actuation speed and state-space model size must be shown to validate an increased
performance capability of Martlet units.
Controller model reduction is becoming common for addressing practical and technical
issues like information transfer networks, data acquisition, sensing, computing facilities
and the associated cost of each when using a full order controller design. Studies have
suggested that reduced order dominant state controllers would be feasible to address these
issues [74-78]. However, these reduced order controllers have been applied to theoretical
systems that have perfect information. The simulations used in each study do not
incorporate time latencies that may be associated with data acquisition systems, wireless
communication, and computation speed. Swartz [3] has shown that changing the domain
of the control system can speed up the computations associated with feedback control
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using a full and reduced order model (i.e., switching to the modal domain can allow mode
shapes to be identified and removed from the model).
The main issue that exists with reduced-order, specifically modal space, control systems
is how state responses of the controlled structure may be underestimated if the effects of
control forces on the certain modes are neglected (i.e., modal-domain control forces may
increase the magnitude of frequency contributions to disregarded modes of the system)
[79]. The advantage that any reduced-order model control technique has over traditional
modal space controllers (e.g., independent modal space and dependent modal space
control) is simplicity. The simple transformation can even be performed prior to
embedding the system realization into a wireless setting. The accuracy of the state
estimator remains dependent upon the participation of the ignored modes in the response
of the structure. With the reduced representation, a new LQR control law has to be
calculated along with the discrete-time plant model. If you only consider the first few
mode shapes, control speed may not need to be fast when using reduced-order modal
space control. As the wireless network grows large, a reduced number of modes has been
shown to decrease the efficiency of the controller. If the network grows to have many
nodes, then fewer mode shapes may not be sufficient to accurately capture the structural
behavior for attenuating the structural response. In the case of flexible structures where
the number of degrees of freedom are infinite, wired control using reduced-order models
are reasonable. However, when considering reduced-order modeling in a wireless setting
with limited bandwidth and high necessity for observability, these techniques cannot
fully address the present issue (i.e., control speed) inherent to wireless structural control
of large systems. Continued work in this area is suggested and carried out in this
dissertation.
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3

Low-Force Magneto-Rheological Damper Design for Small-Scale
Control*

Civil engineers implement control elements to improve the performance of structures
during seismic and high wind events. Active control devices are often used to alleviate
wind induced inter-story drift (e.g., active mass dampers), and passive dampers are
primarily used to perform seismic and wind mitigation activities [24-27, 29, 37, 39].
Researchers have given significant attention, however, to semi-active controllers for use
in civil applications because these devices control structural parameters (e.g., stiffness
and damping) in real time to modify structural behavior [28, 41-43, 80]. By doing so, the
amount of power needed by these devices to impart large control forces can be provided
by a battery [45, 52, 81, 82], thus ensuring continued operation during weather anomalies
and/or seismic events that may interrupt the local power supply grid. Magnetorheological (MR) fluid dampers are becoming a more widely used semi-active damper
type in the fields of civil and mechanical engineering [15, 29, 83-86]. MR-dampers can
be used to alter system damping in real time through rapid changes of applied current
within an internal electromagnet [24, 52, 87, 88]. These changes in magnetic field alter
the viscosity of MR-fluid contained within the damper. Internal components are arranged
to take advantage of these changes to produce controllable damping forces to the
structure. These devices produce forces at a smaller scale than traditional control devices
(e.g., active mass dampers) necessitating the coordinated use of many such devices.
Recent research studies have focused on accomplishing this task using wireless sensor
networks to reduce costs and increase reliability [3, 11, 23, 59].
Traditionally, control testbeds that are used to validate the performance of MR-fluid
dampers for use in civil structures are somewhat large and expensive to operate [89].
Researchers have shown the usefulness of semi-active structural control validation

*

The material contained in this chapter has been accepted for publication in Structural Control and Health
Monitoring.
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studies on a smaller scale [27, 45, 90, 91]. Small-scale control tests allow for safe,
affordable, and repeatable state-feedback control experiments, particularly scaleindependent studies focused on control laws, decentralized control strategies, and timing
issues for wireless communication problems. Since these problems involve timing and
not physical scale, they are well suited for a low-cost, small-scale experimental
environment. However, the range of forces produced by prior MR-damper devices used
in field applications (kilonewton scale) is not appropriate to perform control tests for
small-scale laboratory experiments.
There are several types of MR-fluid damper geometries that may be characterized by the
configuration of the two main components: the electromagnet and the MR-fluid
containment system. Each geometric configuration enables an MR-damper to impart a
range of control forces. Typical commercial MR-fluid dampers used for full-scale (kN)
control tests are made in two piston-type configurations: double-ended and single-ended,
where a piston is surrounded by MR-fluid contained within the damper housing. These
commercial devices can actuate a broad range of forces with small changes in magnetic
flux provided by the electromagnetic piston. It has been shown that commercial MRfluid dampers have been effectively used for control experiments conducted on largescale testbed structures with inertial story accelerations of 1 m/s2 [15, 52, 59, 82, 92].

MR-dampers have not been used in small-scale laboratory control experiments as lowforce ranges are difficult to achieve (e.g., 0-10 N force) from these devices. Work has
been done, however, to control small-scale mechanical systems, such as washing
machines and rotary caliper breaking systems using MR-valve [93] and sponge-type
dampers [54, 94] where the generation of finely-tuned control forces is not critical. In the
sponge-type MR-damper configuration, the MR-fluid is contained in an absorbent matrix
(e.g., polyurethane foam). When a change is made in the magnetic flux applied to the
MR-fluid, it is expelled from the pores of the matrix in order to generate a controllable
viscosity similar to more conventional piston-type MR-fluid devices.
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MR-fluid possesses an inherent nonlinear hysteretic restoring force that provides
controllable damping forces at low velocities (i.e., linear damping does not impart force
without velocity; the restoring component of MR-fluid sustains an amount of resistive
and damping force). However, such nonlinear hysteretic behavior is the cause for
numerical modeling complications [29, 52, 53, 82]. When designing a small-scale analog
for commercial devices, the desired force range must be achieved, but this model
complexity must also be maintained to provide a fair and consistent comparison. The
expulsion behavior of scale MR-dampers has demonstrated similar nonlinear hysteretic
characteristics when compared with full-scale commercial MR-dampers [54, 95]. The
controllable force range of typical expulsion devices exists between 50-150 N [54, 95,
96]. Though the force range provided by the polyurethane foam MR-fluid expulsion-type
dampers is closer to the desired level for performing small-scale control experiments,
work by Hoyle, Arzanpour et al. [97] has been done to lower the controllable damping
levels of foam-type MR-fluid devices to between 20-50 N for use in adjusting actuator
piston constraints. Also, Yi, Dyke et al. [98] have successfully used a non-annular
volume MR-fluid saturated foam in structural control tests and were able to reliably
produce a controllable force range between 5-25 N.
In studies using polyurethane foam, the low durability of the foam has been the main
shortcoming cited in previous literature [55-58]. Metal coated polyurethane foam has
been proposed and tested to produce similar results for rise-time and performance [55,
99] when compared to conventional MR-fluid dampers and expulsion-type dampers.
Since the foam is coated in metal (e.g., aluminum, copper, and iron), the damper cannot
operate under conditions consistent with expulsion-type dampers. The MR-fluid
actuation of the metal foam type dampers is initiated by attracting iron particles,
suspended in the MR-fluid, out of the foam and completing a magnetic circuit through
the fluid, the foam, the steel housing, and the piston. This form of actuator can be referred
to as a double-ended piston-type MR-fluid extraction damper. It has been shown that
these devices can produce between 10-30 N of controllable force with nonlinear
characteristics consistent with the polyurethane foam counterpart [55].
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The concerns that are common among these types of MR-fluid dampers are the
containment of the fluid within the device, as well as accurately modeling the behavior
of these devices. The housing allows movement of the piston through an opening that
must be sealed to prevent fluid loss. This seal is the main source of friction in the damper
and can hinder truly controllable low-scale forces. In this chapter, a damper device is
enlarged to better contain the fluid and the seals are eliminated. After eliminating the
seals for fluid containment, a prototype small-scale (0-10 N) MR-fluid damper has been
constructed based on the configuration of double-ended piston-type extraction dampers.
It is hypothesized that this low-force MR-fluid damper can be modeled consistently with
commercial devices using techniques used in preceding literature. Additionally, it is
hypothesized that this device can be used as a semi-active actuator to control and
attenuate inter-story drift and velocities in a small-scale laboratory shear structure using
a traditional control law.
The main objective in this chapter is to characterize and validate the performance of a
novel double-ended piston-type MR-fluid extraction damper as an actuator for use in
small-scale structural control testbed applications, for not only the case study in this
chapter, but also the validation of methods in Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation. It is
anticipated that this damper will enable the operation of a multi-degree-of-freedom
(MDOF) structural control platform (1-9 DOF) that is based on a relatively inexpensive
shaking table that may provide meaningful information for researchers. In this chapter,
theoretical background information is provided including an MR-fluid damper model
(previously validated for commercial dampers) that is matched to the prototype damper.
In addition, a basic linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) state-space control algorithm for a
3-story lumped-mass model is presented that will calculate optimal control forces to be
provided using the damper. Following that, details of the design and construction of the
low-force MR-damper design are provided and its properties characterized. Performance
of the extraction-type damper for use in small-scale structural control is validated and
presented, followed by results of the validation case study, and conclusions for this
chapter.
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3.1 Constraints for the Desired Performance of a Prototype MR-fluid
Damper
Challenges in developing a damper to meet the desired properties for this dissertation
arose specifically from the need to achieve low damping forces for the small-scale testbed. When developing dampers for low-forces, production of damping forces dominated
by magneto-rheological (MR) effects is important. Dampers that harness smart fluid
properties must prevent fluid loss due to the cost associated with fluid replacement and
environmental/cleanliness concerns within the test structure and testing facility.
Techniques that are effective to prevent the leakage of fluid in full-scale dampers include
vertical or angled orientation of the damper and piston shaft wipers [100]. Seals, as well
as gravity, play a role in increasing undesired friction, thus on a small-scale, hindering
the practical controllable range of the damper. Another issue related to building dampers
is that the constituents can become damaged. The electromagnet that is an integral part
of a MR-damper construction requires use of small-diameter magnet-wire (e.g., 30
AWG). This wire is very delicate and can break with excess force and also fatigues easily.
Also, magnet-wire has equally delicate coating (i.e., to avoid the use of typical wire
casing, a non-conductive coating is used) which can wear away. The likelihood of two
overlapping wires with worn coating is very high because any motion between layers can
wear adjacent surface coating. When both wires with worn coating touch a short is
formed in the electromagnet, which drastically reduces the magnetic field that it can
produce. Such a short will usually require that the magnetic component of the piston be
entirely rebuilt. These challenges can be avoided by purchasing commercially-available
MR-damper technology, but both cost and technical barriers exist to adopting these
components in small-scale studies. Therefore, novel and customized design approaches
were necessary to achieve the goal of a small-scale test-bed that approximates the
behavior of larger-scale systems. Scaling issues represent the most serious challenge to
such a goal.
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3.2 Environment/Damper Conditions
Technical challenges extend past the construction and calibration of these devices. The
environment, in which the two main components exist (the electromagnet and MR-fluid),
presents problems related to corrosion and leakage. Careful measures must be taken to
waterproof the electromagnetic wires, such as applying two-part epoxy to the wires.
Application of low viscosity superglue and a bond accelerant after coiling each layer can
prevent wire movement and loss of magnet-wire coating. Prevention wear of this coating
will prevent short circuits and also prevent the wires from being exposed to MR-fluid.
Waterproofing and the wearing of the non-conductive coating are also issues in the piston
shaft as it is hollow in order to allow the wires to escape the damper housing. As such,
similar measures must be taken to ensure that MR-fluid does not leak into the piston shaft
and also to prevent the wires from becoming disconnected in the core of the piston.

3.3 Exploration of Two Damper Designs
With these technical challenges and the shortcomings noted earlier that are associated
with each MR-fluid damper type, two designs were attempted to make a damper suitable
for this dissertation. The preliminary design is based on a double-end configuration MRdamper with seals that guide the piston and prevent fluid loss. The final design is based
on an extraction sponge-type MR-damper, which does not require any extra measures
that prevent fluid loss beyond the sponge itself. The expected behavior of the preliminary
design was based on an adaptive search technique developed by in [100] which defines
the relationships between fluid volume, gap thickness, and damping force. Based on this
work developed for determining damper parameters and their relationships to desired
damper forces, the initial damper design (based on the double-ended configuration) was
expected to achieve an output range of 0 to 25 N forces at magnetic saturation for typical
damper velocities. The actual results for the preliminary design did not reflect what was
expected. The results demonstrate that the friction forces, which limit the lower end of
the controllable range of the damper, are generally as high as 3.5 N. Also, the magnetic
saturation occurs at low current inputs (100 mA). Efforts aimed at ameliorating these
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friction forces (by the use of composite Teflon/steel pistons) were not successful. The
Teflon ends can replace weakly magnetized portions of the steel piston (i.e., at the ends,
far from the coil); therefore, the MR-force would not be affected, but the friction at the
seals would be lowered. These efforts were able to produce modest reductions in friction
forces, but not as much as was hoped.
To achieve the desired low-friction behavior, it became necessary to eliminate these seals
entirely. The final design uses metal foam extraction to contain the MR-fluid.
Additionally, there exists a unique interaction between the MR-fluid and metal foam that
serves to add extra shear stresses to the damping system for higher input currents. These
alterations were made in order to have a damper that met the requirements for the work
in this dissertation. The alterations increased the controllable range on both ends of the
preliminary force curve. The seal-less design provides approximately 0 N low-forces
when no current is applied and greater damping forces when power (varying levels of
current) is present.

3.4 Damper Prototype, Model calibration, and Experimental Setup
Extraction-type dampers can operate on a low-force range (10-30 N) [55]. The goal for
this chapter is to develop a damper with controllable force range of 0-10 N, to be used in
this dissertation. The metal foam used in previous designs of MR-fluid extraction
dampers is porous nickel metal foam with 110 pores per inch (ppi) [55]. From this foam,
MR-fluid was extracted by a moving piston via electromagnetism (actuated by a DC
motor). The thickness of the foam used was 2 mm to prevent pore clogging and to allow
for material magnetic saturation (necessary for completing the magnetic circuit) [55]. For
this dissertation, a damper was selected that has a less dense (20 ppi) aluminum (6101T6 Alloy) coated foam to contain the MR-fluid to allow fluid to be drawn more quickly
from the foam. The selected foam is 12.7 mm thick and has lower porosity so that the
fluid can flow freely through the foam when the damper is not active. The prototype
damper is 17.8 cm long and contains 100 mL of MR-fluid. The actuator dimensions are
highlighted in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of MR-fluid extraction damper prototype

A photograph of the prototype damper is provided in Figure 3.2. When the damper is
active, the fluid becomes adhered to the metal foam and steel housing, initiating a
controllable smart friction and viscosity. In comparison to previous designs, the steel
housing has a similar inner diameter, but the wall thickness has been reduced. Thicker
walls can increase the magnetic saturation of the wall material, which can increase the
MR-fluid iron particle attraction. However, it was desired to minimize the mass of the
damper to keep the test bed within the limits of the shaker. Also, the magnetic circuit
saturation (which limits the maximum achievable damping), is defined by the weakest
point. In this case was found to be the link between the magnetic poles and the piston
[44, 82, 95, 100, 101]. Therefore, the additional wall thickness did not contribute
additional damping. The overall length of the damper was increased to help contain the
MR-fluid in the housing without the use of seals (i.e., shaft wipers to prevent fluid loss),
which are the main source of friction in MR-fluid dampers. Eliminating this source of
friction extended the range of controllable forces down near the zero-force zone.

Figure 3.2: MR-fluid extraction damper prototype housing and saturated foam
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3.5 Devising Control Scheme with the Prototype MR-Damper
The theory behind the model used to characterize this damper prototype is reviewed in
this section. For the control portion of this chapter, some background on linear-quadraticGuassian (LQG) control is also provided.

3.5.1 Bouc-Wen Nonlinear Hysteresis Model Development
Magneto-rheological (MR) fluid dampers provide damping and axial forces to a structure
through both viscous and inelastic restoring forces. When combined, these forces possess
nonlinear characteristics that have been most accurately modeled using a Bouc-Wen
hysteresis model [82, 102]. This phenomenological model can be used for modeling the
damping behavior of the MR-fluid extraction damper prototype at varying input current
levels. Before using the prototype low-force damper for structural control of the smallscale laboratory test structure, the various Bouc-Wen model components must be
calibrated.

3.5.1.1 Bouc-Wen Model Identification and Look-up Table
To command the MR-damper used in this chapter, and later the dampers used in Chapters
4 and 5, first a Bouc-Wen model, previously applied to larger scale dampers [2, 102], is
fit using a recursive nonlinear filter developed by Lin, Chung et al. [92]. The Bouc-Wen
derivation uses the previously collected force-displacement data from the MR-fluid
damper [92]. The damper force, 𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡), can be expressed as follows:
𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐶𝐶(𝑉𝑉)𝑥𝑥̇ (𝑡𝑡) + 𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡)

(3.1)

where 𝐶𝐶(𝑉𝑉) is the damping coefficient that varies with a change in command voltage, 𝑉𝑉,
𝑥𝑥̇ (𝑡𝑡) is the relative velocity between the damper housing and the piston, and 𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡) is the

nonlinear hysteretic restoring force.

𝜉𝜉̇ (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥̇ (𝑡𝑡) + 𝛽𝛽|𝑥𝑥̇ (𝑡𝑡)||𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡)|𝑛𝑛−1 𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡) + 𝛾𝛾𝑥𝑥̇ (𝑡𝑡)|𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡)|𝑛𝑛
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(3.2)

Here, 𝐴𝐴, 𝛽𝛽, and 𝛾𝛾 are all variables that can be used to calibrate the shape of the hysteresis

[103]. Parameter 𝐴𝐴 controls the slope of the hysteresis loop. When 𝐴𝐴 is increased, the

model system natural frequency is increased. 𝛽𝛽 is the parameter that defines strain
hardening and softening behaviors when combined with the 𝛾𝛾 term. The behavior is

governed by the relative sign of the summation of 𝛽𝛽 and 𝛾𝛾 terms [103]. When 𝛽𝛽 is

increased, the response amplitude is decreased. As the parameter 𝛾𝛾 varies from negative

to positive, the system frequency response curves gradually vary from hardening to
quasi-linear, respectively. Ultimately, it is desired to utilize low-power wireless sensing
units in future work to command these MR-dampers. For faster calculation of actuation
forces, Eq. (3.2) can be discretized into a look-up table [15, 92]. The first step in
discretizing this model is shown below:
𝑛𝑛−1
𝜉𝜉̇ (𝑡𝑡) = 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥̇ (𝑡𝑡) + ∑𝑁𝑁
𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡) + 𝛾𝛾𝑥𝑥̇ (𝑡𝑡)|𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡)|𝑛𝑛 )
𝑛𝑛=1 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 (𝛽𝛽|𝑥𝑥̇ (𝑡𝑡)||𝜉𝜉(𝑡𝑡)|

(3.3)

where 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 is binary for all 𝑁𝑁 (i.e., 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 is a toggle for each 𝑛𝑛 from 1 to 𝑁𝑁 to determine the

power representing the curvature of the nonlinear hysteresis). Since there is an intrinsic
inelastic memory that calls on previous system state, the Bouc-Wen model can be further
discretized to reference the previous time-step as a prediction for the next or active timestep using numeric integration [92]:
𝑁𝑁

𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘 = 𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘−1 + 𝛥𝛥𝛥𝛥 �𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥̇ 𝑘𝑘−1 + �𝑛𝑛=1 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 (𝛽𝛽|𝑥𝑥̇ 𝑘𝑘−1 ||𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘−1 |𝑛𝑛−1 𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘−1 + 𝛾𝛾𝑥𝑥̇ 𝑘𝑘−1 |𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘−1 |𝑛𝑛 )� (3.4)

In Eq. (3.4) 𝑘𝑘 is the time-step to which damping force will be applied, 𝑘𝑘 − 1 is the
previous (or a priori) time-step, and Δt is the sampling time (reciprocal of the sampling
frequency, fs ) of the data acquisition system used to collect the force-displacement data.

Once parameters 𝐴𝐴, 𝛽𝛽, and 𝛾𝛾 are chosen, they can be estimated for use in an adaptive

learning algorithm to fit a full time series data set [92, 103]. The approximation starts by
defining two vectors: 𝛷𝛷 defined by Eq. (3.5); and 𝛩𝛩 defined by Eqs. (3.6-3.8).
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(3.5)

(3.6)

�⃑𝑘𝑘−1 is a vector of system measurements, 𝑥𝑥̇ 𝑘𝑘−1 and 𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘−1, for time 𝑘𝑘 − 1, and || ∙ ||
Here 𝛷𝛷

�⃑𝑘𝑘−1 onto the span of 𝛷𝛷
�⃑𝑘𝑘−1 [92].
represents the Euclidean norm, 𝜇𝜇⃑𝑘𝑘 is the projection of 𝛩𝛩

The projection is simplified using two design learning parameters: 𝛾𝛾0 (user selected

learning rate 𝛾𝛾0 > 0) and 𝛽𝛽0 (design parameter: in previous literature as 𝛽𝛽0 = 1x10−5.5)

�⃑𝑘𝑘 is defined using Eq. (3.8) and is the approximation of the parameters that
[92]. 𝛩𝛩
generate the shape of the Bouc-Wen hysteresis. 𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘 ∀ 𝑘𝑘 ≥ 𝑘𝑘0 is the error between the

actual force-velocity restoring component and the approximated hysteretic shape using
�⃑ ∗ and 𝛩𝛩
�⃑𝑘𝑘 , respectively. 𝛩𝛩
�⃑ ∗ is a vector that stores the chosen values for 𝐴𝐴, 𝛽𝛽, and 𝛾𝛾 (i.e.,
𝛩𝛩

�⃑ ∗ = {𝐴𝐴
𝛩𝛩

𝑎𝑎1 𝛽𝛽

𝑎𝑎1 𝛾𝛾

. . . 𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛−1 𝛽𝛽

𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛−1 𝛾𝛾
𝑇𝑇

𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 𝛽𝛽

𝑎𝑎𝑛𝑛 𝛾𝛾}𝑇𝑇 ).
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�⃑𝑘𝑘−1 𝛩𝛩
𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑘 = 𝛷𝛷
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�⃑𝑘𝑘 ||
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𝜇𝜇⃑𝑘𝑘

if ||𝜇𝜇⃑𝑘𝑘 || ≤ 𝛭𝛭𝜃𝜃
if ||𝜇𝜇⃑𝑘𝑘 || > 𝛭𝛭𝜃𝜃

(3.7)
(3.8)

�⃑𝑘𝑘 is a piecewise function between 𝜇𝜇⃑𝑘𝑘 and 𝛭𝛭𝜃𝜃 𝜇𝜇⃑𝑘𝑘 , where 𝛭𝛭𝜃𝜃 is the Euclidean norm of
𝛩𝛩
�⃑ ||
||𝜇𝜇
𝑘𝑘

�⃑ ∗ . This use is meant to aid in stability of the filter and to limit 𝛩𝛩
�⃑𝑘𝑘 as time progresses to
𝛩𝛩

prevent estimates of shape parameters from approaching infinity. Once shape parameter
�⃑𝑘𝑘 ∀ 𝑘𝑘 ≥ 𝑘𝑘0 ),
estimates are achieved for each time-step in the entire time series (i.e., ∃ 𝛩𝛩
�⃑𝑘𝑘 will then represent the adapted shape factor that characterizes the nonlinear behavior
𝛩𝛩
𝑓𝑓
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�⃑𝑘𝑘 can then be used to for the last step in the discretization of the
of every time-step. 𝛩𝛩
𝑓𝑓
Bouc-Wen model:

𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘+1 = 𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘 + Δt �
𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 =

5

𝑖𝑖=1

𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘 𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉

𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 (𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 )𝜙𝜙𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘

𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒

(3.9)
(3.10)

In Eq. (3.9), 𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘+1 can be obtained given 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 (𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 ) for 𝑖𝑖 = 1 … 5 and the provided input

current at the current time-step, 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 . Together each 𝜃𝜃𝑖𝑖 helps estimate the continuous time
parameters of the solution to the partial differential equation, Eq. (3.3). Also, Eq. (3.9)

involves the restoring force components: 𝜙𝜙1𝑘𝑘 = ẋ 𝑘𝑘 , 𝜙𝜙2𝑘𝑘 = |ẋ 𝑘𝑘 |𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘 , 𝜙𝜙3𝑘𝑘 = ẋ 𝑘𝑘 |𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘 |, 𝜙𝜙4𝑘𝑘 =

|ẋ 𝑘𝑘 ||𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘 |𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘 , and 𝜙𝜙5𝑘𝑘 = ẋ 𝑘𝑘 |𝜉𝜉𝑘𝑘 |2. The remainder of the 𝜙𝜙 values from Eq. (3.5) and

corresponding θ values are neglected because they add no additional accuracy in

approximating 𝜉𝜉 [92].The input current 𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 can be calculated using the amplifier command

voltage, 𝑉𝑉𝑘𝑘 , the damper equivalent resistance, 𝑅𝑅 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , and the operational amplifier gain

value, 𝐴𝐴𝑉𝑉 . Finally, a look-up table can be generated using the theta equations and
damping coefficients for each current level:

𝜃𝜃 (𝐼𝐼 ) = −77.53 − 6.71𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 + 19.9𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 2 − 14.98𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 3 + 4.77𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 4 − 0.7𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 5
⎧ 1 𝑘𝑘
2
3
4
5
⎪ 𝜃𝜃2 (𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 ) = −24.23 − 9.27𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 + 13.96𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 − 9.23𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 + 2.80𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 − 0.4𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘
⎪
𝜃𝜃3 (𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 ) = −38.70 + 7.86𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 − 13.83𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 2 + 8.37𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 3 − 2.48𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 4 + 0.35𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 5
(3.11)
2
3
4
5
⎨ 𝜃𝜃4 (𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 ) = −14.62 − 6.35𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 + 3.32𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 − 0.68𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 − 0.03𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 + 0.02𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘
⎪𝜃𝜃5 (𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 ) = −23.89 + 1.19𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 − 10.45𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 2 + 8.59𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 3 − 2.96𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 4 + 0.46𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 5
⎪
𝐶𝐶(𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘 ) = 11.73 + 54.74𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 − 11.04𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 2 + 0.84𝛪𝛪𝑘𝑘 3
⎩
𝜃𝜃1 (𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘1 ) 𝜃𝜃1 (𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘2 )
⎡
⎢𝜃𝜃2 (𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘1 ) 𝜃𝜃2 (𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘2 )
⎢ ⋮
⎢𝜃𝜃 (𝐼𝐼 ) 𝜃𝜃 (𝐼𝐼 )
5 𝑘𝑘2
⎢ 5 𝑘𝑘1
⎣ 𝐶𝐶(𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘1 ) 𝐶𝐶(𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘2 )

. . . 𝜃𝜃1 (𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃 )
⎤
. . . 𝜃𝜃2 (𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃 )⎥
⋱
⋮ ⎥
. . . 𝜃𝜃5 (𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃 )⎥⎥
. . . 𝐶𝐶(𝐼𝐼𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃 ) ⎦

(3.12)

The look-up table from Eq. (3.12) is comprised of discrete values of current from 0 mA
to 𝐼𝐼𝑃𝑃 to be used as a reference within an embedded or wired control system in place of
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the set of equations in Eq. (3.11). The discretization speeds up control time and algorithm
evaluation. Ultimately, based on the ampacity of the damper’s electromagnet, and to have
a reasonably sized look-up table, this dissertation employs 13 discrete current levels
defined at 50 mA increments.

3.5.2 State-Space Control
The control portion of this chapter employs a small-scale lumped-mass structure that can
be approximated as a linear time-invariant (LTI) system, to which linear-quadraticGaussian (LQG) control applies directly. Using linear assumptions, discrete-time control,
𝑛𝑛 lumped mass degrees-of-freedom, and 𝑚𝑚 dampers (𝑚𝑚 ≤ 𝑛𝑛), the state-space equation is
as follows:

𝑨𝑨 = �

0
𝐼𝐼
� ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×2𝑛𝑛
−1
−1
−𝑴𝑴 𝑲𝑲 −𝑴𝑴 𝑪𝑪𝑑𝑑

0
2𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚
𝑩𝑩 = �
and 𝑳𝑳 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚 is the actuator location matrix
−1 � ∈ ℝ
−𝑴𝑴 𝑳𝑳
0
𝑪𝑪 ∈ ℝ𝑞𝑞×2𝑛𝑛 ; 𝑫𝑫 ∈ ℝ𝑝𝑝×𝑚𝑚 ; 𝑬𝑬 = � � ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1; and 𝑭𝑭 ∈ ℝ𝑞𝑞
−𝟏𝟏
𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘+1 = 𝜱𝜱𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 + 𝜞𝜞𝒑𝒑𝑘𝑘−ℓ + 𝜦𝜦𝒙𝒙̈ 𝒈𝒈

(3.13)

𝒙𝒙𝑘𝑘
where 𝒛𝒛k = �𝒙𝒙̇ � ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1 is the state vector in discrete-time, 𝒙𝒙̈ 𝑔𝑔 is the ground
𝑘𝑘

acceleration disturbance, 𝒑𝒑𝑘𝑘−ℓ ∈ ℝ𝑚𝑚×1 is the control force vector delayed by time ℓ, and

𝑞𝑞 is the number of observable states. When discretizing the state-space representation,

using a zero-order hold approximation, 𝜱𝜱 = 𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×2𝑛𝑛 is the discrete system matrix,
𝑇𝑇

where 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 is the sampling time, 𝜞𝜞 = ∫0 𝑠𝑠(𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨𝜏𝜏 𝑩𝑩) 𝑑𝑑𝜏𝜏 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚 is the discrete actuator
𝑇𝑇

control matrix, and 𝜦𝜦 = ∫0 𝑆𝑆 𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨𝜏𝜏 𝑬𝑬 𝑑𝑑𝜏𝜏 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1 is the discrete-time disturbance matrix. 𝑰𝑰

is the identity matrix, 𝑴𝑴 is the diagonal measured lumped mass matrix, 𝑲𝑲 is the lumped
mass dynamic stiffness matrix of a three degree-of-freedom (DOF) system with floor,
and 𝑪𝑪𝑑𝑑 is formed with 1% modal/Rayleigh damping. For the discrete-time state-space
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model, the control force (𝒖𝒖 ≡ 𝒑𝒑𝑘𝑘−ℓ ) is used to minimize the quadratic cost function, 𝐽𝐽.
∞

𝐽𝐽 = �𝑘𝑘=0 𝒛𝒛𝑇𝑇k 𝑸𝑸𝒛𝒛k + 𝒖𝒖𝑇𝑇 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹

(3.14)

Here 𝑸𝑸 = 𝑪𝑪LQR 𝑇𝑇 𝑪𝑪LQR (𝑪𝑪LQR ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×2𝑛𝑛 : the linear transform 𝒛𝒛k ⟶ 𝒚𝒚k ) and 𝑹𝑹 ∈ ℝ𝑚𝑚×𝑚𝑚

is a symmetric positive definite matrix that is used to set importance levels on output
response and control effort [3, 104, 105]. The matrix 𝑪𝑪LQR = 𝑰𝑰2𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛2𝑛𝑛 is used for

minimizing both relative displacement and velocity. Putting emphasis on either velocity
or displacement can be done by increasing the weight of the diagonal terms of the 𝑰𝑰
matrix (e.g., 𝑪𝑪LQR = �

𝑰𝑰3𝑥𝑥3
𝟎𝟎3𝑥𝑥3

𝟎𝟎3𝑥𝑥3
� is used to target relative velocity with more
10𝑰𝑰3𝑥𝑥3

emphasis while still penalizing displacement). For the 𝑸𝑸 matrix to penalize displacement
drift:

𝑪𝑪LQR

1
0 0
= �−1 1 0 𝟎𝟎3𝑥𝑥3 �
0 −1 1

similarly, to penalize velocity drift:

𝑪𝑪LQR = �𝟎𝟎3𝑥𝑥3

for the case study in this chapter:

1
0 0
−1 1 0�
0 −1 1

14 0 0
𝑪𝑪LQR = �−4 4 0 𝑰𝑰3𝑥𝑥3 �
0 −4 4

which is set up to mainly target displacement drift and relative displacement for each
floor, while still penalizing relative velocity. To determine the control force trajectory
two things are necessary: the gain matrix, 𝑮𝑮 ∈ ℝ𝑚𝑚×2𝑛𝑛 , and the state vector, 𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1 .

Lastly,

𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘 = −[[𝑹𝑹 + 𝜞𝜞𝑻𝑻 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷]−1 𝜞𝜞𝑻𝑻 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷]𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 = −𝑮𝑮𝒛𝒛k
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(3.15)

𝑷𝑷 = 𝜱𝜱𝑇𝑇 [𝑷𝑷 − 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷[𝑹𝑹 + 𝜞𝜞𝑇𝑇 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷]−1𝜞𝜞𝑇𝑇 𝑷𝑷]𝜱𝜱 + 𝑸𝑸

(3.16)

where 𝑷𝑷 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×2𝑛𝑛 is the Riccati matrix defined by Eq. (3.16). The traditional LQG

Controller consists of the previously defined LQR gain and Kalman state estimates to
produce an input into the system. However, the prototype actuator brings rise to a

modification to the LQG controller, Figure 3.3, where 𝑦𝑦(𝑡𝑡) is the output response, 𝑥𝑥�(𝑡𝑡)
is the estimated state, and 𝑢𝑢(𝑡𝑡) is the desired control force. With an imperfect controller,

such as an MR-fluid damper, the block diagram is altered such that the LQR gain only
impacts what force, 𝐹𝐹(𝑡𝑡), is determined to be provided by MR-damper through the use
of the Bouc-Wen look-up table (which defines the actuator characteristics and varying
levels of command voltage, 𝑉𝑉(𝑡𝑡)).

Figure 3.3: LQG controll block diagram with added MR-fluid extraction damper

3.5.3 Experimental Setup for Isolated Damper Tests and Bouc-Wen
Model Calibration
Magneto-rheological (MR) fluid dampers have complex nonlinear hysteretic behavior
that can be modeled using Bouc-Wen models [82]. The prototype damper used in this
chapter, which is used to develop the dampers for use in later chapters, possesses similar
characteristics to commercial devices and therefore may be modeled in the same way.
The calibration of Bouc-Wen model parameters was performed on an isolated damper
excited by a Quanser Shake Table II. The piston was connected via a threaded rod to an
HSS6x6x5/8 steel column that is assumed to be fully rigid. The damper force was
measured using an in-line force transducer (see Figure 3.4). A sinusoidal chirp excitation
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(0-30 Hz in 30 seconds) was applied to the damper using the shaking table for a number
of tests. These individual tests were performed using multiple damper current input levels
supplied by an Agilent Technologies U3606A power supply. With damper command
levels ranging from 0-600 mA, the Bouc-Wen parameters were derived. The sensors used
to measure the force-displacement relationship were PCB Piezotronics 333B50
accelerometers, MTS C-Series Core Linear Position Transducers (LPT) 551020, and
PCB Piezotronics 208C01 force transducers connected to a NI PX1-6255 data acquisition
card. Additional experiments on the isolated damper were used to validate the Bouc-Wen
model accuracy and repeatability of the response to sinusoidal excitations at each current
level.

Figure 3.4: Damper characterization apparatus and sensor placement

The magnet wire used for the dampers in this dissertation was 30 AWG and wrapped

2880 times, with a maximum safe current rating of 870 mA when exposed freely to air
and 520 mA when enclosed [106]. Though wire used in electromagnets is enclosed, the
length of time needed to power the coil is not sufficient to damage the wire by exceeding
the enclosed ampacity. Each chapter discusses using the dampers with variable control,
and the maximum amperage, or working ampacity is 600 mA, just slightly higher than
the maximum current for enclosed wire due to short test durations. Therefore, the damper
behavior is characterized between 0 and 600 mA.
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3.5.4 Experimental Setup for Control Tests
The experimental setup used for control tests involved several components: a shake table
for simulating seismic excitation, the prototype magneto-rheological (MR) fluid
extraction damper, and a data acquisition/actuation system. Figure 3.5 (a) shows the
assembly of the testbed, while Figure 3.5 (b) depicts the instrumentation used in this
chapter.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.5: Test-bed assembly schematic (a); 3-DOF control setup (b); floor design (c)

The structure floors are made from Baltic birch plywood plates, with grooves cut in the
bottom to reduce weight, and are connected to one another using four rectangular
aluminum columns that are clamped to the ends of the floors in their weak-axis bending
direction (shown in Figure 3.5 (c)). Additional mass was added to each floor to shift the
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natural frequencies of the system to those more closely matching full-scale structures. A
National Instruments (NI) DAQ NI PXIe-1071 running LabVIEW was used to acquire
story accelerations and compute the linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) state-space control
algorithm to determine control forces. A voltage-to-current converter was fashioned to
convert voltage signals from a NI PXI-6713 actuation card to the appropriate current
levels (50 mA increments) for the MR-fluid damper. For the control portion of this
chapter, an LQG controller was derived for the three degree-of-freedom (DOF) structure
based on identified modal properties. Acceleration signals were measured using the same
PCB accelerometers used for the damper characterization and were used to estimate the
relative story velocities and displacements for state feedback.
The system properties of the three degree-of-freedom (DOF) testbed were obtained using
a sinusoidal linear chirp signal excitation. The band of identified modal frequencies fell
between 0 and 12 Hz. Since the mass was known prior to testing, the stiffness was
calibrated and recorded in Table 3.1 for the three degrees of freedom to match the
measured resonant frequencies. The results from the case study in this chapter identified
three modal frequencies at 1.400, 4.670, and 8.000 Hz, depicted in Figure 3.6.
Table 3.1: Modal properties of testbed
Floor
1
2
3

Mass (kg)
1.750
1.800
1.800

Stiffness (N/m)
582.0
834.0
1975

Resonant Frequency (Hz)
1.400
(1st Mode)
4.670
(2nd Mode)
8.000
(3rd Mode)

Figure 3.6: Three degree-of-freedom testbed and lumped mass model mode shapes
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The control tests were also performed on the Quanser Shake Table II system that was
itself controlled using the manufacturer’s software in conjunction with Simulink. Using
the NI DAQ, both LQG state feedback and passive control were executed. For
comparison, both passive (damper fully-on) and LQG (varying current) control were
performed on the 3DOF small-scale test structure excited by the El Centro ground-record
from the Imperial Valley 10/15/79 El Centro Array #5, 150 – USGS Station 962. The
results are plotted and recorded in the following section including: inter-story drift and
acceleration response of the structure to El Centro, along with the total structural energy.
The total energy is the sum of the kinetic and potential energy in the structure and is
estimated using:
1

1

𝑇𝑇𝑇𝑇 = 𝑃𝑃𝐸𝐸 + 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 = ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 2 𝒌𝒌𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥 2 + 2 𝒎𝒎𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥̇ 2

(3.17)

where 𝒌𝒌𝑖𝑖 is the story stiffness and 𝒎𝒎𝑖𝑖 is the mass for each story, 𝑖𝑖, from the 1st to the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ

story, 𝑥𝑥 2 is a vector of square entries for the displacement time history, and 𝑥𝑥̇ 2 is a vector
of square entries for the velocity time history.

For passive damping tests, the MR-damper was set to a constant 600 mA current for the
entire duration of the simulated seismic event. For LQG control, the current range is
broken down in thirteen increments and a Bouc-Wen lookup table was employed to allow
the system to find the closest force to desired control forces during state feedback. The
discrete levels of current that characterize the lookup table are better for embedding in
low-power controllers, that may be used on small-scale testbeds, such as wireless control
sensors [92]. The command voltage was recorded along with the desired control and
achieved control forces. The measured force in this setup included the inertial force of
the damper piston (which is not negligible at this scale), which had to be calculated and
removed to reveal actual force provided by the damper. This process can be expressed as
follows:
𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 = 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 + 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 𝑥𝑥̈ 𝑛𝑛
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(3.18)

where 𝐹𝐹𝑡𝑡𝑛𝑛 is the total force measured in the force transducer for the damper applied

directly to the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ degree-of-freedom. The transducer force is composed of the resistive

force of the damper (used to compare to the desired control force), 𝐹𝐹𝑑𝑑𝑛𝑛 , which absorbs

dynamics acting between floors, and the piston inertial force, which is equal to the piston
mass, 𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑛𝑛 , multiplied by the acceleration of the piston and the 𝑛𝑛𝑡𝑡ℎ floor, 𝑥𝑥̈ 𝑛𝑛 .

3.5.5 Modularity of Structural Control Testbed

The structural testbed described in the previous sub-subsection was made of components
that are highly modular. Each of the floors can be separated by a user defined distance,
additional mass can be mounted to each floor, and the column thickness and lengths can
be adjusted. In Chapters 4 and 5, this same testbed is used, but the column thickness is
increase by 50% and the overall test-bed structure’s height is doubled. For both Chapters
4 and 5, structural floor separation is decreased and the total number of floors increases.
Overall, the testbed is made to support a wide range of research projects, from structural
control and health monitoring of single-DOF small-scale buildings, to damage detection
testing on multi-DOF small-scale buildings.

3.5.6 Use of Martlet Wireless Structural Control Technology
The calibration of the prototype MR-damper and the validation for its use in this chapter
were both performed in a wired structural control and excitation setup. However, the end
goals of this dissertation are to have a structural control testbed that can validate new
means for wireless structural control to address communication related issues in large
control networks. The wireless control units used in this dissertation are Martlet units
developed by the University of Michigan, Michigan Technological University, and the
Georgia Institute of Technology. Martlet units are collocated wireless sensing and control
actuation nodes that utilize Piccolo F28069 Microcontrollers capable of running the main
CPU and a control-law accelerator simultaneously, making them effectively dual core
[9]. These units are a newer generation wireless structural control technology consisting
of a faster processor capable of true floating point calculations in the control-law
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accelerator, modularity toward a wide variety of applications (i.e., depending on the
sensor type needed for monitoring and/or the power requirements for that sensor type, a
different Martlet attachment “wing” can be added to interface with the required sensors),
a Joint Test Action Group (JTAG) debugging interface to make embedded program
development more rapid, and external memory for large data storage (i.e., an 8 or 16 GB
microSD card) [9]. There are several wings under development and validation at the
University of Michigan and Georgia Tech for monitoring data at ultrasonic speeds [107],
hydronic sensing, strain sensing [108], and tri-axial acceleration sensing [9]. For more
general applications and applications involving both data acquisition and control, an
analog-to-digital conversion/digital-to-analog conversion (ADC-DAC) wing was
developed to use with the base Martlet board. The base Martlet board, or motherboard,
which connects to the various wings, the JTAG debugging board, and a power
supply/battery board is shown in Figure 3.7 (a).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.7: Martlet motherboard configuration (a) and Martlet full assembly (b)

Along with JTAG debugging capabilities, a main feature to the Martlet motherboard is
the row of LEDs. The LEDs can be turned on and off during code execution to indicate
successful progression and/or failure. The microcontroller to microSD card data storage
can be performed in one of two ways: byte-wise register allocation or using a file
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allocation table (FAT) file system (similar to file saving on a PC). A FAT file system
makes data storage and retrieval possible without wireless communication, but is not
explored in this dissertation to focus on issues related to wireless data centralization,
large data storage, and large data retrieval. Power is supplied to the Martlet motherboard
from the bottom of the board shown in the full assembly Figure 3.7 (b), and power along
with commands are bussed to additional sensing/actuation wings through the four wing
connectors indicated in Figure 3.7 (a). Also, the Martlet motherboard uses a CC2520
radio which can transmit data between civil structures outdoors and between multiple
floors indoors [9]. The long range antenna and range extender (CC2591) on the Martlet
board may be used increase transmission distances with or without clear line of sight.
The main boards used in this dissertation are Martlet motherboards, which store the
embedded software for control tests, 5-AA battery power supply boards, a debugging
board, and the general purpose ADC-DAC wings. These four boards are shown in Figure
3.8.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure 3.8: Martlet components – motherboard (a), battery board (b), ADC-DAC wing (c),
and JTAG debugging board (d)
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The battery board in Figure 3.8 (b) contains circuitry that can allow for solar power
recharging of the 5 AA batteries (1 battery shown, the remaining 4 batteries are not shown
and are located on the bottom of the board) and can provide sustainable power for
permanent installation applications. The ADC-DAC wing, shown in Figure 3.8 (c), can
interface with three sensors (ADC channels), where analog signals are converted to
digital signals with 12-bit resolution and can be passed through optional 4th-order Bessel
low-pass filter (variable cut-off frequency) or a 2nd-order unit-gain low pass filter (fixed
25 Hz cut-off frequency). The optional filters are not used in this dissertation. The DAC
channels on the ADC-DAC wing output pulse-width modulated (PWM) signals that
approximate desired analog signals for actuation and motor control.
For this dissertation, Martlet units are used to communicate data between floors and
throughout the wireless network contained in the structural control testbed. The controllaw accelerator is primarily used in Chapter 5 for switching the control law associated
with different incoming data sets. The microSD card is used to store large data sets during
tests for both Chapters 4 and 5.

3.6 Results
The damper model was characterized between 0 mA and the ampacity, 600 mA. Figure
3.9 shows an overlay of the modeled response and the experimentally measured response
for three input-current levels (0, 300, and 600 mA) to a uniaxial sinusoidal input.
Averaged hysteresis curves are provided in Figure 3.10 to illustrate the nonlinear shape
of the damper response with respect to displacement and velocity.
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Figure 3.9: Bouc-Wen model and experimental data for damper force vs. velocity curves

Figure 3.10: Averaged force vs. damper displacement and velocity hysteresis curves

In the multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) control portion of this chapter, the prototype
magneto-rheological (MR) fluid extraction damper was used to control the response of a
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3DOF small-scale shake structure. The Bouc-Wen lookup table was coupled with linearquadratic-Gaussian (LQG) control to determine how well the actuator could provide the
optimal force to minimize system acceleration and displacement. These damper forces
are shown in Figure 3.11 superimposed with the desired control force determined from
the LQG gain and output response. The actual/actuated force of the MR-damper appears
more dramatic than desired, which is in part due to the force transducer noise spectrum
and the accelerometer associated with the piston. The second source of inconsistency
between the desired and actual damper force is due to disturbance introduced by the
piston-to-force transducer connection. The connection consists of two standoffs featuring
threaded members, shown in Figure 3.5, which introduce chatter and possibly other
nonlinear disturbances such as torsional vibrations (connection slip).

Figure 3.11: Desired vs. actual actuator control force

Figure 3.12 shows the controlled and uncontrolled inter-story drift time histories that
indicate that a reduction in drift was achieved using the controller in its passive-on mode
and a further reduction using the LQG controller. When passively controlled, the peak
drift reductions for the first, second, and third floors are 37%, 27%, and 55%,
respectively. The peak drift reductions using LQG are 74%, 41%, and 66% for the first,
second, and third floors, respectively. Figure 3.13 show the comparison between
controlled and uncontrolled acceleration response of the small-scale structure. The
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maximum peak velocity reductions were observed at the first floor and were 51% for
LQG control and 38% for passive control of the second floor. The maximum reductions
in acceleration were 44% for LQG and 55% for passive control of the second and third
floors, respectively. The peak values for the above performance metrics (i.e., drift,
velocity, and acceleration), as well as relative displacement between the structural story
and the shake table, are shown in Figure 3.14 (in this case, maximum 2nd story drift is
very close in magnitude to the maximum 2nd story displacement when the structure is
controlled and uncontrolled, and close in magnitude for the 3rd story for the uncontrolled
structure owing to the relatively smaller magnitude of the 1st story displacements).

Figure 3.12: Story drift response time history
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Figure 3.13: Story acceleration response time history

Figure 3.14: Maximum structural response metrics

A 67% combined reduction of peak total mechanical energy (i.e., combined potential and
kinetic energy) was observed for LQG control and 48% for passive control of the three
degrees-of-freedom over the uncontrolled structure (both observed for the second floor).
Figure 3.15 shows the corresponding time histories for the total mechanical energy.
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Overall, the LQG controller performs slightly better with drift, displacement, and
velocity reduction than using the MR-damper in a passive-on state. The two methods
perform closely because they both are providing damping as the method for removing
dynamics from the system. This characteristic of semi-active dampers has been fully
examined by Ou and Li [109]. In a passive-on state, the damper located at the bottom of
the structure caused locking of the lower level, which generated higher drifts in the upper
levels compared to the LQG controller.

Figure 3.15: Total energy response El Centro time history

3.7 Conclusions
Semi-active damping devices are of particular interest in civil engineering, however,
experimentation using these devices can be prohibitively expensive at full scale. In this
chapter, to enable the development of a small-scale testbed for semi-active control tests
for the case study in this chapter, and later use in this dissertation, a prototype low-force
(0-10 N) double-ended piston-type magneto-rheological (MR) fluid extraction damper
was investigated. MR-fluid extraction was chosen because literature has shown that this
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form of actuation can provide a low-force range. For consistency with large-scale testbed
and civil structural control applications, this prototype damper was designed to exhibit
the same inherent complex nonlinear hysteretic behavior comparable to a full-scale
commercially available MR-fluid damper. This chapter has shown that a small-scale
device can be made to have comparable attributes to large-scale commercial devices.
This force relationship differed from previously established forces because of the
existence of effective friction, or shear reactions, between the MR-fluid and the metal
foam. Also, the force range was smaller than other devices because the material
properties were altered from those found in previous literature and seals were not needed
to prevent fluid loss.
The MR-fluid extraction damper also demonstrated the ability to reduce inter-story drift
of a three degree-of-freedom (DOF) testbed structure at the scale of interest. The damper
was used to control a 3DOF structure using linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) control
strategies and a passive-on control strategy. The two forms of control performed with
similar reductions acceleration and total energy. However, the LQG controller gave
greater drift, displacement, and velocity reduction in the upper stories when compared to
the passive-on MR-fluid damper.
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4

Wireless

Structural

Control

using

Multi-Step

TDMA

Communication Patterning for Static Bandwidth Allocation †
As a structure increases in size, traditional wired, or tethered, data acquisition and
structural

control

becomes

prohibitively expensive

[110].

Also,

centralized

computational systems can become inoperable due to degradation of system components
or loss of power during a natural hazard. In the past decade, researchers have given
significant attention to the use of wireless data acquisition for structural health
monitoring and control applications in lieu of wired methods [1-4, 9, 15, 17-23]. Wireless
control improves upon tethered control in terms of cost and its inherent decentralized
nature can improve reliability during disasters, but it introduces issues related to
centralizing data for computations. When communication is sparse or nonexistent
between nodes, the centralized control scheme performs poorly. To compensate for slow
data transmission rates and missed data, decentralized control for attenuation of
undesired structural response has been shown to be comparable to fully centralized
control [14, 15, 22, 23, 61, 67]. Decentralized control typically involves spatially dividing
the wireless network into subnetworks. Each subnetwork can communicate on a different
channel, communicate with different personal area network identifiers, or communicate
out of the range of other subnetworks on the same channel or network identifier. In these
subnetworks, embedded controllers and estimators are consistent and require only data
from subnetwork units to perform the associated calculations. Thus, a large network can
be broken down to eliminate the contention over communication channels. The control
system is considered fully decentralized in the absence of data communication between
units in the network. It has been shown, however, that additional information passed
between nodes greatly improves the performance of estimators in fully decentralized
networks and networks with unreliable communication [14, 64-66].

†

The material contained in this chapter has been submitted to Structural Control and Health Monitoring.
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Law, Swartz et al. [14] have shown that centralized control requires low frequency
sampling to relay all sensor data throughout a wireless network due to communication
bandwidth limitations. As the sampling and control frequency decreases to accommodate
larger structures with more sensors, the complete lumped-mass modal behavior of the
system can no longer be represented by acquired measurements. All things being equal,
decentralized control decreases accuracy in state estimation, but has been shown to
increase performance through increased control speed, which increases the observable
bandwidth of modal frequencies in the structure [14]. Because reduced communication
increases the control speed, a partial or fully-decentralized wireless controller can
outperform a centralized controller that operates at a slower rate in large systems. Unlike
fully-decentralized networks, partially-decentralized networks can sacrifice some
communication, thus increasing speed, but pass more data to each unit in subnetworks.
However, as the overall wireless network becomes too large, the ability to broadcast data
quickly in large subgroups also diminishes.
Diverging from typical decentralization techniques to address congested bandwidth
issues consistent with large networks, progress has been made to relay data between
subnetworks with overlapping subgroups so that a single or multiple unit(s) communicate
on multiple channels simultaneous [62, 63, 70], thereby increasing the spread of
information throughout the wireless network and decreasing the number of subgroups
overall. Expanding on this method, the issue of congested bandwidth has been examined
by having each unit communicate on a different channel to the entire wireless network to
maintain control speed without adding more transmission delays [72, 73]. This approach,
and the previous approach with overlapping subgroups, is referred to as a frequency
division multiple access (FDMA) protocol, or frequency-division multiplexing (FDM),
which provides truly simultaneous data transmissions and reception without the use of
transmission budgeting (i.e., a time division multiple access, or TDMA protocol). This
approach of layering transmissions to avoid time delays has previously been validated
and used for control on a laboratory 3-story small-scale structure with multiple wireless
units [72]. In the spirit of divergence from typical spatial decentralization, this chapter is
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aimed toward developing another technique to maintain wireless control speed.
However, this chapter presents a method for transmitting data to the entire wireless
network over multiple time steps without spatially decentralizing (in which subgroups do
not receive data from other subgroups in the network), or FDM with subgroups passing
some data with units overlapping across multiple subgroups, or centralization with FDM
to simultaneously transmit more data in a single time step. Staggered communication of
data, or temporal decentralization, when properly executed can accomplish this objective.
In this chapter, it will be shown that the communication pattern employed for the wireless
medium access control (MAC) protocol directly affects control performance when
multiple time steps are needed to communicate sensor data. Optimized communication
patterns can also minimize the state estimation errors exhibited by decentralized
estimators. Updating state estimates with data from other nodes throughout the entire
system is necessary to maintain estimation accuracy and to improve control performance.
However, with high levels of contention in a wireless network, all data in a large network
cannot be transmitted in a single time step. One feasible approach would be to choose
the best (highest observability) sensors from the wireless network to transmit every time
step. This is an approach that has been explored for structural health monitoring
applications to manage transmissions in a single time step [111]. Additionally, the
concept of accuracy with sensor placement has been demonstrated in [112], which shows
how structural health requires information from throughout the structure to be
strategically monitored. However, in wireless networks, cases arise where it is desired to
utilize all deployed wireless units over multiple time steps (e.g., to avoid highlynonuniform battery depletion). The goal for this chapter is to show that a multi-step
communication scheme can be found using methods developed for sensor placement that
can yield control performance that is nearly equal to that of a fully-centralized case. In
this chapter, each time step is treated as a new sensor placement problem where the
observability of the system is maximized over all time steps as opposed to a single time
step.
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This chapter is organized as follows. First, chapter describes how the wireless state
estimator can be manipulated to make use of an arbitrary subset of outputs (i.e., estimator
formulation for varying levels of sensor network decentralization). This chapter then
shows how multi-step TDMA transmission groups are developed using sensor placement
theory. Then, the subject of the verification case study, a 20 degree-of-freedom (DOF)
structure, is presented. Simulation results demonstrate how various wireless
communication

schemes

perform

(e.g., centralized/full

communication,

fully

decentralized/no communication, and patterned/staggered communication). A 9-DOF
small-scale experimental test-bed is used to validate the simulation results. Finally, the
results are presented to compare estimator/control performance and show their
dependency on communication topology for both the 20-DOF and 9-DOF case.

4.1 Control and Estimation with Communication Schemes
This chapter explores the development of wireless sensor groups that can be
communicated over multiple time steps to show how passing information over time can
maintain control speed and control performance. Multi-step sensor groups are generated
using sensor placement theory. To build up to the main contribution of this chapter, this
section first describes the standard theory for the continuous-time and discrete-time statespace representations of a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) structure. This section then
proceeds by showing the standard derivation of a linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG)
controller (i.e., a linear-quadratic regulator and Kalman estimator). To emphasize the
contribution of this chapter, sensor placement theory is described for the development of
reduced observability multi-step sensor groups and the associated impact to Kalman
estimation.

4.1.1 State-space Representation of a Multi-Degree-of-freedom Structure
The following theory in this subsection is standard theory for representing the behavior
of a MDOF structure in state-space form. The dynamic equilibrium of a linear, timeinvariant (LTI) lumped-mass structure with 𝑛𝑛 degrees of freedom is as follows:
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(4.1)

𝒛𝒛̇ (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑬𝑬𝑥𝑥̈𝑔𝑔 (𝑡𝑡)

𝒙𝒙
where 𝒛𝒛̇ (𝒕𝒕) = � � ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1 , 𝒙𝒙 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×1 is the vector of floor displacements, 𝒙𝒙̇ ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×1 is
𝒙𝒙̇

the vector of floor velocities, 𝑥𝑥̈𝑔𝑔 is the ground acceleration, and:
𝑨𝑨 = �

0
𝐼𝐼
� ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×2n
−𝑴𝑴−1 𝑲𝑲 −𝑴𝑴−1 𝑪𝑪𝑑𝑑

(4.2)

0
0
𝑩𝑩 = �
� ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚 ; 𝑬𝑬 = � � ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1
−𝟏𝟏
−𝑴𝑴−1 𝑳𝑳

where 𝑰𝑰 is the identity matrix, 𝑴𝑴 is the diagonal mass matrix, 𝑲𝑲 is the dynamic stiffness
matrix, 𝑪𝑪𝑑𝑑 is the damping matrix formed using modal/Rayleigh damping [113], 𝑳𝑳 ∈

ℝ𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚 is an actuator location matrix, and 𝑚𝑚 is the number of actuators. In state-space
form, measurements are represented as a linear sum of the observed state response, the
influence of the control force attenuating the structural response, and the inertial
acceleration:
(4.3)

𝒚𝒚(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑭𝑭𝑥𝑥̈𝑔𝑔 (𝑡𝑡)

where 𝑪𝑪 ∈ ℝ𝑞𝑞×2𝑛𝑛 ; 𝑫𝑫 ∈ ℝ𝑞𝑞×𝑚𝑚 ; and 𝑭𝑭 ∈ ℝ𝑞𝑞 , with 𝑞𝑞 being the number of observable states.

Using the zero-order hold approximation, the continuous-time state-space representation
can be brought into the discrete-time domain for LTI systems as follows:
(4.4)

𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘+1 = 𝜱𝜱𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 + 𝜞𝜞𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘 + 𝜦𝜦𝒙𝒙̈ 𝒈𝒈
𝒚𝒚𝑘𝑘 = 𝑪𝑪𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 + 𝑫𝑫𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘 + 𝑭𝑭𝑥𝑥̈𝑔𝑔
𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇

where 𝜱𝜱 = 𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×2𝑛𝑛 ; 𝜞𝜞 = ∫0 𝑠𝑠(𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨𝜏𝜏 𝑩𝑩) 𝑑𝑑𝜏𝜏 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚 ; 𝜦𝜦 = ∫0 𝑆𝑆 𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨𝜏𝜏 𝑬𝑬 𝑑𝑑𝜏𝜏 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1;

and 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 is the sampling time. The state-space model of the structure is used to derive the
controller that minimizes vibrations due to seismic effects in the building.
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4.1.2 Centralized Linear-quadratic-Gaussian Controllers
In LTI systems with complete state knowledge, the linear-quadratic regulator (LQR)
provides an optimal control law that trades off control effort for performance. For a
discrete-time state-space model, the discrete-time LQR control solution calculates a
control force trajectory that minimizes the quadratic cost function, 𝑱𝑱 [114].
∞

𝑱𝑱 = �𝑘𝑘=0 𝒛𝒛𝑇𝑇k 𝑸𝑸𝒛𝒛k + 𝒖𝒖𝑇𝑇 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹

(4.5)

𝑸𝑸 and 𝑹𝑹 are used to set importance levels on output response and control effort,
respectively [104]. Using 𝑸𝑸 = 𝑪𝑪LQR 𝑇𝑇 𝑪𝑪LQR (𝑪𝑪LQR ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×2𝑛𝑛 : the linear transform 𝒛𝒛k ⟶

𝒚𝒚k ) and 𝑹𝑹 ∈ ℝ𝑚𝑚×𝑚𝑚 is a symmetric positive definite matrix gives the control designer the
ability to target the controller to minimize undesired vibrations in the structure. If the

𝑪𝑪LQR matrix, which regulates response using state variables, is configured as the identity

matrix, 𝑰𝑰2𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛2𝑛𝑛 , it minimizes both displacement and velocity for the state-space
formulation in Eq. (4.4). Emphasizing specific values of either velocity or displacement
can be accomplished by increasing the weight of the associated diagonal terms in 𝑪𝑪LQR :

(4.6)

𝑪𝑪LQR = 𝑰𝑰2𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛2𝑛𝑛 𝚿𝚿

𝚿𝚿
where 𝚿𝚿 = � 𝑑𝑑 � contains the weighting factors for each floors displacement, 𝚿𝚿𝑑𝑑 ∈
𝚿𝚿𝑣𝑣

ℝ𝑛𝑛×1, and velocity, 𝚿𝚿𝑑𝑑 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×1 .

Minimization of interstory drift can be targeted as an approach that minimizes the
possibility of collapse in a full-scale building. To assemble the 𝑸𝑸 matrix that penalizes
drift and velocity, the following configuration of 𝑪𝑪LQR is used:

where:

𝒄𝒄
𝑪𝑪LQR = � 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝟎𝟎
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𝟎𝟎

𝑰𝑰𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

� 𝚿𝚿

(4.7)

1
0
−1 1
⎛ 0 −1
𝒄𝒄 = ⎜
⎜⋯
⋮
0
0
⎝0
0

⋯
⋱

⋯

0
0
0
⋮
1
−1

0
0
0⎞
⎟
⋮⎟
0
1⎠

(4.8)

To determine the control force trajectory two things are necessary: the control gain
matrix, 𝑮𝑮 ∈ ℝ𝑚𝑚×2𝑛𝑛 , and the state vector, 𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1 . The control gain matrix is derived
using the equation:

𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘 = −[[𝑹𝑹 + 𝜞𝜞𝑻𝑻 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷]−1 𝜞𝜞𝑻𝑻 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷]𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 = −𝑮𝑮𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘

(4.9)

𝑷𝑷 = 𝜱𝜱𝑇𝑇 [𝑷𝑷 − 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷[𝑹𝑹 + 𝜞𝜞𝑇𝑇 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷]−1𝜞𝜞𝑇𝑇 𝑷𝑷]𝜱𝜱 + 𝑸𝑸

(4.10)

where 𝑷𝑷 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×2𝑛𝑛 is the discrete Riccati matrix [114]:

The state is known through direct measurement, or using an estimator. In civil structures,
direct measurement of the state is problematic, necessitating the estimation of state values
from sensor measurements. Eq. (4.9) requires accurate measurements or estimates of the
entire state vector, 𝒛𝒛k , in order to calculate optimal control forces. When direct

measurements of state variables are not available, an estimator can be implemented to
estimate the state vector, 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 instead. The Kalman state estimator uses a series of

measurements and assumes a base input of a zero-mean, broad-band excitation into the
system, 𝒘𝒘𝒌𝒌 , :

𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘+1 = 𝜱𝜱𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 + 𝜞𝜞𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘 + 𝜦𝜦𝒘𝒘𝑘𝑘

(4.11)

𝒚𝒚𝑘𝑘 = 𝑪𝑪𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 + 𝑫𝑫𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘 + 𝒗𝒗𝑘𝑘

(4.12)

It is assumed that the output measurements of the system are corrupted by white noise,
𝒗𝒗𝑘𝑘 :

The estimator first estimates the state, 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 , of the current time step, 𝑘𝑘, using the previous
estimate, 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘−1, and the previous applied control force, 𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘−1:
𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 = 𝜱𝜱𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘−1 + 𝜞𝜞𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘−1
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(4.13)

Finally, the estimator can update this estimate using the current measurement error:
𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 = 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 + 𝓛𝓛𝑘𝑘 (𝒚𝒚𝑘𝑘 − 𝑪𝑪𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 + 𝑫𝑫𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘−1 )

(4.14)

where 𝓛𝓛𝑘𝑘 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×q is the time varying estimator gain matrix.

The separation principle [115] allows the stable controller derived in Eqs. (4.5-4.10) to
be combined with the stable estimator from Eqs. (4.11-4.14) into a stable estimator
control network where both elements are derived separately.

4.1.3 Communication Bandwidth Limitations & Decentralization
This chapter utilizes the capabilities of the Martlet wireless sensing units [9]. Data
transmission times for small packets (i.e., a payload of one single-precision floating-point
value) typically require transmission times of approximately 1.2-1.5 ms using this device.
Conservatively focusing on the upper end of this range, a time division multiple access
(TDMA) rule set was designed assuming 1.5 ms data transmission windows.
Consequently, if a controller is set to update at a rate of 100 Hz, for example, only 5 units
would have sufficient time to broadcast their data during each 10 ms time step (allowing
2.5 ms for computation of state estimates, control forces, and actuator command
voltages). When faced with similar limitations, a number of strategies have been
employed to accommodate networks that consist of more nodes than can be
accommodated in a single time step.
One common approach, uses spatial decentralization of the total control network into
local subnetworks, which reduces the observability within these subnetworks [14, 15,
116-118]. This approach uses different groups of data in different corresponding
estimators. If data is intentionally not communicated from specific degrees of freedom
(DOF), the rows associated with those degrees of freedom in the output matrix, 𝑪𝑪 in Eq.

(4.14), are zeroed, and similarly the corresponding rows from the feedthrough matrix, 𝑫𝑫,
are zeroed, when formulating the Kalman estimator matrices [15]. At the extreme end, a

fully decentralized control scheme can be derived, when 𝑛𝑛 − 1 rows of 𝑪𝑪 are zeroed and
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each wireless unit uses only locally measured data. The manipulation of the output and
feedthrough matrices, to generate reduced observability estimators, is as follows:
� 𝑘𝑘 (𝒚𝒚𝑘𝑘 − 𝑪𝑪
� 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 − 𝑫𝑫
� 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘−1 )
𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 = 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 + 𝓛𝓛
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(4.15)

� 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = (𝑪𝑪𝑇𝑇 𝜣𝜣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )𝑇𝑇 ; 𝑫𝑫
� 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = (𝑫𝑫𝑇𝑇 𝜣𝜣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 )𝑇𝑇
𝑪𝑪

� 𝑘𝑘 is the time varying estimator gain matrix unique to each sensor time step
where 𝓛𝓛
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

� 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , where the rows of the original output matrix, 𝑪𝑪, are toggled
group output matrix, 𝑪𝑪

(i.e., multiplied by 1 or 0) using:

𝜣𝜣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 = ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1 𝚼𝚼𝑖𝑖 𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝛄𝛄𝑖𝑖

(4.16)

which is also known as the diagonalization of a column vector, where 𝚼𝚼 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×𝑛𝑛×𝑛𝑛 is a
tensor where the diagonal entry [𝑖𝑖, 𝑖𝑖] of each matrix 𝚼𝚼𝑖𝑖 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×𝑛𝑛 is 1 and the other entries
are 0, 𝛄𝛄 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛 is a matrix where the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ entry for each row 𝛄𝛄𝑖𝑖 ∈ ℝ1×𝑛𝑛 is 1 and the other

entries are 0, and 𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×1 is a column vector populated with 1’s and 0’s to identify

� 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , and 𝑫𝑫
� 𝑘𝑘 , 𝑪𝑪
� 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡
which sensors are transmitting in a subnetwork. Eq. (4.15) uses 𝓛𝓛
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

matrices of the same size as 𝓛𝓛𝑘𝑘 , 𝑪𝑪, and 𝑫𝑫 but contain 0’s that negate the effect of each

row corresponding to a non-observable state of a particular time step.
Spatial

decentralization,

whether

fully

decentralized

or

with

sub-network

communication, remains a static process, i.e., each subgroup of units only listens to and
communicates on a specific channel or channels (e.g., frequency division multiple access
or FDMA). Estimation of state variables can be further improved if there is overlapping
communication of between subnetworks (e.g., a single unit may communicate on two
channels). Sharing state vectors and measurements between channels is a form of
distributed control and has been used by Wang, Law et al. [119] and Qu, Huo et al. [70]
to improve control performance with higher accuracy estimation. Dynamic
subnetworking can better still integrate measurements from subnetworks.
To integrate data from units outside of the static subnetworks that are common within
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spatially decentralized networks, this chapter will use temporal decentralization, defining
sub-network communication groups that have staggered transmissions over multiple time
steps. The main advantage of temporal decentralization over spatial decentralization is
that all units in the network are listening to each staggered communication group and all
units are able to communicate their data over time to the full network, just not at every
time step. Temporal decentralization relies on using a different reduced observability
estimator, defined by Eq. (4.13) and Eq. (4.15), for each time step that will accommodate
the pattern of the units that are permitted to transmit on that step.
On its face, temporal decentralization appears to create an asynchronous, or multi-rate
control network, with control steps taking place at every time step, but with
measurements from individual sensors becoming available at a slower rate. Methods for
addressing slow data transmissions and arrivals have been investigated and data fusion
techniques, which account for lost data and integrate old or slow with current
measurements, have been used to aid estimator and controller performance [10, 65, 67,
120]. However, unlike like an old data integration problem, temporal decentralization
uses the estimated state vector, updated every time step, and a measurement update,
which is also acquired every time step (as opposed to making use of old transmitted data
that is delayed to a later time step).
Decentralization does have some limitations that must be considered. With
decentralization, whether spatial or temporal, as the size of the subnetwork sensor group
decreases (due to increases in control frequency or transmission delay times), the
observability of the estimators decreases, negatively impacting control performance. In
the case of temporal decentralization, a larger amount of on-board memory is necessary
to store the complete set of estimator matrices needed for each communication group.
Finally, sensor topology must be considered when the subnetwork groups are formed,
because it affects control performance. The remainder of this chapter will focus on
investigating these effects and will utilize sensor placement techniques as a rational
means to form subnetwork groups.
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4.1.4 Sensor Placement Techniques for Temporal Decentralization
Sensor placement approaches generally focus on maximizing observability [121]. A
linear system is observable if any given state can be determined by the output of the
system at the same instant in time [114]. Meeting the minimum requirement for
observability is typically not a challenge for lumped-mass shear building systems,
however observability can function as a measure of how closely system outputs are
related to one another. Different outputs and combinations of outputs will vary in their
level of correlation to the states of the building in a manner that can be predicted by the
modal properties of the system. Generally, an LTI system is only observable if the
𝑝𝑝

observability Gramian, 𝑾𝑾𝑂𝑂 , is regular (i.e., for some power, 𝑝𝑝, 𝑾𝑾𝑂𝑂 has positive entries).
𝑡𝑡

𝑻𝑻

𝑾𝑾𝑂𝑂 (𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 ) = ∫0 𝑓𝑓 𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨 𝜏𝜏 𝑪𝑪𝑻𝑻 𝑪𝑪𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨𝜏𝜏 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(4.17)

Although the rank of the full 𝑾𝑾𝑂𝑂 matrix determines if a system is observable, the relative

size of 𝑾𝑾𝑂𝑂 for a given 𝑪𝑪 matrix gives a measure of the relative observability of the

corresponding sensor group. It is apparent that the best output matrix, 𝑪𝑪, uses data
measured from each degree of freedom. Due to limitations in communication speed, it is

infeasible to use all sensors in the network in a single time step. To overcome this
challenge, wireless communication can be treated like a series of sensor placement
problem. Several methods using the observability Gramian matrix have been summarized
by Singh and Hahn [121] that provide meaningful metrics for determining strategic
sensor locations. For this chapter specifically, the 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡, or diagonal summation, of the

inverse of the observability Gramian matrix was chosen, which is the second
observability metric discussed by Singh and Hahn [121]:
2𝑛𝑛

𝜇𝜇 = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑾𝑾−1 )
0

(4.18)

This metric is used to rate the various patterns of sensors that could exist in the output
matrix, 𝑪𝑪. For every new combination of sensors, the metric changes, and a greater 𝜇𝜇

value represents a higher degree of observability, yielding, among other things, higher
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signal-to-noise ratios for a given state vector realization. Even though, for instance, a 20DOF structure might be able to affordably employ 20 wireless sensors, the sensor
placement technique can address the limited ability of the network to transmit or observe
all wireless sensors in a given time step.
For a single timestep, or for identifying the best group of units of a limited size, ℓ𝑣𝑣 , the

maximum observability group can be found by identifying the largest observability
Gramian metric from ℓ

𝑛𝑛!

𝑣𝑣 !(𝑛𝑛−ℓ𝑣𝑣 )!

combinations of ℓ𝑣𝑣 sensors. If a different group of sensors

is chosen for each time step (e.g., to ensure uniform battery usage of the wireless sensor
nodes), the state estimators for each time step would be naturally less efficient than the
previously mentioned single best subset of sensors. To optimize the total observability
over all time steps, the following objective function can be used:
𝜂𝜂

𝑍𝑍 = max ∑𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡

(4.19)

where 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 is the observability Gramian for each possible subset of units that is defined
by manipulating the entries in 𝑪𝑪. The subscript 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 represents a time step, and 𝜂𝜂 represents
the total number of subsets required to transmit data from each sensor. With the new set

of observability metrics, 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , an efficient pattern can be determined that can allow all

time steps to exhibit maximum potential for observability in staggered communication.

This optimization takes the form of a mixed-integer optimization problem. Such a
problem can be solved by wide array number of search algorithms. In this case a genetic
algorithm is employed. The integers involved are the indices for the rows of 𝑪𝑪, which

correspond to the sensors on the structure. If a given sensor is chosen for the

communication pattern, the respective row of 𝑪𝑪 is multiplied by 1, if not, the row is
multiplied by 0. The manipulation process for the output matrix can be described as
follows:
���𝑂𝑂 = ∫𝑡𝑡𝑓𝑓 𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨𝑇𝑇 𝜏𝜏 𝑪𝑪𝑇𝑇 𝜣𝜣𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 𝑪𝑪𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨𝜏𝜏 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑
𝑾𝑾
0

(4.20)

Once a combination of sensors is chosen by the genetic algorithm to form the next
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generation of subsets for fulfilling the objective function, the Gramian metrics, 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , are

���𝑂𝑂 . This process is then repeated until the objective function, 𝑍𝑍, is
calculated using 𝑾𝑾

maximized. Meanwhile, additional constraints must be met. These constraints ensure

uniqueness between subsets of units (i.e., sensors are not reused to transmit data until
each other sensor is able to transmit), and that each unit within each subset must be
unique (i.e., data from the same sensor should not be transmitted more than once in the
same time step).

In this chapter, the built-in MATLAB genetic algorithm function, ga(), was used. This
function optimizes a fitness function, 𝑍𝑍, to solve a mixed-integer optimization problem.

In the genetic algorithm function, an initial population is provided by the author as the

basis of breeding and forming new generations of sensor subsets. Limitations of this
function include the inability to provide a mutation rate for integer programming
problems and the inability to perform crossover techniques in an integer programming
problem. Therefore, the genetic algorithm is given a constraint function that maintains
the uniqueness of every generation (which is desired). The initial population and each
following generation contains the number of subsets for the communication network.

4.2 Methods
For this chapter, both a numerical simulation and an experimental validation are
performed for the temporally decentralized wireless structural control network. The
numerical simulation employs a full-scale structural model and modeled wireless
communication, which are described in the following subsection. The validation for the
methodology in this chapter uses an in-house small-scale structure and Martlet wireless
sensing units to perform wireless structural control and is compared to its own computer
simulation. In the numerical simulation of a full-scale structure, the simulation of the
small-scale structure, and the experimental validation, a control rate of 100 Hz is used
and bandwidth for the temporally decentralized communication subnetworks is divided
over 7.5 ms each time step, leaving 2.5 ms for computation.
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4.2.1 Numerical Simulation Study
To demonstrate the importance of communication topology in wireless estimation and
control for large networks, a simulation was performed that consists of a 20 degree-offreedom (DOF) shear structure (i.e., a 20-story building), based on the second generation
ASCE benchmark structure properties found in [122]. The model was scaled down with
stiffness and mass equivalent to a single bay per floor. This simplification was made to
better illustrate the dependence on network topology, independent from the effects of
structural complexity. The modeled structure is excited by the simulated El Centro
ground-motion record (Imperial Valley 5/19/40 El Centro Array #9, 180 – USGS Station
𝑚𝑚

117 North-South) scaled to a peak ground acceleration of 1.0 𝑠𝑠2 . The simulation uses the
1

1

average acceleration method for Newmark integration, with 𝛽𝛽 = 4 and 𝛾𝛾 = 2 [113]. The
simulated structure is configured such that each floor has an available actuator that can

provide up to 20 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 of control force with ideal control force output (i.e., the actuator
force at all steps equals the desired force calculated by LQR), along with an

accelerometer for each floor that provides measurements to the Kalman estimator. The
actuator location and state penalty matrices were selected to be the same for all control
cases. This selection was made for consistency and to maintain stability of the
decentralized controller. The system properties (i.e., the stiffness and mass) are
summarized in Table 4.1. A schematic of the 20-story building, with story heights of 4
𝑚𝑚, showing the actuator and wireless sensor/accelerometer configuration is provided in
Figure 4.1.

Table 4.1: Parameters of the 20-DOF structure
Floor

Mass (kg)

20
19
⋮
1

4.8𝑥𝑥104
6𝑥𝑥104
⋮
6𝑥𝑥104

0.79
15.1

2.4
16.1

4.0
17.1

𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌

Stiffness ( )
𝒎𝒎
6

2.5𝑥𝑥10
2.5𝑥𝑥106
⋮
2.5𝑥𝑥106
Modal Frequencies (Hz)
5.6
7.1
8.6
10.1
17.9 18.7 19.3 19.9
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𝒔𝒔

Damping ( 𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌 ∙ )

11.4
20.3

7.8𝑥𝑥104
7.8𝑥𝑥104
⋮
7.8𝑥𝑥104
12.7
20.6

𝒎𝒎

13.9
20.8

Figure 4.1: 20-DOF structure schematic

This simulation models all possible combinations of wirelessly transmitted data by
accessing a library of pre-calculated Kalman estimators, emulating the on-board access
to local memory for wireless units. The effectiveness of the algorithm is measured using
4 metrics: drift, 𝒙𝒙𝑑𝑑 = 𝒙𝒙𝑖𝑖+1 − 𝒙𝒙𝑖𝑖 , which describes the position of structural floors with
∑𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘=1 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘2

the floor immediately below itself; control effort, 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = �

𝑡𝑡

, which is the root-mean-

square (RMS) value for the control force time history, 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘 , used to minimize response over

time, 𝑡𝑡; control efficiency, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝒙𝒙𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , where this is a measure of how well the control

force achieved the drift reduction of a floor; and estimation error, 𝑒𝑒 = �

∑𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘=1(𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 −𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 )2
𝑡𝑡

(for

displacement and velocity), which is the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the
Kalman estimation of state variables and the Newmark-Beta derived state response.

4.2.2 Staggered Estimation and Control
Using the conservative transmission time for Martlet units, the 7.5 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 bandwidth for
data communication can accommodate 5 sensor transmissions. Therefore, for the 20-

DOF wireless network communicates over 4 time steps in the temporal decentralization
scheme. A genetic algorithm was used to find an efficient communication pattern by
maximizing 𝜇𝜇 over all 4 time steps. This staggered communication pattern was then used
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in a control scheme after deriving the partially decentralized, or reduced observability
Kalman estimators associated with each unique subset of units.
To compare the performance of this patterning scheme to that of other possible control
schemes, other more naïve sensor combinations were also used to perform state
estimation and control for comparison. As such, performance is also shown for a
staggered communication pattern that has an uneven, or non-uniform Gramian-based set
of subsets (i.e., a scheme that forms the highest 𝜇𝜇 set of 5 sensors, followed by the second

highest 𝜇𝜇 set of remaining sensors, and so forth). In addition, naïve topologies based on
dividing the floors into quadrants, or evenly spacing units are also investigated. A visual

representation of the four different communication patterns is shown in Figure 4.2.

Finally, all of the staggered communication controllers were compared to two benchmark
cases: fully-centralized and fully-decentralized control. The results are plotted and
recorded in the results section utilizing performances measurements including: rootmean-square (RMS) error between state estimation and modeled structural. Drift
reduction and control effort (represented by the RMS value of the control force timehistory) are also compared between all schemes.
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Figure 4.2: Logical and Gramian-based communication groups

4.2.3 Experimental Validation Study
Validation is accomplished using an experimental test-bed utilizing Martlet wireless
sensing/actuation units. The test-bed uses a 9-DOF small-scale wood and aluminum shear
structure that is excited by the synthesized El Centro ground-record on a Quanser Shake
𝑚𝑚

Table II also scaled to a peak ground acceleration of 1.0 𝑠𝑠2 . A simulated 9-DOF structure

is also used to compare simulation and experimental results for estimation and control.
The structure in both cases employs three small-scale semi-active magneto-rheological
(MR) fluid actuators that were developed in [123]. The three actuators were placed
strategically using actuator placement theory on floors 1, 5, and 9. The same metric in
Eq. (4.18) can be used to assess the degree of controllability given a particular
configuration of actuator groups [114, 124, 125].
Each floor of the test structure, including the shake-table ground floor, has two
accelerometers: one configured as a single-ended accelerometer to be used as the control
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system output by a wireless sensing unit and the other which is used for verification
purposes interfaces into a National Instruments (NI) DAQ NI PXIe-1071 data acquisition
chassis running LabVIEW. Additionally, for validation purposes, each floor is monitored
using a linear placement transducer (LPT), mounted on an external stationary reference
post, that measures floor displacement through the NI PXI, but not used by the wireless
sensors. The single-ended accelerometers are used within the wireless units to perform
embedded Kalman state estimation. The system properties of the experimental test-bed,
which are also reflected in the simulation, are summarized in Table 4.2 and the structural
configuration is visually represented in Figure 4.3. The wireless units are also used to
leverage control force in the MR-fluid dampers by commanding operational amplifiers
after calculating the required voltage necessary to produce the desired control force.
Table 4.2: Parameters for 9-DOF Structure
𝑵𝑵

Floor

Mass (kg)

Stiffness ( )

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

1.38
2.68
1.06
1.06
1.38
2.68
1.06
1.06
1.38

3700
9000
5600
9900
4300
4200
3600
4700
2500

𝒎𝒎

𝒔𝒔

Damping ( 𝑵𝑵 ∙ )
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
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𝒎𝒎

Mode

Modal Frequency (𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯)

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

24.4
19.5
17.9
13.8
11.5
9.4
7.2
4.4
1.3

Figure 4.3: Small-scale 9-DOF testbed and schematic

In the same manner, consistent with the simulated 20-DOF structure, a genetic algorithm
was used to maximize the observability of each time step for the 9-DOF experimental
validation. In this chapter 10 wireless units all collect data from the aforementioned
single-ended accelerometers. For performing the necessary state estimation, the ground
floor wireless unit has to transmit its data to all units every time step. A control time step
was chosen to be 10 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 to reasonably capture excitation frequencies within the range of

modal frequencies of the 9-DOF structure. Additionally, 10 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 was chosen for the
experimental validation to be consistent with the methodology used in the simulated 20DOF case study. In 10 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 only a few units can transmit over an IEEE 802.15.4 standard

implementation. It was decided for the experimental validation portion of this chapter
that only 4 units could transmit per time step, one being the ground unit, to have an equal
number of sensors transmitting per time step. Correspondingly, three time steps are
required to cover all wireless units. For each time step a different state estimator is
required to incorporate the incoming sensor data. All estimator matrices and control gains
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are calculated based on a simulated 9-DOF structure that predicts structural behavior
based on the structural parameters in Table 4.2.
The simulation uses the actual achieved shake-table acceleration signal recorded during
the experimental test to verify the accuracy of the simulation. After the model was
calibrated to match the recorded behavior of the uncontrolled experimental test-bed,
simulated control tests were performed. To show centralization, control, and topology
effects on performance, multiple scenarios were run including: a theoretical fullycentralized control at 100 Hz control speed; fully-decentralized control at 100 Hz; the
Gramian-based control at 100 Hz; and a reduced-speed centralized control scheme at 50
Hz; and less sophisticated communication/control methods. In addition, the 9-DOF
testbed validation was performed using a reduced-speed centralized control,
decentralized control scheme, and an uncontrolled case. The theoretical centralized
control at 100 Hz was not possible to perform experimentally due to the inability to
transmit all network data in a single 10 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 time step, hence the use of the reduced-speed
case. The estimators for each type of test are stored on-board prior to control testing.

4.3 Results
Sensor placement theory was used to form a set of sensor groups, over multiple time
steps, which provided consistently high-quality output information while still utilizing
all network sensors. A search algorithm, making use of the built-in MATLAB genetic
algorithm function, was used to meet these constraints for two case studies: 1) a simulated
20 degree-of-freedom structure (DOF) and 2) a simulation with parameters matching the
experimental 9-DOF small-scale laboratory test-bed. The most efficient and uniform
multi-step communication group involving Gramian metrics, 𝜇𝜇𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡 , was able to attenuate
seismically induced disturbances, specifically inter-story drift, comparably to centralized
control, more so than other multi-step communication schemes. This staggered
communication pattern outperformed decentralized control in drift reduction for both the
20-DOF and 9-DOF case. This section is laid out to first show the response reduction in
the simulated 20-DOF structure using a standard LQG controller. Then each of the multi78

step communication schemes developed, to test against the sensor placement-based
communication scheme, are used within the same control setup to compare how each
scheme affected control performance and estimator efficiency.

4.3.1 Simulated 20 Degree-of-Freedom Structure Results
To simply demonstrate the performance of the selected structural control algorithm,
Figure 4.4 shows the controlled and uncontrolled response of the simulated 20 degreeof-freedom structure. Figure 4.4 includes only three representative time-history
simulated responses, at floors 1, 10, and 20 for legibility, showing the effectiveness of
the controller for drift reduction.

Figure 4.4: Simulated controlled and uncontrolled acceleration response of the 20-DOF
structure

To show the effect on control efficiency based on centralization, Figure 5 provides the
decentralized and centralized control performances benchmarked against the
uncontrolled structural response. This figure shows maximum drift for the uncontrolled
structure and that decentralized control is less effective than centralized control in
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minimizing drift. The root-mean-square (RMS) force for each case is shown in the second
subplot in Figure 4.5. Centralized control yielded RMS forces ranging from 0.5 kN from
the 20th floor actuator to 6.5 kN from the 1st floor actuator, whereas decentralized control
had an RMS force range from 0.6 to 8 kN, in both cases the control forces used tend to
be largest near the base of the structure. Overall, decentralized control uses more control
effort (kN) to achieve a lower level of drift reduction than centralized control can achieve,
which is evident in the higher values seen in the efficiency metric. The increased control
effort required by decentralized control may be explained by the increased estimation
error, depicted in the right-hand side of Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: 20-DOF centralization effects on drift reduction, control effort and efficiency,
and esimation error

Figure 4.6 shows the impact of communication topology on the performance of the
control system in terms of drift reduction, control effort, efficiency, and estimation error.
Differences between these cases can be ascribed to estimator performance. Shown in
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Figure 4.6, all of the communication schemes have an estimator root-mean-square error
(RMSE) that is less than 7% in displacement estimation for all floors and less than 3% in
velocity estimation for each floor (except the fully decentralized case). For all cases, the
error trends upward for estimating upper DOF states. The communication topology used
affects the estimation error for the various staggered communication cases. Decentralized
estimation exhibits the largest estimation error, with a maximum displacement estimation
RMSE of 6.8% and velocity estimation RMSE of 10.5%. Centralized estimation
performs the best, with maximum RMSE values of 0.2% and 0.4% for displacement and
velocity estimation, respectively. The staggered communication approaches yield results
that fall between the centralized and decentralized cases with the maximized Gramian
(maximized 𝜇𝜇) approach nearly equaling that of the centralized controller.

Figure 4.6: 20-DOF topology effects on drift reduction, control effor and efficiency, and
estimation error
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The uniform Gramian-based scheme has maximum RMSE values of 1.5% and 0.4%, and
the remainder range from 3-5% and 1-3% in displacement and velocity estimation
respectively. Figure 4.6 also shows that as RMSE decreases, associated with the better
performing communication schemes, the control efficiency is better and the control effort
is lowered. Of the staggered control approaches, the Gramian-based communication
patterns used the lowest levels of RMS control force to attenuate structural response. The
less sophisticated cases (i.e., the evenly spaced, quadrants, and uneven/non-uniform
Gramian patterns), use control force less efficiently. The less sophisticated cases and the
decentralized case are overcompensating in force due to larger state estimate errors.
Using all four metrics, the uniform Gramian pattern improves upon the decentralized
scheme in estimation and control and behaves closely to the centralized case and the
single group of best placed sensors.

4.3.2 Validation using a 9 Degree-of-Freedom Experimental Test-bed
The 9-DOF structure was used to validate the performance of temporal decentralization
in an embedded wireless environment for structural control applications. The 9-DOF
structural parameters were used to develop a simulation, in which simulated embedded
estimation and control processes were performed. Prior to comparing control
performance in simulation and experimentation, the uncontrolled structural response was
measured and the accuracy of the modeled 9-DOF structure was assessed. The
experimental uncontrolled acceleration response time-history to El Centro ground-record
excitation and the Newmark method simulated response are shown in Figure 4.7 for
floors 1, 5, and 9 of the 9-DOF structure. Overall, the modeled response of the 9-DOF
structure was highly accurate, which enabled the simulated wireless communication and
embedded processes.
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Figure 4.7: Numerical model and experimental testbed response to El Centro groundrecord excitation

Simulation and experimental results for drift reduction are compared in Figure 4.8 for
centralized and decentralized control benchmarked against the uncontrolled case. Figure
4.8 uses the drift, effort, efficiency, and estimation error metrics that were used in the 20DOF simulation results (tabulated values for Figure 4.8 are shown in Tables 4.3-4.7).
Due to bandwidth limitation, communication of all 10 wireless units (9 floor units and 1
ground unit) for the centralized case was not possible at 100 Hz. Therefore, simulated
centralized and experimental validation were performed at 50 Hz (the fastest achievable
control speed using 10 Marlet units). As anticipated, the centralized case outperformed
the decentralized case in drift reduction. Drift values ranged from 0.3-1.6 mm for
centralized control, 0.8-2.2 mm for decentralized control and 1.5-4.0 mm in the
uncontrolled case with El Centro excitation. The efficiency metric shows that
decentralized control overcompensates with control effort for erroneous state estimation.
Decentralized control used RMS forces ranging from 0.8 N (9th floor actuator) to 3.5 N
(1st floor actuator) for the experimental and simulated control test to reduce the drift. The
centralized control schemes used an RMS force range of 0.5-2.7 N.
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Figure 4.8: 9-DOF model validation metrics

Figure 4.9 illustrates the impact of different control schemes on drift reduction. A similar
trend to the 20-DOF simulation results is displayed in Figure 4.9, where the error for state
estimation increases along the height of the structure. This figure also includes the
theoretical case of fully centralized control at 100 Hz for reference. The RMS force range
for the centralized control scheme at 100 Hz is 0.3-1.6 N. As control speed increases for
centralized control, the control effort lowers and the efficiency becomes better. The
estimation error in the two centralized schemes is close which suggests that speed can
also influence control efficiency.
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Table 4.3: Inter-story drift (mm) values for validation results
Floor
No.

Cent.
Sim

Cent.
Exp

Dec.
Sim

Dec.
Exp

NC
Sim

NC
Exp

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0.32
0.37
0.42
0.61
0.76
1.05
1.30
1.26
1.66
0.00

0.35
0.41
0.62
0.67
0.77
1.08
1.42
1.27
1.58
0.00

0.66
0.74
0.80
1.18
1.59
1.81
2.02
2.40
2.92
0.00

0.79
0.99
1.23
1.66
1.72
1.63
1.79
1.82
2.13
0.00

1.17
1.39
1.46
2.04
2.31
2.42
3.16
3.50
3.82
0.00

1.49
1.73
1.75
2.34
2.45
2.64
3.59
3.68
3.71
0.00

Table 4.4: Control effort (N) values for validation results
Floor
No.

Cent.
Sim

Cent.
Exp

Dec.
Sim

Dec.
Exp

NC
Sim

NC
Exp

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0.55
0.55
0.55
1.93
1.93
1.93
2.70
2.70
2.70
0.00

0.56
0.56
0.56
1.65
1.65
1.65
2.77
2.77
2.77
0.00

0.82
0.82
0.82
2.11
2.11
2.11
3.50
3.50
3.50
0.00

0.80
0.80
0.80
2.07
2.07
2.07
3.53
3.53
3.53
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
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Table 4.5: Control efficiency (N*mm) values for validation results
Floor
No.

Cent.
Sim

Cent.
Exp

Dec.
Sim

Dec.
Exp

NC Sim

NC Exp

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0.18
0.20
0.23
1.17
1.46
2.02
3.52
3.41
4.49
0.00

0.20
0.23
0.35
1.11
1.27
1.79
3.93
3.52
4.38
0.00

0.54
0.61
0.66
2.49
3.36
3.83
7.07
8.40
10.22
0.00

0.63
0.79
0.98
3.44
3.56
3.37
6.32
6.43
7.52
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Table 4.6: Displacement-estimation error (RMSE%) values for validation results
Floor
No.

Cent.
Sim

Cent.
Exp

Dec.
Sim

Dec.
Exp

NC
Sim

NC
Exp

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0.098
0.096
0.094
0.088
0.085
0.075
0.061
0.043
0.029
0.000

0.086
0.107
0.097
0.095
0.076
0.077
0.058
0.037
0.030
0.000

0.176
0.171
0.165
0.153
0.145
0.124
0.098
0.068
0.044
0.000

0.160
0.168
0.164
0.149
0.135
0.128
0.094
0.058
0.044
0.000

0.062
0.058
0.057
0.052
0.049
0.045
0.036
0.024
0.018
0.000

0.070
0.066
0.064
0.059
0.055
0.051
0.041
0.027
0.020
0.000
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Table 4.7: Velocity-estimation error (RMSE%) values for validation results
Floor
No.

Cent.
Sim

Cent.
Exp

Dec.
Sim

Dec.
Exp

NC
Sim

NC
Exp

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

1.268
1.25
1.21
1.12
1.06
0.95
0.78
0.56
0.38
0.00

1.185
1.16
1.12
1.04
0.98
0.89
0.74
0.55
0.38
0.00

2.12
2.05
1.98
1.85
1.76
1.53
1.23
0.87
0.59
0.00

2.15
2.05
1.87
1.55
1.48
1.32
1.08
0.77
0.61
0.00

0.61
0.59
0.58
0.55
0.53
0.49
0.42
0.34
0.26
0.00

0.68
0.66
0.64
0.62
0.59
0.55
0.47
0.38
0.29
0.00

Figure 4.9: 9-DOF control effects on drift reduction, control effort and efficiency, and
esimtation error

Figure 4.10 shows the effects of topology on control efficiency for the 9-DOF structure.
Similar to the 20-DOF case study, the decentralized (no communication) and the
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centralized (theoretical 100 Hz) schemes envelope the staggered communication control
schemes across all metrics. The decentralized estimation RMSE ranges from 0.04-0.15%
and 0.5-2.2% for displacement and velocity estimation, respectively. The maximum
estimation errors for centralized control and throughout the staggered communication
schemes for displacement estimation range from 0.06% RMSE (centralized) to 0.1%
RMSE (evenly spaced communication pattern). For velocity estimation the maximum
error range for these patterns is 0.7% RMSE (centralized) to 1% RMSE (evenly spaced).
This figure shows that higher-quality output information (centralized estimation and
uniform Gramian-based estimation) improves the state estimation, and with improved
estimates, the control effort decreases. Other topologies are better than decentralized
control, but not to the level of the uniform Gramian.

Figure 4.10: 9-DOF topology effects on drift reduction, control effort and efficiency, and
estimation error
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4.4 Conclusions
As wireless structural control technologies become more readily available, the issues in
large scale implementation will become more apparent. Large networks must operate at
higher speeds, which may prevent the entire network from transmitting important data in
a single step. In this chapter, a temporal subnetworking communication scheme was
explored in which wireless sensors share a saturated communication medium by making
staggered broadcasts of output measurements with an effectively reduced rate while
maintaining a higher sampling and control frequency than would be possible if all units
were to broadcast at every step. The advantage of this approach over frequency-division
subnetworking approaches is that all units in the network receive all data broadcasts from
all other units. These staggered communications were found to be dependent on topology,
with some combinations of units outperforming others. A staggering approach was
developed, based on sensor placement theory that maximized observability of the
network output at every time step in order to minimize estimator error and enhance
control performance. The staggered communication approach and the associated
estimator/controller performance was compared to the performance of centralized control
as well as fully decentralized control. It was shown that the approach presented was able
to produce control performance that was nearly as good as that of a fully-centralized
controller. Less sophisticated communication patterns that were examined used less
control effort and performed poorly compared to centralized and decentralized control
and show the topology dependence.
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5

Wireless Structural Control using Stochastic Bandwidth Allocation
and Dynamic State Estimation with Measurement Fusion ‡

Civil structural control systems are used to mitigate undesired dynamic response of
buildings and bridges during seismic and high-wind events. Increasingly popular for civil
structural control are networks of inherently-stable semi-active control devices that
utilize sensor feedback to determine and command optimal control actions to reduce
unwanted vibrations [24, 27]. Combined, these components require extensive cabling to
be installed throughout the structure to acquire, compute, and supply signals to the
various control technologies. Though these systems are effective, there are generally
three challenges associated with them: 1) high installation and operation cost of the
control devices and associated cabling [110]; 2) reliability over time, in part because
cables and other components degrade [110]; and 3) the inability to accurately model
controllable damping characteristics of smart materials [82]. Regardless of these
shortcomings, semi-active devices such as rheological dampers [59, 105, 126], variablestiffness devices [42, 43, 127], variable-orifice dampers [128], and others [28, 92] have
been growing in popularity for control experimentation for civil structures.
To overcome the high cost for cable installation often associated with wired networks,
the use of wireless technology have been gaining popularity research communities for
civil engineering applications in the areas of damage detection and localization [1, 21],
health monitoring [17-20], parameter estimation [4], and structural control [3, 15, 23,
73]. Wireless control eliminates wiring and with some technology can effectively
transmit data between nodes in a structure [9], and with clear line of sight, some systems
transmit data up to a kilometer away [129]. Wireless technology for structural control
also has an inherent redundancy advantage over its wired counterpart, because each
wireless unit associated with each sensor and actuator has its own computational core.

‡

The material contained in this chapter has been submitted to Structural Control and Health Monitoring.
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Therefore, in the event of an unfortunate failure of a single computational core, the rest
of the network maintains some level of control performance.
Though wireless technology overcomes some of the shortcomings of wired control, it
introduces additional drawbacks hindering its acceptance into structural control
methodology for field applications. An unavoidable issue that is present with all wireless
technology is communication latency. Simply, it takes time for data to be relayed from
one unit to the network. As structures grow in size, and the wireless networks grow to
accommodate additional points of interest, and latency issues prevent the entire network
from collaborating, or centralizing data, in a fast and timely manner.
This limitation is especially relevant in real-time applications, such as control, that
require fast data acquisition and broadcasting to make accurate control decisions. A time
division multiple access (TDMA) protocol can provide reliable communication [69], but
in large it becomes impossible to transmit all data from all nodes within a useful control
period. Latency, using a TDMA protocol for relaying data, governs how fast the control
step can be performed, and on average this makes the control rate slow. Additionally,
larger amounts of data sent in a single transmission further slows down the control step.
To overcome the issue of communication latency several methods have been used,
including: fully centralizing data at slower speeds [130-132], using schemes with a data
loss-tolerant control algorithms [10, 16, 67], spatial decentralization without overlapping
subnetworks [14], and spatial decentralization with subnetworks that share data [70, 116,
117]. To make use of smaller subsets of data in control decisions, frequency-division
multiplexing is also used [71, 72]. And temporal decentralization to split up wireless
transmission across multiple timesteps [133].
In the case of spatial decentralization, robust algorithms have been developed for fusing
data from different high and low-cost sensors (e.g., accelerometers) using a Kalman filter
to estimate structural response more accurately. Researchers have had success separating
sensors into groups, or neighborhoods, to reduce computation time of the network, and
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to harden the wireless control network further [22, 61, 119]. Sharing data between these
groups is necessary to maintain full network estimation accuracy and deciding the
type/amount of data/information that should be transmitted is also important for these
algorithms [134]. All of these methods have proven useful in allowing increases in the
size of wireless structural control networks to be achieved without significant losses in
control frequency, which would negatively affect performance. However, these methods
rely on static network topologies and have no mechanism to allow the network to use any
measure of information quality to dynamically prioritize data flow throughout the
network.
The novel method proposed in this chapter for overcoming communication latency and
speed issues in wireless structural control schemes is to allocate communication
bandwidth through the use of a modified controller-aware and priority-based carrier
sense multiple access with collision detection (CSMA/CD) protocol. This
communication protocol will result in asynchronous data arrivals from various nodes
within the network, requiring a data fusion approach within each control node, using
redundant Kalman estimators, that is slightly modified from prior spatial decentralization
studies. Additionally, data fusion commonly involves both state vector fusion and
measurement fusion, which is computationally heavy for embedded controllers operating
at high speeds. A simplified algorithm for data fusion is used that is less computationally
burdensome to maintain fast wireless structural control.
This chapter contributes to the development, verification, and validation of a new means
for contention-based dynamic allocation of bandwidth in large wireless structural control
networks. If a data point from a particular sensor does not need to be transmitted, then it
would be poor use of valuable bandwidth to transmit on a schedule. The uniqueness in
this topic is the removal of a schedule and the addition of an autonomous prioritization
of transmissions over saturated bandwidth where TDMA is no longer possible.
Additionally, the novelty of this chapter lies in the on-demand reconfiguration of sensor
groups to make use of whatever data is available in the wireless medium. In the proposed
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approach wireless sensors are responsible for collecting data and determining if and when
they should broadcast their data into a saturated wireless medium (i.e., a communication
window that has low duration and high demand for data collaboration from other units).
Upon transmitting data, the unit may contend with another, therefore the wireless
network must autonomously modify its CSMA back-off and delay times to prevent data
collision. In this chapter, these delays are based on estimation-error residuals and
observability measures. Utilizing data fusion techniques in [135-137], measurement
fusion and updates will be performed using incoming data from the neighborhood, but
conversely the proposed methods lack state transmission and state fusion, thus increasing
speed. The main difference between the simplified approaches and those cited is the
ability to rapidly reconfigure neighborhoods. Previous approaches have defined
techniques for transmitting data and fusing it based on known neighborhoods and data
distribution with guaranteed transmissions. However, computational units using these
techniques could not handle data from locations outside of their neighborhoods.
This chapter is organized to first, present a short background on the standard theory used
for the two main components of this chapter: a centralized linear-quadratic regulator
(LQR) controller and static Kalman state estimators. Next, this chapter introduces state
and measurement fusion in the form of static Kalman estimation derivation. Expressing
the need to simplify computation for increasing control speed, this chapter then shows
the derivation of the two proposed approaches using dynamic bandwidth allocation and
describes how the estimator can be manipulated to make use of an arbitrary subset of
output measurements (measurement-only fusion). Then, the subject of the verification
study, a 20 degree-of-freedom (DOF) structure, is presented. Simulation results
demonstrate how the two dynamic bandwidth allocation approaches perform compared
to control schemes with full communication and no communication. A 9-DOF smallscale experimental test-bed is used to validate the simulation results using a network of
wireless control nodes. Finally, results are presented to compare estimator/control
performance and to show how priority-based transmissions affect control performance,
inter-story drift, and estimation accuracy in both the 20-DOF and 9-DOF cases.
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5.1 Control and Estimation with Stochastic Communication Schemes
This chapter explores the development of a method to strategically transmit data in a
dynamic, non-time-budgeted manner. Sensor data received by control nodes will be used
to update Kalman estimated-state vectors needed to compute local control forces using a
standard LQR control gain. This section first describes the standard theory for the statespace representation of a multi-degree-of-freedom (MDOF) structure, and the standard
derivation of the linear-quadratic regulator (LQR) and Kalman estimator used in this
chapter are shown. Next, due to the need to handle random sets of data each time step
based on the new transmission method, a Kalman estimator with state and measurement
fusion is discussed. Then, the method for dynamically allocating bandwidth is discussed.
Finally, simplified fusion techniques are derived to maintain computation speed for the
wireless technology used in this chapter.

5.1.1 State-space Representation of a Multi-Degree-of-freedom Structure
For this section, the continuous-time dynamic equilibrium of a linear, time-invariant
(LTI) lumped-mass structure with 𝑛𝑛 floors, in state-space form is shown as:
𝒛𝒛̇ (𝑡𝑡) = 𝑨𝑨𝑨𝑨(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑩𝑩𝑩𝑩(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑬𝑬𝑥𝑥̈𝑔𝑔 (𝑡𝑡)

(5.1)

𝒙𝒙
where 𝒛𝒛̇ (𝒕𝒕) = � � ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1 , 𝒙𝒙 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×1 is the vector of floor displacements, 𝒙𝒙̇ ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×1 is
𝒙𝒙̇
the vector of floor velocities, 𝑥𝑥̈𝑔𝑔 is the ground acceleration, and:
𝑨𝑨 = �

0
𝐼𝐼
� ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×2n
−1
−1
−𝑴𝑴 𝑲𝑲 −𝑴𝑴 𝑪𝑪𝑑𝑑

(5.2)

0
0
2𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚
𝑩𝑩 = �
; 𝑬𝑬 = � � ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1
−1 � ∈ ℝ
−𝟏𝟏
−𝑴𝑴 𝑳𝑳

where 𝑰𝑰 is the identity matrix, 𝑴𝑴 is the diagonal mass matrix, 𝑲𝑲 is the dynamic stiffness
matrix, 𝑪𝑪𝑑𝑑 is the damping matrix formed using modal/Rayleigh damping [113], 𝑳𝑳 ∈

ℝ𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚 is an actuator location matrix, and 𝑚𝑚 is the number of actuators. In state-space
form, measurements are represented as a linear sum of the observed state response, the
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influence of the control force attenuating the structural response, and the inertial
acceleration:
(5.3)

𝒚𝒚(𝑡𝑡) = 𝑪𝑪𝑪𝑪(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑫𝑫𝑫𝑫(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑭𝑭𝑥𝑥̈𝑔𝑔 (𝑡𝑡)

where 𝑪𝑪 ∈ ℝ𝑞𝑞×2𝑛𝑛 ; 𝑫𝑫 ∈ ℝ𝑞𝑞×𝑚𝑚 ; and 𝑭𝑭 ∈ ℝ𝑞𝑞 , with 𝑞𝑞 being the number of observable states.

Using the zero-order hold approximation, the continuous-time state-space representation
can be brought into the discrete-time domain for LTI systems as follows:
(5.4)

𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘+1 = 𝜱𝜱𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 + 𝜞𝜞𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘 + 𝜦𝜦𝒙𝒙̈ 𝒈𝒈
𝒚𝒚𝑘𝑘 = 𝑪𝑪𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 + 𝑫𝑫𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘 + 𝑭𝑭𝑥𝑥̈𝑔𝑔
𝑇𝑇

𝑇𝑇

where 𝜱𝜱 = 𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×2𝑛𝑛 ; 𝜞𝜞 = ∫0 𝑠𝑠(𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨𝜏𝜏 𝑩𝑩) 𝑑𝑑𝜏𝜏 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×𝑚𝑚 ; 𝜦𝜦 = ∫0 𝑆𝑆 𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨𝜏𝜏 𝑬𝑬 𝑑𝑑𝜏𝜏 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1;

and 𝑇𝑇𝑠𝑠 is the sampling time. The state-space model of the structure is used to derive the
controller that minimizes vibrations due to seismic effects in the building.

5.1.2 Redundant Control and Estimation
In LTI systems with complete state knowledge, the linear-quadratic regulator (LQR)
provides an optimal control law that trades off control effort for performance. For a
discrete-time state-space model, the discrete-time LQR control solution calculates a
control force trajectory that minimizes the quadratic cost function, 𝑱𝑱 [114]:
∞

𝑱𝑱 = �𝑘𝑘=0 𝒛𝒛𝑇𝑇k 𝑸𝑸𝒛𝒛k + 𝒖𝒖𝑇𝑇 𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹

(5.5)

where 𝑸𝑸 and 𝑹𝑹 are used to set importance levels on output response and control effort,
respectively [104]. Using 𝑸𝑸 = 𝑪𝑪LQR 𝑇𝑇 𝑪𝑪LQR (𝑪𝑪LQR ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×2𝑛𝑛 : the linear transform 𝒛𝒛k ⟶

𝒚𝒚k ) and 𝑹𝑹 ∈ ℝ𝑚𝑚×𝑚𝑚 is a symmetric positive definite matrix which gives the control

designer the ability to have target undesired vibrations and control effort, respectively.
The 𝑪𝑪LQR matrix is used in the formulation of 𝑸𝑸 to specifically target the type of

undesired response and can be configured as follows:
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𝟎𝟎

𝒄𝒄
𝑪𝑪LQR = � 𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛
𝟎𝟎

𝑰𝑰𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛

� 𝚿𝚿

where 𝒄𝒄 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×𝑛𝑛 is a matrix that sets up how displacement is targeted, 𝚿𝚿 = �

(5.6)
𝚿𝚿𝑑𝑑
� contains
𝚿𝚿𝑣𝑣

the weighting factors for each floors displacement, 𝚿𝚿𝑑𝑑 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×1 , and velocity, 𝚿𝚿𝑑𝑑 ∈

ℝ𝑛𝑛×1. For minimizing undesired interstory drift to reduce the possibility of collapse in a
full-scale building 𝒄𝒄 can be configured as follows:
1
0
−1 1
⎛ 0 −1
𝒄𝒄 = ⎜
⎜⋯
⋮
0
0
⎝0
0

⋯
⋱

⋯

0
0
0
⋮
1
−1

0
0
0⎞
⎟
⋮⎟
0
1⎠

(5.7)

To determine the control force trajectory two things are necessary: the control gain
matrix, 𝑮𝑮 ∈ ℝ𝑚𝑚×2𝑛𝑛 , and the state vector, 𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1 . The control gain matrix is derived
using the equation:

𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘 = −[[𝑹𝑹 + 𝜞𝜞𝑻𝑻 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷]−1 𝜞𝜞𝑻𝑻 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷]𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 = −𝑮𝑮𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘

(5.8)

𝑷𝑷 = 𝜱𝜱𝑇𝑇 [𝑷𝑷 − 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷[𝑹𝑹 + 𝜞𝜞𝑇𝑇 𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷]−1𝜞𝜞𝑇𝑇 𝑷𝑷]𝜱𝜱 + 𝑸𝑸

(5.9)

where 𝑷𝑷 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×2𝑛𝑛 is the discrete Riccati matrix [114]:

Eq. (5.8) requires accurate measurements or estimates of the entire state vector, 𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 or 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 ,
respectively, in order to calculate optimal control forces. In civil structures, direct

measurement of state variables is problematic, necessitating the estimation of state values
from sensor measurements. When direct measurements of state variables are not
available, a Kalman state estimator can be implemented to obtain 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 , which uses a series

of measurements and assumes a base input of a zero-mean, broad-band excitation into
the system, 𝒘𝒘𝒌𝒌 , :

𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘+1 = 𝜱𝜱𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 + 𝜞𝜞𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘 + 𝜦𝜦𝒘𝒘𝑘𝑘
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(5.10)

It is assumed that the output measurements of the system are corrupted by white noise,
𝒗𝒗𝑘𝑘 :

𝒚𝒚𝑘𝑘 = 𝑪𝑪𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 + 𝑫𝑫𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘 + 𝒗𝒗𝑘𝑘

(5.11)

The estimator first estimates the state, 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 , of the current time step, 𝑘𝑘, using the previous
estimate, 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘−1, and the previously applied control forces, 𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘−1:
𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 = 𝜱𝜱𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘−1 + 𝜞𝜞𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘−1

(5.12)

𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 = 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 + 𝓛𝓛𝑘𝑘 (𝒚𝒚𝑘𝑘 − 𝑪𝑪𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 + 𝑫𝑫𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘−1 )

(5.13)

Finally, the estimator can update this estimate using the current measurement error:

where 𝓛𝓛𝑘𝑘 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×q is the time varying estimator gain matrix. The separation principle
[115] allows the stable controller derived in Eqs. (5.5-5.9) to be combined with the stable
estimator from Eqs. (5.10-5.13) into a stable Linear-Quadratic-Gaussian Controller
where both elements are derived separately, but can be used together.
Depending on the availability of actuators and sensors, wireless units can independently
collect data, possibly measuring system output and/or state variables directly, and make
informed decisions to command equipped actuators. However, major issues faced by
using wireless technology, such as communication latency and slow computation speed
limit the bandwidth, power consumption from their typically limited power supply (e.g.,
a battery), and loss of data over unreliable or noisy communication channels or loss due
to obstructed line of sight, typically require eliminating, to some degree, communication.
This typically means spatially decentralizing and distributing the wireless network into
subnetworks, or fully decentralizing the network (i.e., eliminating communication
altogether).

5.1.3 Distributed Control using a Wireless Network
In this chapter, the term wireless distributed control refers to a wireless network that has
been broken down into subnetworks where there is partial overlap of subnetworks. The
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following theory is a simplification of a Kalman filter approach, specifically an optimal
decentralized Kalman filter (ODKF) from [138], into a Kalman estimator with both state
and measurement fusion. It should be noted that the following derivation is originally
applied to subnetworks of a fixed and known size, but the intended use is for variable
sized subnetworks. As is the case for a standard, centralized, Kalman estimator (defined
by Eq. (5.10-5.13)), distributed control involves a prediction of the system response using
the discrete state matrix 𝜱𝜱 and the discrete input matrix 𝜞𝜞. This prediction is defined in

Eq. (5.12) as 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 , but is presented as follows to demonstrate how distinct estimations are
made in individual wireless units:

(5.14)

𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 = 𝜱𝜱𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘−1 + 𝜞𝜞𝒖𝒖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘−1

Here, 𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1 is the state prediction, 𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘−1 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1 is the previous state estimate,

and 𝒖𝒖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘−1 ∈ ℝ𝑛𝑛×1 is the preveiously calculated force vector, all specific to the

computational core within unit 𝑖𝑖. Deviating from the traditional Kalman estimator, which
does not involve data fusion, and even adding to traditional Kalman filter approaches

which involve measurement fusion, the approach by Oruč [138] gains accuracy by
introducing state fusion. State fusion requires all units in a subnetwork to transmit their
a priori state vectors along with standard transmission of output measurements. Though
this presents an obvious burden to the wireless units computationally, and will consume
valuable transmission bandwidth, the derivation is necessary to introduce the approaches
used in this chapter. Once units in a subnetwork of size 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 transmit their data (state

vectors and measurements), the receiving unit(s), 𝑖𝑖, can perform an update:
𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 = 𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 + �

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖

𝑗𝑗=1

𝓜𝓜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �𝒛𝒛�𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘−1 − 𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘−1 � + �

where 𝓜𝓜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is the Kalman state gain:

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖

𝑗𝑗=1

𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 �𝑦𝑦𝑗𝑗𝑘𝑘 − 𝑪𝑪𝑗𝑗 𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘−1 �

𝓜𝓜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝜱𝜱 − 𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑪𝑪𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝜞𝜞𝜞𝜞 + 𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑫𝑫𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑮𝑮
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(5.15)

(5.16)

𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 is the 𝑗𝑗 𝑡𝑡ℎ column of a Kalman measurement gain matrix formulated using a state-

space output matrix containing rows for units 𝑖𝑖 and 𝑗𝑗, 𝑪𝑪𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 (there are 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 different 𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
matrices for ∀𝑗𝑗 = 1,2, … , 𝑖𝑖, … , 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 ), 𝑪𝑪𝑗𝑗 is the 𝑗𝑗 𝑡𝑡ℎ row of the output matrix, and 𝑪𝑪𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝑫𝑫𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

are the output and feedthrough matrices reduced to contain only the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ and 𝑗𝑗 𝑡𝑡ℎ rows.

Note that the summations sum contributions of data from units 1 through 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 , which refer

to units ordered numerically in the subnetwork (i.e., 𝑗𝑗 = 1 does not necessarily

correspond to the unit located on the first node in the lumped-mass system). This theory
was presented in a simplified form which allows the user to precalculate all 𝓜𝓜𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 and 𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

for a given subnetwork and store them onboard for the wireless estimation process.
Though precalculation of these gain matrices is feasible, the required space for all gain
matrices is immense and summation of both the state updates and measurement updates
is too computationally heavy for embedded systems. Because the only the 𝑗𝑗 𝑡𝑡ℎ column,
𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 , of a Kalman measurement matrices, 𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , are used in the measurement update

summation, full accuracy is gained once all units report their data. To alleviate some of
the computation demand involved in Eq. (5.15) and to accommodate sensor data from

outside of a predefined subnetwork the estimation techniques of this chapter are
presented at the end of the next sub-section.

5.1.4 Wireless Control using Contention-based Techniques
In this chapter, two alternative dynamic temporal decentralization control schemes are
explored to address the issue of degrading control speed with increased demand of data
centralization and the associated decrease in control performance and estimation
accuracy. In these approaches, control nodes transmit local sensor output measurements
into a highly contended wireless medium to other units in the network. The goal is to
transmit data only when necessary in order to maintain high estimation accuracy,
maintain high control speed, and save on the relatively higher power demands required
to transmit data. It is observed that even the fastest wireless technology for structural
control applications are limited on the number of data packets from the entire network
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while maintaining high control speeds. Therefore, the wireless medium, shared between
all units in a large wireless network, will have to be strategically managed. In this chapter,
based on available hardware limitations and desired control speed, it is expected that, at
most, two wireless units will be successful at transmitting data within a single time step.
To accommodate these successful transmissions each unit in the network will be
equipped with a number of estimators that can estimate state vectors, 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 , for any
combination of measurements. If communication is not successful by any unit, or is not
required during a particular time step, each node in the system estimates states and
computes control forces in a fully-decentralized setup.
Contention may occur either when units are communicating at the exact same time, or
any part of their transmission window overlaps with another unit’s desired window. In
the event of contention, all units involved may not be able to successfully deliver their
data, because the overlapping of transmission windows causes data to collide, or corrupt,
and packets to drop. Fortunately, techniques exist to allow wireless technology to detect
if a collision will occur, and back off and retransmit their data to avoid collision.
Approaching wireless control using contention-based techniques requires investigation
into the length of time that particular technology takes to relay a data packet of various
lengths. With knowledge of the length of time it takes to broadcast data from a single
unit, a maximum number of units can be defined that can occupy the allowed bandwidth
for a specified control step. A question still remains when there is a high demand for data
transmissions as to how to allow wireless units to transmit their data based on priority,
autonomously, without knowing which other units are sending and when. This chapter
relies on three random numbers that are generated in each wireless unit to: 1) determine
if a unit should attempt to send its data; 2) determine when should each unit should begin
its data transmission during the allowed time window; and 3) determine how much time
should the unit back off by to retransmit in the event that it is contending with another
unit (i.e., back-off time to avoid data collision). These numbers should pertain to the
usefulness of the measured sensor output. In this chapter, estimator residual errors and
observability measures are used to determine those values.
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For these random numbers, each unit examines its need to transmit data. In this chapter,
the necessity to transmit data is first based on an individual unit’s observability of the
system response, or the impact that a unit’s measurement will have when used in state
estimation. A sensor group’s observability is based on the work [121, 133] which defines
the observability Gramian metric:
2𝑛𝑛

𝜇𝜇̅ = 𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑾𝑾
���−1 )

(5.17)

𝑇𝑇
𝑡𝑡
���
𝑾𝑾𝑂𝑂 = ∫0 𝑓𝑓 𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨 𝜏𝜏 𝑪𝑪𝑇𝑇 𝜽𝜽𝜽𝜽𝑒𝑒 𝑨𝑨𝜏𝜏 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑

(5.18)

𝑂𝑂

���−1
where 𝑾𝑾
𝑂𝑂 is defined as the inverse of the reduced observability Gramian matrix:

where 𝜽𝜽 is the diagonalization of a vector of length 𝑛𝑛, the number of degrees of freedom,

containing ones and zeros in the positions of units on a structure that are actively
transmitting data and not active, respectively. To define a single-sensor’s observability,
Eq. (5.17) and (5.18) can be manipulated so that 𝜽𝜽 only has one active unit in its diagonal.

Then, by normalizing the single-sensor observabilities by the maximum in the network a
unit’s observability is defined as follows:
𝜇𝜇�𝚤𝚤 =

2𝑛𝑛
���−1
�)
𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡(𝑾𝑾
𝑂𝑂 � 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚(𝜇𝜇

(5.19)

𝑖𝑖

The next metric to determine the necessity for a unit to transmit its data is the residual,
or error between two components in the Kalman estimation step, the output measurement,
𝒚𝒚, and the output estimation:

� 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 − 𝑫𝑫
� 𝒖𝒖𝑘𝑘−1
� = 𝑪𝑪
𝒚𝒚

(5.20)

� = (𝑪𝑪𝑇𝑇 𝜣𝜣)𝑇𝑇 and 𝑫𝑫
� = (𝑫𝑫𝑇𝑇 𝜣𝜣)𝑇𝑇 and are the reduced observability output and
Here 𝑪𝑪

feedthrough matrices, respectively, and 𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 is the state prediction defined in Eq. (5.12).

In the context of this chapter, the residual metric acts as a single unit’s understanding of
the accuracy of the wireless network’s estimation of its nodal output. If the residual is
high, then the network needs to be updated with the true measurement to regain accuracy.
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� during the wireless control algorithm, when applied to
To use the error between 𝒚𝒚 and 𝒚𝒚
civil structures, this chapter normalizes it to the reported tolerable jerk (i.e., time

derivative of acceleration), 𝐽𝐽, for humans, which is 2 𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 3 [139]. The normalization of
the measurement error is as follows and will be referred to as the jerk ratio:
𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 =

|𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 −𝑦𝑦�𝚤𝚤 |
𝐽𝐽

𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠

(5.21)

where 𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠 is the frequency of control, also the sampling rate in this chapter, which is used

to simply take the time derivative of the measurement residual (acceleration) to obtain
the jerk residual.

This chapter uses random numbers and thresholds to decide whether or not send data.
The distributions for the random number generators are modified using the two metrics
defined above: the single-sensor observability metrics, 𝜇𝜇�𝚤𝚤 ; and instantaneous jerk ratios,

𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 . The jerk ratio establishes the initial interest for a unit to transmit data. The jerk ratio
is compared to a single value representing an acceptable percentage, 75%, of tolerable

jerk in the structure. Next, to make the process more stochastic and to avoid over
saturating the communication bandwidth, a random number is generated using a folded
normal distribution. The random value is then added to the observability metric, 𝜇𝜇�𝚤𝚤 , and

compared to a threshold. Therefore, higher observability will allow the units to come
closer to, if not exceed the threshold easier (i.e., higher observability units will be more
likely to transmit). A folded normal distribution was chosen for this decision with a
threshold outside of the region of higher-likelihood random numbers to lower
transmission rates; this threshold was chosen to be 1.5. In general, this value must be
calibrated to fit the desired expected number of transmissions within the available data
transmission window.
The next two random numbers use a uniform distribution that is directly modified by the
jerk ratio and observability. These numbers are used to determine the initial transmission
time for a unit attempting to transmit data, and the back-off/retransmit time for units
whose data packet collides with another transmission. For the prioritization, or initial
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transmission time, a uniform distribution was used. The lower bound of the distribution
is 0 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (or no delay in initial transmission) and the upper bound is scaled by
�3 𝜇𝜇�𝚤𝚤 ′ 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 ′� 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚, where 𝜇𝜇�𝚤𝚤 ′ = 1 − 𝜇𝜇�𝚤𝚤 and 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖′ = 1 − 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 which are the complements of the

single-unit observability and jerk ratios, respectively. If the jerk ratio for a given unit and
its observability are low, the initial transmission time approaches 3 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 (for the

technology used in this chapter 3 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 is the time it takes to transmit two units’ data back

to back). In the event collision is detected a second uniform distribution was used to
randomly select a back-off time for retransmitting data transmissions for colliding units.
This second uniform distribution is scaled by �1.5 𝜇𝜇�𝚤𝚤 ′ 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 ′� 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 so that the maximum time
to attempt transmitting data is 4.5 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚. In general, the ranges for transmission times and

retransmission times should be calibrated to minimize the collision of packets. Moving
forward, if the units do choose to transmit their data, and the data is successfully received
by other units in the network, those units have to have a strategy for handling random
output measurements.
Unlike traditional spatially decentralized control with distinct, static, subnetworks, or
neighborhoods, where units only communicate information within those neighborhoods,
and unlike distributed control where neighborhoods may share information using units,
or neighbors, that communicate on multiple wireless channels, this chapter examines socalled dynamic neighborhoods. Dynamic neighborhoods imply that units can use data
from any other unit without restriction and without prior knowledge of when it would
receive data from that unit. The method for incorporating information from neighbors in
distributed control relies on information, state and/or measurement fusion as defined in
the previous subsection. To communicate a data packet with state variables and
measurements in itself is a burden to the wireless bandwidth. The computation time to
perform dynamic information fusion would also be much greater than the proposed
approaches. Therefore, the formulation of the two proposed approaches can be presented
which rely on an elementary fusion of measurement values only. Measurement
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transmission is fast enough to not burden the bandwidth, and the associated Kalman gains
are easily stored in an embedded processor.

5.1.4.1 Average Neighbor Estimation and Control
After a single or multiple unit(s) transmit data, assuming the data is valuable, as defined
by the prioritizing metrics, the receiving unit has to make use of that data. The first
dynamic neighborhood approach that allows units to make use of arbitrary data starts
with the same state prediction defined in Eq. (5.14). Similar to the approach defined in
Eq. (5.15), the following estimation relies on the summation of measurement residuals,
but it removes the need to sum contributions from all units in a static neighborhood.
Inspired by an iterative consensus algorithm [140] a simple measurement update is
achieved by averaging the contributions from each transmitting units and the data
collected by the computational unit:
1

𝜂𝜂

𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 = 𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 + 𝜂𝜂 ∑𝑗𝑗=1 𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �𝒚𝒚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − �𝑪𝑪𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑫𝑫𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑮𝑮�𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘−1 �

(5.22)

where 𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1 is the state estimation vector for unit 𝑖𝑖, 𝜂𝜂 is the number of successfully
received units worth of data including the computational unit’s data (e.g., one unit sends

its data, unit 𝑖𝑖 has an 𝜂𝜂 = 2), 𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is a Kalman measurement gain matrix formed using an

output matrix with only the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ and 𝑗𝑗 𝑡𝑡ℎ rows, 𝒚𝒚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 is a column vector with at most two

measurements corresponding to the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ and 𝑗𝑗 𝑡𝑡ℎ measurements (i.e., in the summation, the
𝑗𝑗 = 𝑖𝑖 component uses 𝒚𝒚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝒚𝒚𝑖𝑖 , the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ measurement, only), and 𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘−1 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1 is the

previous estimation of the state vector in unit 𝑖𝑖. Stability is assured in the same manner

defined in Eq. (5.15) derived by the work of Oruč [138]. Unlike Eq. (5.15) this step does
not rely on fusing state vectors transmitted from other units, the single state prediction is
sufficient for accuracy.
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5.1.4.2 Dynamic Neighborhood Estimation and Control
The next proposed approach for handling multiple measurements worth of data per
timestep from outside of a predefined subnetwork consists of two faster rate Kalman
estimators. The method is straightforward when compared to a standard Kalman
estimator, but gains accuracy over static subnetwork estimation by incorporating random
measurements. In this approach, the discrete-time state-space representation is derived
using a Kalman estimation time increment that is half the magnitude of the control period.
Eq. (5.14) is used for the initial state prediction, then for handling any unit’s data
transmitted within the first half of the control step the following measurement update is
used:
𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 = 𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 + �

𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖 �𝒚𝒚𝑖𝑖 − (𝑪𝑪𝑖𝑖 − 𝑫𝑫𝑖𝑖 𝑮𝑮)𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘−1 �

𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �𝒚𝒚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − �𝑪𝑪𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑫𝑫𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑮𝑮�𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘−1 �

(5.23)

where 𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 ∈ ℝ2𝑛𝑛×1 is the initial state estimation vector for unit 𝑖𝑖, the piecewise bracket

indicates a conditions: if a unit did not send its data within the first half, use only the
measurement from unit 𝑖𝑖, 𝒚𝒚𝑖𝑖 , and the corresponding measurement gain, 𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖 , otherwise use

a vector containing the 𝑖𝑖 𝑡𝑡ℎ and 𝑗𝑗 𝑡𝑡ℎ measurements, 𝒚𝒚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 , and the corresponding 2-column
gain matrix, 𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 . After the initial estimation occurs, each unit waits to receive another

unit’s data. After the waiting period, a secondary estimation is performed as follows:
𝒛𝒛∗𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 = 𝜱𝜱𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 + 𝜞𝜞𝒖𝒖𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘

(5.24)

which is equivalent to Eq. (5.14), but using the initial estimation 𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 , then an update is
performed using any data that has been transmitted in the second half of the control
period:
𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘 = 𝒛𝒛∗𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘 + �

𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖 �𝒚𝒚∗𝑖𝑖 − (𝑪𝑪𝑖𝑖 − 𝑫𝑫𝑖𝑖 𝑮𝑮)𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘 �

𝓛𝓛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �𝒚𝒚∗𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − �𝑪𝑪𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑫𝑫𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑮𝑮�𝒛𝒛�𝑖𝑖 𝑘𝑘 �
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(5.25)

where 𝒚𝒚∗𝑖𝑖 and 𝒚𝒚∗𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 are vectors containing the resampled measurement in unit 𝑖𝑖, 𝒚𝒚∗𝑖𝑖 , and the

transmitted measurement from a new unit 𝑗𝑗 (not to be confused with the 𝑗𝑗 𝑡𝑡ℎ unit from the
initial update). Any data that is sent successfully during the end of the transmission

window, that was not used in the first two estimation steps, is carried over to the next
timestep and used for the initial update at that time and has a higher priority than the
incoming data of the next timestep.

5.2 Methods
For this chapter, a numerical simulation of a 20 degree-of-freedom (DOF) structure was
used to test the dynamic bandwidth allocation techniques and measurement fusion
methods for wireless networks. The 20-DOF numerical simulation employs a full-scale
structural model and simulated wireless communication. Additionally, a simulation and
experimental validation were performed on a 9-DOF small-scale structure equipped with
Martlet wireless structural control units [9]. A Martlet unit’s processor can operate at
user selected speeds between 10 and 80 MHz; it can store programs on-board with a
maximum size of 2 MB (non-volatile memory) and 800 kB of volatile memory (e.g.,
data, soft-coded parameters, etc.); and Martlet units can support a 16 GB or 32 GB Micro
SD card for large data storage [9]. The validation study uses an in-house small-scale
structure and Martlet wireless sensing units to perform wireless structural control and is
compared to its own computer simulation. In the numerical simulation of a full-scale
structure, the simulation of the small-scale structure, and the experimental validation, a
control rate of 100 Hz is used and transmissions for the shared bandwidth of the wireless
network are prioritized within over 7.5 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 each time step, leaving 2.5 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 for
computation and data acquisition.

5.2.1 Large-scale Dynamic System Model Parameters
Parameters for the 20-DOF structure were obtained from a single bay of the second
generation ASCE benchmark structure properties found in [122]. Reducing the 20-DOF
structure to a single bay was used to better illustrate the independence of structural
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complexity. The modeled structure in the simulation is excited by the simulated El Centro
ground-motion record (Imperial Valley 5/19/40 El Centro Array #9, 180 – USGS Station
117 North-South) scaled to a peak ground acceleration of 1.0 𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 2 . The simulated
response of the structure is approximated using the average acceleration method for
1

1

Newmark integration, with 𝛽𝛽 = 4 and 𝛾𝛾 = 2 [113]. The simulated structure is configured
to have one actuator per floor with a 20 𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 control force capacity and ideal control force
outputs (i.e., force output is LQR desired force). For simplicity the Kalman estimator

uses the Newmark acceleration response at each floor (i.e., simulated accelerometers) to
estimate the state response. The actuator location and state penalty matrices were selected
to be the same for all control cases (e.g., centralized control, decentralized control,
average neighbor control, and dynamic neighborhood control). This selection was made
for consistency and to maintain stability of the decentralized controller. The system
properties (i.e., the stiffness and mass) are summarized in Table 1 and a schematic
depicting the above description of the 20-DOF structure is shown in Figure 5.1.
Table 5.1: Structural parameters for the large-scale 20-DOF structure
Floor

Mass (kg)

20
19
⋮
1

4.8𝑥𝑥104
6𝑥𝑥104
⋮
6𝑥𝑥104

0.79
15.1

𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌

2.5𝑥𝑥106
2.5𝑥𝑥106
⋮
2.5𝑥𝑥106

7.8𝑥𝑥104
7.8𝑥𝑥104
⋮
7.8𝑥𝑥104

20 Modal Frequencies (Hz)

2.4
16.1

4.0
17.1

5.6
17.9

7.1
18.7
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8.6
19.3

𝒔𝒔

Damping ( 𝒌𝒌𝒌𝒌 ∙ 𝒎𝒎)

Stiffness ( 𝒎𝒎 )

10.1
19.9

11.4
20.3

12.7
20.6

13.9
20.8

Figure 5.1: Schematic of simulation test-bed 20-DOF structure

The 20-DOF structure is controlled by each scheme for wireless transmissions, control,
and estimation. Estimation is performed by accessing a library of pre-calculated Kalman
measurement gains, emulating the on-board access to local memory for wireless units.
The effectiveness of the algorithm is measured using 4 metrics: inter-story drift, 𝒙𝒙𝑑𝑑 =

𝒙𝒙𝑖𝑖+1 − 𝒙𝒙𝑖𝑖 , which describes the position of structural floors with the floor immediately
∑𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘=1 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘2

below itself; control effort, 𝑓𝑓𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 = �

𝑡𝑡

, which is the root-mean-square (RMS) value

for the control force time history, 𝑓𝑓𝑘𝑘 , used to minimize response over time, 𝑡𝑡; control

efficiency, 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 = 𝒙𝒙𝑑𝑑 𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 , where this is a measure of how well the control force achieved
∑𝑡𝑡𝑘𝑘=1(𝒛𝒛�𝑘𝑘 −𝒛𝒛𝑘𝑘 )2

the drift reduction of a floor; and estimation error, 𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒 = �

𝑡𝑡

(for both the

estimation of displacement and velocity), which is the root-mean-square error (RMSE)
between the Kalman estimation of state variables and the Newmark-Beta derived state
response.

5.2.2 Experimental Validation Platform
Validation of the dynamic bandwidth allocation control schemes is accomplished using
an experimental test-bed utilizing Martlet wireless sensing/actuation units. The
experimental 9-DOF structure was installed on a 50 cm x 50 cm Quanser Shake Table II
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and excited by El Centro ground-record acceleration, scaled to a peak ground
acceleration of 1.0 𝑚𝑚/𝑠𝑠 2 , perpendicular to the weak axis of the columns using compatible
software provided by the shake-table manufacturer and SIMULINK. The stories of the

small-scale test-bed have a 30 cm x 30 cm footprint and story separation of approximately
20 cm. When assembled in the 9-DOF configuration the test-bed will have a height of
approximately 1.8 m. The mass of the entire structure, including dampers, is limited to
14 kg per the shake-table specifications. The story stiffness values in this setup vary
𝑁𝑁

around 1000 𝑚𝑚 when using eight 0.02 cm x 0.002 cm (weak axis) aluminum columns

and the boundary conditions between the columns and floors (based on bolt tightness),
and the damping is assumed to be 1.0% Rayleigh damping. There are three metal foam
magneto-rheological (MR) fluid extraction-type dampers to provide lateral control. Each

damper is supported by an aluminum lateral brace system. The three actuators were
placed strategically on floors 1, 5, and 9 using system controllability and actuator
placement theory [114, 124, 125]. Martlet units are used to monitor each floor and are
connected to single-ended Silicon Designs Inc. piezo-electric accelerometer Model No.:
2012-002. In this setup each Martlet unit decides to communicate, it transmits the
acceleration measurement of the current timestep to all units in the wireless network.
Parameters for the small-scale 9-DOF structure are summarized in Table 5.2.
Table 5.2: Structural parameters for the small-scale 9-DOF structure
Floor
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Mass
(kg)
1.38
2.68
1.06
1.06
1.38
2.68
1.06
1.06
1.38

Stiffness
𝑵𝑵
( )
𝒎𝒎

3700
9000
5600
9900
4300
4200
3600
4700
2500

Floor
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Damping
𝒔𝒔
( 𝑵𝑵 ∙ )
𝒎𝒎

11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
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Mode
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Modal Frequency
(𝑯𝑯𝑯𝑯)
24.4
19.5
17.9
13.8
11.5
9.4
7.2
4.4
1.3

Each Martlet unit calculates a desired control force based on their corresponding
embedded damper Bouc-Wen look-up tables, state estimates, and feedback control gains.
The analog voltage output signals of the Martlet units is then translated into equivalent
current signals using an operation amplifier, before being supplied to one of the three
dampers. After the actuated ground-record excitation and each control test, the wireless
network reports its collected data to a nearby server for further analysis. In 10 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 only a

few units can transmit over an IEEE 802.15.4 standard implementation. A typical
timestep for the control process within a wireless unit is provided in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.2: Typical timestep for embedded processes within wireless control Martlet units

A parallel tethered data acquisition system (National Instruments PXIe-1071 chassis
running LabVIEW) records the test-bed structural response using differential PCB
Piezotronics 333B50 accelerometers and MTS C-Series Core 551020 linear placement
transducers (LPT) located on each floor, PCB Piezotronics 208C01 force transducer time
histories, and the ground motion for validation of the wireless system performance. This
experimental setup is advantageous over traditional large-scale structural control testbeds because it is affordable to assemble, reassemble, and test. Figure 5.3 shows the 9DOF structure, the equipped dampers, accelerometers, measurement transducers,
wireless units, parallel data acquisition technology, and the laboratory setup.
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Figure 5.3: Test-bed 9-DOF small-scale structure and laboratory setup

5.2.3 Dynamic Allocation of Communication Resources
Traditionally, data in control schemes are transmitted in a timed fashion. The allocation
of a transmission window is divided up between all units in the network. With dynamic
allocation, such as carrier sense multiple access with collision detection (CSMA/CD)
techniques, the units must decide on when to transmit data to lower the likelihood for
collision. In the theory portion of this chapter, the distributions for determining if a unit
needed to transmit data and transmissions times was discussed. To implement the folded
normal distribution in MATLAB for wireless units’ desire to transmit data, the absolute
value of a normally distributed random number generated using the built-in function
randn() (the seed is set to the MATLAB default non-negative integer). Similarly, in the
simulations rand() is used, when modified as described in the theory section, to generate
the initial transmissions and back-off delays. In the wireless Martlet units random
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numbers for the uniform distributions were generated using the ran3() function, written
by the authors onto the microprocessor following [141]. ran3() was chosen because it is
identified as the more conventional method for random number generation in C (the input
being an integer value seed greater than zero). The process of generating random numbers
from a folded normal distribution is approximated using the absolute value of a so-called
ran3n() function which, with a mean value of 0 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚 and a standard deviation of 1 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
follows the form:

𝑟𝑟 = √2 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 −1(2 𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟3(𝑠𝑠) − 1)

where 𝑟𝑟 is the generated random value (in 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚) and 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 −1 () is the inverse error function

approximation from [142] which uses a uniformly distributed random number. In this
chapter generated from ran3() for higher accuracy compared to other uniform
distribution functions for C. The seed value, 𝑠𝑠, in both generators is a randomly selected

non-negative, nonzero integer sent to the wireless Martlet units in preparation for testing.

5.3 Results
Dynamic bandwidth allocation was used to make sure data was only transmitted if the
wireless network and its units felt it was necessary. Limiting transmissions based on
necessity provided consistently high-quality output information to the network. A
simulated 20 degree-of-freedom structure (DOF), a 9-DOF small-scale simulated
structure, and an experimental 9-DOF small-scale laboratory test-bed were used to test
the dynamic bandwidth allocation approach and the measurement fusion techniques for
estimating state variables using randomly transmitted unit data. The two fusion
techniques are used in separate control processes and inter-story drift reduction, control
effort, control efficiency, and estimation accuracy are compared to centralized and fullydecentralized control. Both techniques for fusion for estimation, while using dynamic
bandwidth allocation, outperformed fully-decentralized control in drift reduction for both
the 20-DOF and 9-DOF cases.
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5.3.1 20 Degree-of-Freedom Structure Simulation Results
Figure 5.4 shows the impact of strategic communication on the performance of the
control system in terms of drift reduction, control effort, efficiency, and estimation error.
Differences between centralized, fully-decentralized, and the dynamic measurementfusion schemes, for control performance, can be ascribed to estimator performance.
Shown in Figure 5.4, all of the control schemes with communication (e.g., both dynamic
bandwidth allocation schemes and the centralized scheme) have an estimator root-meansquare error (RMSE) that is less than 1% in displacement and velocity estimation for
each floor. This result shows that, in simulation, the use of arbitrary subsets of data,
transmitted based on priority, do not degrade the estimation capabilities of the wireless
network. In terms of displacement drift reduction, a strategic, contention-based data
sharing approach for wireless structural control networks can be almost as effective in
efficiently rejecting unwanted seismic vibrations as a fully-centralized network (the
fully-centralized network not being possible for wireless control at the same control
frequency when the number of sensors grows large). Furthermore, the strategic and
dynamic passing of information significantly improves the estimation algorithm when
compared to not communicating (i.e., fully-decentralized), which suggests that estimator
error residuals and observability metrics are useful tools for prioritizing transmission of
sensor data. For all cases, estimation error trends upward for estimating upper DOF
states. Decentralized estimation exhibits the largest estimation error which is related to
not having access to data from other units in the network. The maximum displacement
estimation RMSE for decentralized estimation is 6.8% and the maximum decentralized
velocity estimation RMSE is 10.5%. Centralized estimation performs the best, with
maximum RMSE values of 0.2% and 0.4% for displacement and velocity estimation,
respectively. The average neighbor estimation technique has a maximum displacement
estimation RMSE of 0.5% and velocity estimation RMSE of 0.6%. Dynamic
neighborhood estimation had maximum RMSE values of 0.6% and 0.7% for
displacement and velocity estimation, respectively.
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Figure 5.4: Dynamic bandwidth allocation effect on drift, control effort and efficiency, and
estimation error for 20-DOF large-scale structure

Figure 5.4 also shows that as RMSE decreases as communication and the ability to handle
incoming data increases. For the dynamic communication schemes, measurement-only
fusion is an effective means to providing high quality data for estimation. Additionally,
communication schemes with lower estimation error use lower control effort and have
better control efficiency. The dynamic bandwidth and estimation approaches attenuate
drift consistent to centralized control with final drift values ranging from 0.6-5.8 mm,
whereas decentralized control is not as efficient reducing drift having final values ranging
from 0.7-6.7 mm. The less sophisticated cases (i.e., the evenly spaced, quadrants, and
uneven/non-uniform Gramian patterns), use control force less efficiently. Centralized
control uses a maximum control force of 7.3 kN, the average neighbor approach uses a
max force of 7.4 kN, the dynamic neighborhood approach uses 7.6 kN, and fullydecentralized control uses a maximum of 8.2 kN. Overall, the dynamic bandwidth
allocation schemes make use of data from any unit in the network that can contribute
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high quality information, and in doing so, improve in all metrics over decentralized
control.

5.3.2 9 Degree-of-Freedom Simulation and Experimental Validation
Results
The 9-DOF small-scale structure was used to validate the dynamic bandwidth allocation
technique and measurement fusion algorithms that are performed by wireless Martlet
units. For the 20-DOF large-scale simulation results, estimator accuracy was shown to
affect control efficiency for drift reduction. Martlet estimated velocity and displacement
for floors 1, 5, and 9 of the 9-DOF structure are presented in Figure 5.5 overlaying the
MATLAB simulated Martlet estimation process.

Figure 5.5: Comparison of Martlet average neighbor estimation (light/red) for
measurement fusion and MATLAB simulated estimation (dark/blue) for 9-DOF smallscale structure

Simulation and experimental results for drift, effort, efficiency, and estimation error
metrics, used in the 20-DOF simulation results, are presented in Figure 5.6 and Figure
5.7, respectively. Due to bandwidth limitation for the Martlet units’ radios, fullycentralized control is not possible at 100 Hz. Therefore, simulated centralized and
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experimental validation were performed at 50 Hz (the fastest achievable control speed
using 10 Marlet units). Figure 5.6 shows the anticipated trends first observed from the
20-DOF simulation, on the 9-DOF simulated structure during control operations (e.g.,
drift is lower using centralized control and dynamic bandwidth and fusion approaches vs.
decentralized control). Again, it is found that the dynamic measurement-only fusion
approaches do not destabilize state estimation within the control scheme. By providing
high quality data each time step, both approaches outperform decentralized control in
estimation, and by doing so, they have used control force more efficiently. The control
forces used to achieve drift reduction are found to be lower when using centralized
estimation and dynamic fusion estimation (both the average neighbor and dynamic
neighborhood approaches). Decentralized control uses higher control force due to over
estimation in state variables.

Figure 5.6: 9-DOF simulation for drift reduction, control effort and efficiency, and
estimation error
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For the experimental portion (metrics shown in Figure 5.7) drift values ranged from 0.21.4 mm for centralized control, 0.3-3.2 mm for decentralized control, 1.1-4.0 mm in the
uncontrolled case with El Centro excitation. The average neighbor approach had drift
values ranging from 0.2-1.6 mm (closest to centralized performance) and the dynamic
neighborhood approach had drift values ranging from 0.2-2.5 mm (closer to decentralized
performance). The experimental validation of the dynamic bandwidth fusion approaches
shows that the average neighbor estimation scheme outperformed the dynamic
neighborhood approach in drift reduction. The dynamic neighborhood approach is found
to use more control force on the lower floors of the 9-DOF structure which gives is poorer
efficiency. Imperfect actuators are used to control the structure and the average neighbor
approach’s ability to use more incoming data per time step provides higher accuracy of
the estimated velocity, which lead to better selection and command of forces to be
achieved by the magneto-rheological (MR) dampers. Additionally, the dynamic
neighborhood approach is only capable of handling at most two measurements, whereas
the average neighbor approach is setup to accommodate all transmitted measurements.
However, beyond the first three floors, the estimation error decreases, thus lowering the
control effort to make both fusion techniques comparable for control efficiency. The
experimental validation study shows that less units can be used to centralize data and still
achieve high estimation results. Overall, these approaches are effective, not only in
simulation, but experimentally as well.
The efficiency metric shows that decentralized control effort is increased due to
erroneous state estimation, consistent with lack of data centralization. On this smaller
scale, the dynamic neighborhood approach is still better in all metrics compared to fullydecentralized control. Decentralized control used maximum forces ranging from 2.9 N
(9th floor actuator) to 6.9 N (1st floor actuator) experimentally. The centralized control
schemes used maximum forces ranging between 1.7-3.1 N from floors 1-9. Average
neighbor control forces range from 1.7-3.2 N and dynamic neighborhood control forces
range from 1.7-3.5 N. The decentralized estimation RMSE values range from 0.07-0.2%
and 0.9-2.2% for displacement and velocity estimation, respectively. The centralized
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estimation errors range from 0.02-0.07% and 0.3-0.6% for displacement and velocity
estimation, respectively, and the maximum RMSE errors for average neighbor estimation
is 0.8% and dynamic neighborhood estimation is 0.9% for velocity estimation. Figure 5.7
shows that higher-quality output information and quantity of information improves state
estimation, and with improved estimates, the control effort decreases. From these results,
on-demand reconfiguration of sensor groups to make use of available data improves
estimation accuracy and therefore yields better control performance. The values found in
Figures 5.6 and 5.7 are tabulated in Tables 5.3-5.7.

Figure 5.7: 9-DOF experimental drift reduction, control effort and efficiency, and
estimation error
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Table 5.3: Maximum drift values for 9-DOF simulation and experimental performance
metrics
Drift (mm)
Floor
No.

NC
Sim

Cent.
Sim

Avg. Sim

Dyn.
Sim

Dec.
Sim

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0.75
1.13
1.12
1.50
2.25
2.50
2.50
3.50
3.82
0.00

0.27
0.29
0.31
0.49
0.71
0.94
1.10
1.16
1.35
0.00

0.30
0.32
0.34
0.56
0.79
1.05
1.24
1.30
1.51
0.00

0.35
0.38
0.40
0.65
0.93
1.23
1.43
1.51
1.76
0.00

0.66
0.75
0.80
1.18
1.59
1.81
2.02
2.40
2.92
0.00

Floor
No.

NC
Exp

Cent.
Exp

Avg.
Exp

Dyn.
Exp

Dec.
Exp

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

1.00
1.49
1.50
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.98
3.50
4.02
0.00

0.22
0.27
0.38
0.41
0.58
0.77
0.82
0.99
1.57
0.00

0.21
0.23
0.35
0.43
0.61
0.69
0.71
0.82
1.44
0.30

0.26
0.35
0.40
0.51
1.01
1.13
1.31
2.25
2.57
0.00

0.30
0.41
0.59
0.79
0.86
1.15
1.41
1.54
3.20
0.00
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Table 5.4: Maximum force values for 9-DOF simulation and experimental performance
metrics
Floor
No.
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

NC
Sim
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Cent.
Sim
0.55
0.55
0.55
1.65
1.65
1.65
2.70
2.70
2.70
0.00

Effort (N)
Avg.
Sim
0.56
0.56
0.56
1.69
1.69
1.69
2.74
2.74
2.74
0.00

Dyn.
Sim
0.57
0.57
0.57
1.93
1.93
1.93
2.77
2.77
2.77
0.00

Dec.
Sim
0.82
0.82
0.82
2.11
2.11
2.11
3.50
3.50
3.50
0.00

Floor
No.

NC
Exp

Cent.
Exp

Avg.
Exp

Dyn.
Exp

Dec.
Exp

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.72
1.72
1.72
3.31
3.31
3.31
3.13
3.13
3.13
0.00

1.67
1.67
1.67
3.13
3.13
3.13
2.75
2.75
2.75
0.00

1.69
1.69
1.69
2.40
2.40
2.40
3.54
3.54
3.54
0.00

2.90
2.90
2.90
4.34
4.34
4.34
6.91
6.91
6.91
0.82
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Table 5.5: Force-to-drift efficiency values for 9-DOF simulation and experimental
performance metrics
Floor
No.
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

NC
Sim
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Efficiency (N*mm)
Cent.
Avg.
Dyn.
Sim
Sim
Sim
0.15
0.17
0.20
0.16
0.18
0.22
0.17
0.19
0.22
0.82
0.94
1.25
1.17
1.35
1.79
1.55
1.79
2.36
2.99
3.39
3.97
3.14
3.56
4.17
3.65
4.14
4.88
0.00
0.00
0.00

Dec.
Sim
0.54
0.61
0.66
2.49
3.37
3.83
7.06
8.42
10.21
0.00

Floor
No.

NC
Exp

Cent.
Exp

Avg.
Exp

Dyn.
Exp

Dec.
Exp

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.37
0.47
0.66
1.34
1.93
2.54
2.58
3.09
4.91
0.00

0.35
0.38
0.59
1.34
1.92
2.17
1.95
2.25
3.97
0.00

0.44
0.59
0.67
1.23
2.42
2.72
4.63
7.99
9.10
0.00

0.85
1.19
1.70
3.43
3.75
4.97
9.76
10.66
22.11
0.00
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Table 5.6: Displacement-estimation error values for 9-DOF simulation and experimental
performance metrics
Disp. Estimation Error (RMSE%)
Cent.
Avg.
Dyn.
Sim
Sim
Sim
0.08
0.09
0.10
0.07
0.09
0.10
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.07
0.07
0.09
0.06
0.06
0.08
0.05
0.05
0.06
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00

Floor
No.
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

NC
Sim
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.00

Floor
No.

NC
Exp

Cent.
Exp

Avg.
Exp

Dyn.
Exp

Dec.
Exp

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.00

0.10
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.00

0.08
0.07
0.07
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.05
0.03
0.02
0.00

0.11
0.11
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.08
0.07
0.05
0.04
0.00

0.19
0.19
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.15
0.13
0.10
0.07
0.00
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Dec.
Sim
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.15
0.15
0.12
0.10
0.07
0.04
0.00

Table 5.7: Velocity-estimation error values for 9-DOF simulation and experimental
performance metrics
Vel. Estimation Error (RMSE%)
Cent.
Avg.
Dyn.
Sim
Sim
Sim
1.01
1.16
1.31
0.99
1.13
1.28
0.96
1.11
1.25
0.91
0.95
1.17
0.87
0.91
1.13
0.76
0.80
1.00
0.61
0.71
0.81
0.43
0.50
0.57
0.29
0.34
0.39
0.00
0.00
0.00

Floor
No.
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

NC
Sim
0.94
0.92
0.90
0.84
0.82
0.72
0.58
0.41
0.28
0.00

Dec.
Sim
2.34
2.28
2.20
2.04
1.93
1.65
1.31
0.91
0.59
0.00

Floor
No.

NC
Exp

Cent.
Exp

Avg.
Exp

Dyn.
Exp

Dec.
Exp

9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

0.64
0.58
0.64
0.58
0.51
0.48
0.42
0.36
0.29
0.00

0.83
0.77
0.90
0.78
0.66
0.55
0.49
0.41
0.34
0.00

0.71
0.65
0.71
0.64
0.57
0.53
0.46
0.40
0.32
0.00

0.95
0.90
0.95
0.87
0.79
0.70
0.59
0.49
0.37
0.00

2.28
2.17
2.28
2.07
1.96
1.72
1.45
1.11
0.88
0.00

5.4 Conclusions
This chapter investigated temporal decentralization using a dynamic bandwidth
allocation technique to maintain fast control speeds without the need of spatial
decentralization. This work focused on structural control of buildings with large control
networks where normal time division approaches for budgeting data transmissions would
not be feasible. The approaches used in this work allowed units to adapt based
acceleration readings and reconfigure neighborhoods for fusing measurement data. Data
transmissions were limited based on two criteria, nodal observability and measurement
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to estimation residual jerk ratios, to prevent data collision and data loss in saturated
wireless medium. This work aims to present an additional tool for wireless structural
control to improve performance when communication is sparse and irregular. The
approach used may be used as a stand-alone strategy or in conjunction with spatial
decentralization or frequency allocation strategies. The contributions of this chapter
include an algorithm for prioritizing data for transmission and fast dynamic measurement
fusion schemes using a library of state estimator matrices that can accommodate data
without rederiving the estimation scheme. These two contributions should be adaptable
to many different size structures and applications. This chapter examined a simulated
full-scale 20 degree-of-freedom structure and an experimental laboratory-scale 9 degreeof-freedom structure. The results for the dynamic fusion schemes showed a direct
comparison in performance to a fully-centralized scheme and both outperformed a fullydecentralized control scheme.
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6

Concluding Remarks

6.1 Summary of Dissertation
The main focus of this dissertation was to develop novel methods to maintain control
speed in large wireless networks where communication latency would traditionally
require wireless networks to operate at slow speeds. Though other studies have been
performed that look into this issue, the methods discussed in this dissertation relied on
novel approaches of static and dynamic bandwidth allocation that operated with
temporally decentralized subgroups of sensors. This methodology mandated the
development and validation of embedded processes for estimation and control schemes
that could handle time varying sensor inputs, strategical budgeting of transmissions based
on sensor group observability, and controller-aware prioritization of transmissions, all of
which was conducted on a simulated large-scale structure and an experimental smallscale wireless control test-bed structure.
Semi-active damping devices are of growing in popularity within the civil engineering
community. The main types of damping devices were discussed in Chapter 2 pointing
out the major shortcomings associated with passive and active control devices and
emphasizing the benefits semi-active devices possess. In general, wired control systems
are used to provide voltage to active and semi-active devices during a control process to
attenuate undesired structural response. Chapter 2 discussed that semi-active dampers,
though highly attractive, are often too small to supply an appropriate control force to
combat inertial forces in a structure during seismic and high-wind events. A large density
of semi-active dampers (i.e., a control network) is required to achieve an adequate force
to control structures. Wireless control and semi-active devices are often used together
due to the large amount of cabling required to power and command all semi-active
devices. However, wireless technology is not well suited for real-time applications such
as control, due to communication latency.
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Communication latency, among other issues, such as limited power supplies to power
wireless technology (e.g., batteries), limited communication range, etc. governs how fast
the wireless network can centralize data. In control applications, control speed is slowed
down when traditionally time-budgeting data transmissions. To bring wireless
technology for control closer to wired control systems, methods for working around
communication latency and even eliminating it have been explored and reviewed in
Chapter 2. These methods generally involve spatially decentralizing the wireless
network, which creates subgroups of wireless units that operate, unaware of other
subgroup activity and unable to retrieve data from nodes outside of subgroups. Moving
past set subgroups of wireless units, other studies have looked at sharing data between
groups, and even communicating data with non-time-budgeted, but rather simultaneous,
methods. The shortcomings of each technique, to address communication latency, have
further motivated the exploration of temporal decentralization techniques discussed in
this dissertation.
Because experiments that use semi-active devices are expensive, and because the main
contribution of this dissertation was to address the impact that wireless communication
latency has on structural control, Chapter 3 looked at the development and use of smallscale semi-active control device and a small-scale structural control test bed. Chapter 3
discussed both the modeling and model calibration for low-force (0-10 N) double-ended
piston-type magneto-rheological (MR) fluid extraction dampers. A damper was designed
to exhibit the same inherent complex nonlinear hysteretic behavior comparable to a fullscale commercially available MR-fluid dampers. The MR-fluid extraction damper
demonstrated the ability to reduce inter-story velocities and drift of a three degree-offreedom (DOF) testbed structure at the scale of interest. Chapter 3 also discussed the
further development of a 9-DOF testbed for use in the two studies discussed in Chapters
4 and 5. In each of the studies the MR-dampers were used to control a test-bed structures
using linear-quadratic-Gaussian (LQG) control strategies.
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A method of improving control speed using sensor placement techniques was explored
in Chapter 4. Prior to experimental testing a simulation was developed that demonstrated
how sensor placement could reduce the number of sensors that had to communicate in a
wireless network employed on a 20-DOF structure. Each sensor group for transmission
contained maximum system observability which aided the control performance and
estimator efficiency. For this work, the performance of multiple estimators/controllers in
a large wireless network was examined for a multitude of communication schemes. Many
staggered communication schemes were examined and overall, the observability
Gramian

sensor placement

technique outperformed

other less

sophisticated

communication methods.
The work in Chapter 5 involved a method for addressing communication latency in
wireless networks that are too large to operate with traditional transmission scheduling
or the method discussed in Chapter 4. This chapter explored dynamic allocation by
modifying a carrier sense multiple access with collision detection protocol, or carrier
sense multiplexing, and added randomness to transmission times to reduce bandwidth
contention. The results showed that prioritizing transmissions based on observability and
measurement readings allowed temporally decentralized dynamic bandwidth allocation
to improve upon fully-decentralized control. When units only transmitted when
necessary, the information spread throughout the network helped to increase estimation
accuracy and decrease control effort used in control tests. This work fills the gap in
wireless structural control that exists when communication is sparse and irregular.

6.2 Contributions
To further promote the use of semi-active technologies, this dissertation has developed
small-scale affordable semi-active dampers for experimental studies to be used with
wireless technology as they go together to combat the high installation cost associated
with cabling. In order to fully accept wireless technology, and therefore semi-active
devices for structural control, the issue of communication latency had to be addressed
further. This dissertation identified two methods that could allow wireless units to
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transmit highly valuable information in the limited size communication windows to
minimize the potential of wasting bandwidth and to minimize the effects of
communication latency. Specifically, this dissertation acknowledged that traditional
methods used to address communication latency are based on spatially dividing the
control network into subgroups, which prevents the spread information throughout the
structure. If the network was instead divided into groups over time, where each time
group sent data to the entire network, information would always be well spread. This
dissertation explored the use of sensor placement techniques to assess how valuable
wireless sensor transmissions are and how the value of patterned transmissions of
wireless units compared to other sensor patterns. Most interestingly, this dissertation
presented a method for communicating data without a time schedule. This approach in
reference is from Chapter 5, which used managed wireless communication using an
extended carrier sense multiplexing approach. This has not been done for wireless
structural control because it is easier to budget transmissions to have guaranteed delivery
of data for centralization. However, the accompanying algorithms for handling the
incoming data is able use data from any transmitting unit or units for control computation.
Also, the extension to carrier sense multiplexing was knowledgeable of the control
algorithm and estimated state and output values, so deciding when to retransmit data
when detecting potential collisions was strategic to the ongoing process. The contributing
work was all validated using wireless sensing and control technology during control
experiments.

6.3 Future Work
This dissertation presented methods for improving the capabilities of wireless technology
for structural control in large control networks. While the results represent that the
methodology developed is feasible, future research applied to larger networks than were
used in the dissertation are still warranted. Throughout the duration of this dissertation,
other research studies have demonstrated interesting techniques that can be combined
with the novel approaches discussed to combat communication latency. Properly
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implemented, projects involving the combination of temporal and spatial decentralization
with overlapping subgroups and even frequency-division multiplexing would expand the
field of applications for this dissertation. Combining reduced order modeling and
methods for dynamic or strategic static allocation of bandwidth might help minimize
wireless unit group sizes while and calculation requirements. The model order could
match the number of transmitted data points per timestep to further simplify the
calculations, increase estimation efficiency, and provide grounds for examining even
larger systems using the same method.
Besides simply combining methodology to improve the capabilities of wireless
technology for structural control, future work is warranted to improve the specific
algorithms also presented as part of this dissertation. Chapter 5 presented two algorithms
for fusing measurement data from random sets of up to two incoming transmissions, this
could be extended to accommodate any number of transmissions. It would be more useful
to fuse state vectors if transmitted as well when making use of combined algorithm
solutions to further speed up computation and communication. It is also important to
consider structures that are equipped with more types of sensors, and how fusion
techniques described in Chapter 5 would be applied to fusing different types of data when
received, and also how different sensor data types would affect the sensor placement
algorithm described in Chapter 4.
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